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STATEMENT OF O R I G I N A L I T Y
This thesis is the work of the author and contains the 
following originn 1 contributions to the fields of control theory 
and control engineering :
1. A new analytical theory and an algorithm to identify the 
parameters of multi-input multi-output known order linear 
systems •
2. Formulation of a novel method to identify the system or­
der and the unknown parameters of multi-input multi-output 
linear continuous systems.
3. A new algorithm to identify the system parameters and 
the order of linear discrete systems.
4. A new method of designing mi croprocessor-based deadbeat 
controller for d ig ita l  servo systems with finite settling
t i me.
5. A new method of designing digital systems using a 
parameter optimization method via non-linear programming 
and the f ini te-set t li ng - time criterion.
I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  AND D E S I G N  OF 
C O N T R O L  S Y S T E M
S Y N O P S IS
An extensive literature on parameter identification and 
design of multi-input multi-output control systems exists. 
Despite this and the presence of a wide ranging software in 
these areas of control engineering , there is an absence of an­
alytical work and algorithms which are able to treat continu­
ous linear and non-linear^as well as discrete systems within 
the same mathematical framework. Furthermore, virtually 
all currently available identification and design algorithms 
require large processing power/working storage and, 
consequently are suitable only to users with access to main­
frame computers. This thesis is  concerned with the develop­
ment of a number of novel mathematical theories for parame­
ter identification and design of linear and non-linear systems. 
These theories and their associated results are used to de­
velop numerical algorithms suitable for implementation on 
low-cost personal ’ computers with memory sizes of around 
256 kbytes. The programs described in the thesis have been 
written by using I B M —4331 Fortran and can be run with  
litt le  modification on IB M —PC Although there are con­
straints on accuracy, the analytical results and the associated
software developed in this thesis would be of use to 
practising control engineers in the prelimirary analysis/ 
design of physical systems.
The thesis is divided into two parts : Part I ( Chap­
ters 1— 5 ) considers the problems of parameter identification 
of continuous linear t ime - invar iant as well as non-linear 
and time-varying and discrete systems. Part J (Chapters 6
and 7 ) considers the problems of designing digital servo systems. 
The main contributions of this thesis are :
1. Developement of a new algorithm for the identification of
the parameters of multi-input multi-output known
order linear systems. This method is based on the integr­
ation of the completely controllable dynamical equation 
(Chapter 2 ) .
2. Formulation of a novel method to identify the system 
order and the unknown parameters of mul t ipie-input multiple- 
output linear t ime - invar iant continuous systems. This met­
hod is based on the special structure of the system matrix
and multiple integration of the dynamical equation C x(t)=Ax(t)
+  Bji(t) and ^ ( t ) = C  x(t) ) (Chapter 3 ) .  In Chapter 4, 
these results are extended to time-varying and non-linear  
systems.
3. Identification of system parameters and order for linear 
discrete single-input single-output systems using the rank 
difference between two matrices constructed from the input- 
output measurement ( Chapter 5 ) . The procedure used
to identify unknown parameters is based on a special 
output data vector y ( K ; N ) which is a linear combination of 
the input -output data The originality of the results 
presented in Chapters 2 — 5 lies in the fact that linear and 
non-linear as well as continuous and discrete sy stem s may 
be identified by using a single mathematical fra^mework.
The main advantage of this is that a self contained system 
package can be developed. Various parts of such a system 
software have been described in the thesis.
4. A microprocessor-based output deadbeat controller for digital 
servo systems wi th finite settling time is presented. The 
controller configuration introduced in this chapter can also be 
applied to implement the widely used digital lead-lag compensa­
tors and PID  controllers (Chapter 6 ) .
5. Anew method of designing digital systems using the 
parameter optimization method via non-linear programming 
and the finite-settling time criterion (Chapter 7 ).
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PART- I
This part of the thesis is concerned with the identification 
of linear and non-linear continuous systems and linear discrete-time 
systems. The primary objective of this part is to present a com­
prehensive theory of identification with a view to developing a set 
of software suitable for small computers (typically the IB M -P C ) . 
The programs developed here are considered to be very cost effective 
in cases where a certain amount of inaccuracy may be acceptable 
as a compromise to obtain a fast, simple and easy to use identif­
ication technique through real-time measurement data. One of
the main constraints of using the algorithm developed here is that 
the measurement data is assumed to be noise free. Since a 
substantial amount of work with noisy data has been undertaken 
in the past, this problem is not considered here.
This part of the thesis has the following chapters :
Chapter-1 Identification techniques
Chap ter-2
Chapter-3 
Chapter-4 
Chapter-5
Known order MIMO ( multi-input multi-output )
systems
Unknown order MIMO systems
Extension to time-varying and non-linear systems
Discrete SISO ( single-input single output ) systems
1Chapter-1 I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  TECHNIQUES
System identification is generally accepted to be one 
of the most important problems in system analysis, synthesis, 
optimization and adaptation. In most identification algorithms, 
the structure of the system is assumed to be known, and 
the system is described by a proper mathematical model with 
unknown parameters. So the identification problem is reduced 
to a parameter estimation problem. Once the system is des­
cribed by a mathematical model in terms of differential equ­
ations, state space equations or transfer functions, then the 
characteristic parameters are determined from experimental 
measurements of the system inputs, states and outputs. In 
some cases the system states are accessible for measurement; 
in many engineering systems some or all the states are not 
accessible for direct measurement, consequently only the sys­
tem inputs and outputs should involved in the derivation of 
experimental identification algorithms.
Many factors need to be considered in the identificat­
ion procedure such as the proper choice of the mathematical 
model to describe the system, assessment of the stored en­
ergy ( initial conditions ) ,  and whether some special test 
signals are needed as the input to the system to
1 — 1
obtain measurement data for appropriate estimation.
Various identification schemes have been proposed in 
addition to the well-known methods such as the learning 
model [ 1 ] , the quasi-linearization ( 2  3 , the auxiliary mo­
dels [ 3 ] , and the regression analysis method ( 4 ) . Ho 
and Kalman [ 5 ) used the external description of the system 
displayed via the Markov parameters with an impulse input 
and zero initial conditions. Puri and Waygant [ 3 ) considered 
single-input single-output systems, where auxiliary lag 
networks and a test signal of an impulse or white noise were 
used. Gopinath ( 6 ) considered multiple-input multiple- 
output linear-systems where differentiation of the system 
inputs and outputs is required which introduces noise and 
numerical errors. Khatwani and Bujwa C 7 3 used an expo­
nential test signal to identify the parameters of single-input 
single-output linear systems. K. S. Narendra and S .S .  T r i-  
pathi ( 8 ) used the model reference approach to design a 
parameter adaptive model reference system. The unknown 
parameters are determined when the system states are acce­
ssible for measurement. G. Ludres and K. S. Narendra ( 9 ) 
used the model reference technique when only the system in­
puts and outputs are accessible for measurement. T . C. Hsia 
and V. Vimolvanich ( 10 3> used an analog method which is based 
on the learning model concept to determine the parameters of linear
Iand non-linear systems. K . S .  Kumar and R. Sridnar C2D 
applied the quasi-linearization method to identify the para­
meters of linear and non-linear systems. An identification algo 
rithm was presented by A . Sherif and M. Y . Wu [ 1 1 ]  , where 
all the states of multiple-input multiple-output linear systems 
are assumed to be accessible for measurement, and that the 
system is settable, i . e . ,  all initial states can be set to a 
desired value. Also a step input was required as a test signal. 
The above algorithm was used by H. Abedi Cl2] to identify the 
parameters of an actual distillation tower under normal opera­
tional conditions and satisfactory results were obtained.
(a) SYSTEM ORDER
The order of a dynamic system is a key parameter in 
system identification. Given a sequence of measurements from 
the input and the output terminals of a system, a general 
objective is to construct a system based on these available data,
such that it can approximately give rise to the same input- 
output response. With the a-priori knowledge of the system 
order, suitable structure of correct dimension is first 
selected and then the system parameters estimated. However, if 
such an a-priori knowledge is lacking, the order of the system 
must be determined in addition to estimating the system para- 
*»*2ters.
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Procedures for system identification of certain single­
input single-output linear systems requiring no knowledge 
of the system order have also been developed in the literature 
C31 — 33 3 . However, the knowledge of the upper bound of the 
system order is usually required so that higher order models
can be assumed for practical applications.
The problem of order determination has been studied
previously C13 — 213 . Graupe, Krause and Moore C13] presented 
a procedure for estimating the AR and MA orders of a white- 
noise excited ARMA ( autoregressive moving-average ) process 
from noise-free output measurements. Astr'om and Eykhoff 
C143 formulated a probability test for the noise-free scalar 
linear systems with noisy input and output observations. By 
fitting the least-squares models of different orders directly, 
Astrom and Eykhoff estimated the order by employing anF-test  
on the reduction of the loss function. Chow C153 formed a null 
hypothesis test for the order of a pure moving-average process 
with white-noise input from noise-free output observations.
Chow C163 also gave a procedure based on the correlation func­
tions of the output for estimating the orders of an ARMA  
process with white-noise input from noisy output measurements. 
Woodside C 17 3 proposed three order test procedures for noise-free 
scalar linear systems with input and output measurements being 
corrupted by noises of known characteristics. Unbehauen and 
Gohring C183 compared seven order test procedures for their
1 — 4
performance qualities based on large number of investigated 
cases. Comparison of order test procedures has also been made- 
by Van Den Boom and Van Den Enden [ 19 }.
(b) MU LTIV ARIABLE SYSTEMS
A ll  procedures summarized above were developed for 
single-input, single-output linear, time - invar iant, discrete­
time systems. For multivariable systems, the main d i f f i ­
culty in system identification is the existence of a class of 
canonical forms rather than a unique canonical formC21— 24j.
In the literature, order determination procedures for 
multivariable systems have been developed only for a class of 
discrete-time stationary processes. Mehra [ 20 } presented a 
goodness-of-fit test procedure based on the innovation property 
C 25 } of an optimal Kalman filter [ 26— 28 } via the innova­
tion approach [ 29 , 30 0  for the case where a time-invariant 
linear system is excited by white-noise. Tse and Weinert 
C 21 } dealt with the same white noise excited stationary 
process via a particular “ canonical” construction. Starting 
from any output terminal, they investigate the increase 
in order due to additional output terminals based on a covari­
ance matrix constructed from the noisy output observations.
1 — 5
(c) REDUCTION OF ORDER
In practice, even when it is possible to identify the 
parameters of complex and high order systems, the analysis, 
optimization and adaptation would require a large amount of 
computation. One way of overcoming these computational d iffi­
culties is to use a low order model of the high order system 
which is computationally and analytically more tractable than 
the actual system, yet provides sufficient information
about the original system.
Different methods [ 3 4 ,3 5 ,  36, 37, 38] have been pro­
posed in the past for the reduction of high order transfer
functions, or decreasing the dimension of the state equation.
In the conventional approach, Evans [ 37 ] obtained lower
order systems by estimating the transients of a closed-loop 
transfer function from its  dominant roots. Chen [3 9 ]  and 
Biernson [4 0 ]  used a different method, where the corner fre­
quencies in a Bode diagram are ignored if the gains are below 
-15  db or above + 1 5  db. Davison C36] considered the reduction 
of the dimension of the state equation by keeping the dominant 
eigenvalues and discarding the others.
The principle of the reduction techniques in the conve­
ntional approach is based on the use of the dominant roots. 
These methods are not always appli cable^primari 1 y because
many control systems have no dominant roots.
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Furthermore, the actual high order system parameters are re­
t ir e d  to be known, which is not always possible in practice.
Another reduction approach is to search, in some fashion, 
for the coefficients of a set of differential equations of 
specified order such that their response approaches that 
of the original system in such a manner that the mean square 
error between the two responses over a given finite interval is 
minimized. The methods proposed by Chidambara C413 .Anderson 
[343 and Sinha and Pilli [383 belong to this category.
A different approach due to Chen and Shieh [35 3 , is 
based on the principle of the continued fraction expansion of 
the transfer function of the actual high order system, which 
is required to be knowm.
N. K. Sinha and G. T . Bereznai [423 proposed a 
different technique. The technique is based on the pattern- 
search algorithm of Hook and Jeeves [43 ]  . Starting from an 
approximate first or second-order model, an optimum model of 
that order is determined, and the process is continued with the 
order increasing progressively until the error criterion is 
satisfied or the desired order is readied. T .  Yahagi C443 
applied a parameter optimization technique to obtain low order 
models of high order systems by approximating the state equ­
ations. The error criterion function is given by the integral- 
squared error of the transient responses of the original system 
and i ts low order model .
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(d) SCOPE OF THIS THESIS
In Part-I of this thesis, several identification 
procedures and associated algorithms are presented, these 
determine the system order (n) and the unknown parameters of 
a given system ( A ,B ,C ,D  ) . Also a reduced order model of the 
given high order system can be determined by using one of these 
schemes.
In the Chapter 2 ,  multiple-input multiple-output known 
order continuous systems are considered. The basic procedure 
is applicable to systems where all system states are accessible 
for measurement. All that is  required in this scheme, is a 
set of integrators depending on the system order and the 
number of inputs and outputs. In this chapter a software 
package is developed using the analytical results of this scheme
( Fig. 1-1 ) . The main advantage of this proposed method is that
no special test signal is required, which makes it very suitable
for on-line identification.
Chapter 3 considers the order determination and 
parameter determination of continuous-time linear systems.
The procedure employed for system identification is based 
on the special structure of matrix ( A )  and the multiple- 
integration of dynamic equation. In this method no special test 
signal is required, which makes this method applicable for 
on-line identification.
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Chapter 4 extends the above results to the unknown 
order multiple-input multiple-output nonlinear system^ and 
time-varying systems This identification technique requires no 
knowledge of the system order or the initial conditions. 
Furthermore, in addition to the parameter determination, the 
initial conditions can be determined by this scheme.
The problem of identifying discrete linear system is 
considered in the last chapter in Part-I of the thesis.
Chapter 5 develops a method of determining the system order and 
parameters. This method is considered with reference to single­
input single-output systems primarily to highlight the applicability 
of the general identification philosophy developed jn Chapters 2—4 
t° discrete systems. A topic of future research could be to extend 
these results to multi-input multi-output discrete system 
to complement the proceding development for continuous systems.
Part-U of the thesis has two chapters. Chapter 6
presents a microprocessor-based output deadbeat controller for 
digital servo system with finite settling tim e. The controller
1 — 9
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configuration introduced in this chapter can also be applied to 
implement the widely used digital lead-lag compensators and 
P I D controllers.
In Chapter 7 a computer aided design technique for
digital control systems with finite settling time is presented.
A performance index ( PI ), consisting of three terms for
penalizing the system error, the actuating force, and the location
of the closed-loop poles , is formulated. The parameters
of the digital controllers are determined by minimizing
this performance index. A CAD algorithm is described through a
numerical example to demonstrate the stages of using this design
technique.
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Chapter — 2 KNOWN ORDER MIMO SYSTEMS
This chapter develops a theoretical framework of estimating
the parameters of a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems 
whose order is known a-priori. This problem has considerable 
practical significance, especially in cases where a somewhat 
approximate description is needed to assess the general behaviour 
of a system. The main advantage of this method is its simplicity- 
requiring only onematrix inversion and one matrix multiDlication. 
The consequent disadvantage is that some inaccuracy in the 
estimated system parameters may have to be accepted if the 
system order is very high. Some, rather simple, numerical 
examples are included to study the extent of error introduced in
the identified parameters.
The MIMO linear time-invariant systems considered here 
is described by S :
S : x ( t ) = A x ( t )  +  B u ( t )  
_y ( t ) =  C x( t )  +  D u( t )
( 2 - 1  )
( 2- 2 )
2 — 1
where
2c(t)eR  nxl is a state vector
jr(t)eR  PXI is a output vector 
u ( t ) e R " xl is a input vector
and A e R  nxn , B e R  nxm , C e R  pxn and D e R px"  
are unknown real constant matrices to be determined from 
experimental data.
2 — 1 Identification method
Consider the system S defined by ( 2 —1 ) and ( 2 —2 ) . 
We assume here that the n-state vector J£(t) , the p-output 
vector _y(t) and the m- input vector jj(t) are all accessible for 
measurement.
Define :
'  k, (t) /  > xi (r)
k2 (t)
4  / '
x 2 (r) d z
k„ (t)
*^ to
. x "(r) >
k (t) A n  x(r)dr
— Jto
' R.(t) Ui (r)
R2 (t) * r u2 (r) d r
Rm(t) to Um (t) ^
2 - -  2
or
A
R(t)= [  u (r) d r 
* to
F, (t) ' yi(r)
F 2 (t) yz M
j  to
F p (t) , „ y P M
£ ( « ) £ ! y (r) d r 
to
( 2- 4)
dr
( 2 - 5 )
Now, if both sides of ( 2 —1) and (2 —2) are integrated, we get:
r x, (t) ' ' Xi(to) ' ' ki (t) ’ 'R . ( t )  '
X2 (t) X2(to) k2 (t) Rz (t)
— =  A +  B
v Xn (t) 4 v Xn(to) , v k„ (t) / . R m (t) ,
and
( F ! (t) ' ' ki (t)' 'R i ( t )  '
F 2 (t) k2 (t) Rz (t)
=  c +  D
r 
—
■o
 
••
• 
r* N.
__
__
__
__
\ kn (t) / 3 
..
.
V
( 2 - 6 b)
In compact form, equations (2—6a) and (2—6b) 
may be expressed as
x ( t ) -x ( t o )  =  A k (t)+B R (t)  ( 2 - 7 )
F(t) = C k (t )+ D R (t )  ( 2 - 8 )
Equations ( 2 —7) and ( 2 —8) can be put in a partitioned form as:
2 — 3
■ x (t)— x(to) ' A B ’ ’ k(t) '
F(t) I c D , . R(t) .
Define
and
V(t) =
E(t) =
G =
x (t)— x(to)
F(t) 
k(t) ' 
R(t) ,
' A 1 B '
. C 1 D J
where
V ( t ) 6 R ( , f ,m  , E (t )G R <nfm)xl
and
( 2 - 9 )
( 2 - 1 0 )  
(2 -1 1  )
( 2 - 1 2 )
G €E R <nfp)x(n<‘m) is constant matrix 
Then from (2 —9 ) we have :
V (t )= G E (t )  ( 2 - 1 3 )
Now, if all n-states, p-outputs, m-inputs and their 
corresponding integrals are measured at ( n + m ) successive 
equal intervals of time, with a sampling period T ,  we have : 
for t — T
( xi (T )  — xi(to) ki (T )  )
X2 (T  ) —X2 (to) k2 (T )
X„ (T ) —Xn(to) =  G k„ (T )
F , (T ) R. (T )
F 2 (T ) R* (T )
. F P(T ) , R m(T) ,
2 — 4
or V ( T ) =  G E ( T )
for t =  2 T
' xi ( 2 T ) — xi (to) ki ( 2 T )
X2 ( 2T ) — X2 (to ) k2 ( 2T )
x„ (2 T) — x„(to) =  G k „ (2 T )
Fi (2T) Ri ( 2 T )
F 2 (2T) R2 ( 2 T )
, F p (2T) . Rm( 2T ) ,
or V ( 2 T )  = G E ( 2 T )
for t = ( n + m ) T
' xi C ( n+m ) T )  — Xi (to) ' ki ( ( n + m )T ]
X2 (  ( n +m ) T ) —x 2(to) k2 C ( n + m )T )
xn [ ( n + m ) T )  — xn(t0 ) =  G kn ( (n + m )T )
F i [ ( n + m ) T ] Ri ( (n + m )T )
F 2 C (n + m  )T) R 2 C (n + m )T ]
s F p ( (n + m  )T) - R m [ ( n + m )T )  /
or V [ ( n + m ) T ]  =  GE C ( n + m ) T ]
or, in the compact form
2 — 5
' Xi (T )  - X i ( t o ) xi ( 2T) —xi(to)
X2 (T )  —X2 (to ) X2 ( 2T) —X2 (to)
x„ (T )  —x„(to) x„ ( 2T) —x„(to)
Fi (T ) F 1 ( 2 T )
F 2 (T ) F 2 ( 2T )
F p (T ) F p ( 2T )
x iC (n + m )T D  — xi(to)  
X2C(n+m )TD — X2 (to)
xn C (n +m )T )  — x„(to)  
F i C (n +m  )T ]
F 2 C (n + m  )T )
F  p C  ( n + m  ) T )
ki (T) ki ( 2T)
k2 (T) k* (2T)
k„ (T) k„ (2T)
Ri(T) R i(2T)
R*(T) R2 ( 2T )
s Rm (T )
:
Rm( 2T)
and Define :
V (T ) =  C  V ( T ) V ( 2 T )
and
ki C  ( n+m  )T )  
i k2 C ( n + m ) T ]
kn C ( n +m )T )
Ri C (n + m  )TD 
R2 C (n +m  )T3
RmC(n+rn)T] / 
V C ( n + m ) T ] ]  ( 2 - 1 4 )
2 — 6
V (T )  €E R cn,"p )x<n<‘m}
( n f m ) x ( n f m )
Then from (2  — 13) we have
V (T )  =  G E (T )  ( 2 -1 6  )
As will be seen in the identification algorithm E (T ) is 
required to be non-singular for the determination of the system 
parameters. A necessary condition for E ( T )  to be non-singular 
is given by the following Lemma :
Lemma 2 — 1 A necessary condition for the matrix E(T) 
to be non-singular is that the system to be identified is 
completely controllable.
Proof :
E (T )  =  C E ( T ) E ( 2 T ) ........EC (n + m  ) T ] 3  ( 2 - 1 5 )
where
Consider equation ( 2—1 )
Define a new augmented state vector >L(t) where 
*(t)  ' 
u(t) ,
and
x(t)€ERJxl , J = n + m
then
x(t )
= A  | B x (0 ' +
0
u(t)  . • 0 | 0 . . u (t) y . I .
In compact form , we have :
M (t)
( 2 - 1 7 )
2 — 7
( 2 - 1 8 )x ( t ) = A x ( t ) + B  u(t)
where
A =
A | B 
0 I 0
and
B =
0  n X n
1 m x m
A E R JXJ and B E R Jxra
Define :
E (t)= f  x(r)dr  
J  to
’ k(t) '
, R(t) ,
Then E (t) is the same as defined by ( 2 —1 1 ) .  
Integrating both sides of ( 2 —18)
J x (r)d t =  f  A x (r) dr +  f  B u (r) d r
to •'to to
and E (to ) =  O
we get :
_x(t) — x(to) =  AE(t)+  B Cujt)- u_(to) ^
or
x_(t)= fe(t) =  AE(t) +  B ( u(t)— u(to)) +_x(to) 
From ( 2 — 20 )
B u(to) =
therefore
’ o O
. I ,
u(to) =
,y(t°) ,
( 2 - 1 9 )
( 2 - 2 0  )
( 2 -2 1  )
2 — 8
Define :
j<( to) -B u ( t o )  =
' x ( t o )  ' ---
-\ o __
/ jcito)
u( to)  . ,-U(to) , . O
W = -
x(to )
O
where W 6 R J is a constant vector.
Def i ne
u (t)e Rm such that 
Bu (t)=Bu(t) + W  
Then equation ( 2 —21) becomes 
E (t) =  A E (t)+ Bu(t)
The solution of equation (2 —24) is given by :
fj  to
( 2 - 2 2 )
( 2 -23  )
( 2 -2 4  )
E (t) =  <f> (  t — to ) E ( to ) +  I • <j> (  t - T  ) B u ( r ) d r  ( 2- 2 5 )
^  /  \
where 0 ( t — t o ) = e A * t0 is the transition matrix.
The state transition matrix can be written as
t /  . . \  a (  t t „  )( t — to ) =  e
— oo ( t  — to ) A ° + 3 i ( t—to )A + 9 2 (t— to) A2+ .......
— _I +^ oi ( t —to ) A +  92 ( t —t o ) A z+93(t  —to)A34— ■ 
)_1=  2  3i ( t - t o  ) A ‘ ( 2 - 2 6 )
where 9j (t) are scalar valued functions.
Let
( 2-27 )u (t)= 2  Uj (t)ej
i =1
where £j 6 R "  is a unit vector which has a 1 in the j th place 
and zeros elsewhere.
Since E ( t o ) = £  , then equation ( 2—25) can be written
as :
E (t )=  2  2  I 3i ( t - r  ) A i B i Uj (r)dr
i=0 i=i J to
A
where Bj denotes the jth column of the matrix B.
Define :
r u ( t ) = r  3 i ( t t ) u j (r) d r i = 0 , l , 2 , .......
* to
......., J — 1 and j =  1 , 2 , ........  , m  ( 2—28 )
then
E (t)=  2  S  rij (t)A1 B j ( 2 - 2 9 )
• ¡=0 j=l
In a matrix form ( 2 —29) can be written as following
E(t)=Qh_(t) ( 2 - 3 0 )
where
/V / \  ,  A A A A ,  ,  A
Q =  (  B A B ....... A J-1B D ( 2 - 3 1 )
Q e R , x l ‘
and
h (t)= ( roi (t) ro2 (t)....... rom(t) ! rn(t)......... rim(t)1i l
....... |.........j.........! rtj —i>i .........r u - 1)m] T (2 —32)I l i
M t ) e  R Jm
A t ( J )  success! ve intervals of time, with a sampling 
period T ,  equation ( 2 —30) can be written as I
2 — 10
E (T) = Q H ( T ) ( 2 - 3 3 )
where
E (T ) =  C E ( T ) E ( 2 T ) ....... E( JT) 3
and
( 2 -3 4  )
( 2 -3 5  )H (T )  =  C h ( T ) h ( 2 T )  ....... h( JT) 3
E ( T ) 6 R lx) and H ( T ) e R JmxJ
For E (T )  to be non-singular, it is necessary that the 
rank of E (T ) is equal to J
i .e . ,  p C E (T ) ] =  J 
From equation ( 2 —33) we have
p C E (T )3 < m in  0 ( 3 )  , #>CH(T)33 ( 2 - 3 6 )
Consider equation (2 —2 8 ) .  where o¡(t) are scalar
valued function . Now if the input Uj (t) j =  1 ,2  , ........, m are
linearly independent, then r¡j(t)are linearly dependent, this 
implies that :
P C H (T ) 3 =  J
Then from ( 2 —3 6 ) ,  for E (T )  to be non-singular, it is necessary 
that
p  ( Q )  =  J
By definition, we have
A
B =
Then
' o  '
A ' a  i B '
» I .
and A =
, o l o ,
A  A í B A  A r a b  ' A  A f A ‘ - 1 B '
AB = 1 
N 
J
O , A 2 B =
o  ,
, .......  , A 1 B =
. o  y
O B AB a j- 2b ( 2 -3 7  )Q =
I mxm O O ............  O
It is clear from ( 2 —37) that the matrix C Imxm 0 0 ....... 0 J
has m- linearly independent rows.
Thus if the original system given by ( 2 —1) is completely
controllable then the matrix C O B  A B ........A , - 2 B )h as n-linearly
independent rows .
Therefore p ( Q ) =  J =  n + m  and hence p C E ( T ) 3  =  J
So for some linearly independent input u¡(t) j = l  , 2 ,  •••
....... , m , and a sampling interval T , a necessary condition for
E(T) to be non-singular is that the system is completely 
controllable. This completes the proof.
2 — 2 Identification algorithm and illustrative examples
This section develops the identification algorithm and 
the flowchart of computer program using the theory introduced 
in the section 2 — 1.
The identification algorithm is as follows:
Step 1 Consider the multiple-input multiple-output known order 
linear t ime - invariant system depicted in equations ( 2  — 1 ) and 
( 2 - 2  )
*(t) =  A x ( t )+ B u (t )  ( ( 2 - 1 ) )
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y ( t ) = C x ( t ) + D  u(t) ( ( 2 - 2 ) )
Step 2 In order to simulate and identify it with the digital 
computer, we must transform the continuous model into the 
discrete model as
xC ( k +  1 ) T )  =  0 ( T ) 2 c ( k T ) + 0 ( T ) _ u ( k T )  
y (kT)  =  C x ( k T ) + D u ( k T )
where
<KT) = e AT
0 ( T )  =  A - ’ [ e AT- I  3 B
Step 3
, N (A T )  2
Compute 0 ( T ) =  I + A T  +  —— -----*-•2 !
and 6 ( T ) .
Step 4 Compute x ( kT) f rom ( 2 —38) using 0 ( T )
and d ( T ) for k =  l , 2 ,  .......  , ( n+m  )
Step 5 Compute R( kT) for k =  1 , 2 , .......  , ( n +m )
a  r kT 
^ J o
R (kT ) =  | u(f)dr 
Step 6 From equation ( 2 —8 ) ,  we have
then
where
x ( k T ) — x ( 0 ) = A k ( k T )  +  BR(kT)
k (kT) = A ~ ‘ C x ( k T ) - x ( 0 ) - B R ( k T ) 3
A f kT
k ( kT ) =  I x (r) d r
J o
Step 7 From equation (2 —9 ) ,  we have 
F (k T ) =  C k (k T )  +  D R (k T )
( 2 - 3 8 )  
( 2 -3 9  )
( 2 -4 0  ) 
( 2 - 4 1 )
( 2 - 4 2 )
( 2 - 4 3 )
( 2 - 4 4 )
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where
F y (r) d t
Therefore, we can get Jc ( kT) and £  ( kT) , k =  1 , 2 , .......  , ( n+m) .
Until now, we have obtained the data JlCkT), R ( k T ) ,  _k(kT)
an d F (k T ) for identification.
Step 8 U s e x ( k T ) ,  R ( k T ) ,  k (kT) and F (K T ) to 
construct the matrices V(T)and E (T ) respectively.
V ( T ) =  c V ( T ) V ( 2 T ) •• V (  n + m  ) T  ) )
= xi ( T )  — xi (0) x,  ( 2 T ) - X !  (0)- •••• xi ( ( n + m ) T ) — xi(0)
x„ ( T )  — x„ (0) x„ ( 2 T ) - x n(0)--- ••• x „ ( ( n + m ) T  ) —x n(0)
F i ( T ) F i ( 2 T ) F ,  ( ( n + m ) T )
f 2 ( t ) F 2 ( 2 T ) F 2 ( ( n + m ) T )
F P ( T ) F P ( 2T  ) F P ( ( n + m ) T )
( 2 - 4 5 )
E ( T ) = [ E ( T )  E ( 2 T ) .......... E ( ( n + m ) T ) )
' ki (T ) ki ( 2T ) •••••• ki ( (n + m ) T )
k2 (T ) k2 ( 2T) ••• •• k2 ( (n + m )T )
k„ (T ) kn ( 2T) ••• •• k„ ( ( n + m ) T )
Ri (T ) R, ( 2T ) — •• Ri ( (n + m )T )
r2 (T ) R2 (2 T )  ••• •• R2 ( (n + m )T )
, Rm(T) Rm( 2T )
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Step 9 Compute the matrix G from ( 2 —16)
G =
A. | B_
7 c ]  D .
=  V (T )  E CT)~ ( 2-47 )
Flow-chart of the computer program, based on the above 
algorithm, is shown in Fig. 2—1 and the listing of the program 
( Program A ) is given in Appendix 1, the numerical method is 
illustrated through a number of examples.
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2—1 The flow-chart of computer proRram to idencify 
multiple-input multiple-output known order 
linear time - invar iant systems
(a) Example 2 — 1 The system considered here to demon­
strate the validity of the above algorithm has the following 
transfer function.
y. (s)
2 s 2 +  7 s + 8 s! +  2s
Ui (S)
s ‘ +  6 s 2 +  lls  +  6 s 3 + 6 s 2 +  l l s + 6
ys (s)
s 2 +  4s +  3 2 s 2 + 8 s  + 6
u2 (S)
s s + 6 s 2 +  l ls - l -6 s 8 +  6 s 2 +  11 s +  6
"  true G (s)"
In this example G(s) is treated as the physical system of 
known order but of unknown parameters. To distinguish 
the above ''■'physical system " ( simulated for the illustration 
here ) from the " identified system ", the above system is 
referred to here as the "  true system " as opposed to the 
( approximate ) identified system. The step responses of  
the true system are shown in Fig. 2 — 2 and its s ta te -  
space representation is
0 1  r x, (t) 1 0
u, (t) 
u2 (t)
X| (t) - 1 1  ’
X2 (t) = 0 - 4 1
. X„ (t) 0 -  2 -  1.
x(t) //
V
true A "
x2 (t) + 1 -  1
. x» (*) . 0 -  1.
x(t) "  true B " u (t)
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0 1 0£
*
y2 (t) L 1 - 1
Xi (t)
X2 (t)
X> (t)
0
0
0
0
y (t) true C 'true D"
U| (t)
u2 (t)
in F ig .
2 — 3 , where sinusoidal input signals are used to generate 
the output responses needed for the identification algorithm. 
For this illustrative example, the physical system as well 
as the identification hardware were simulated on the digital 
computer. The data from the " hardware "  were used as the 
input measured data in to the identification software. For 
an arbitrary choice of T = 10 mseconds, the identified par­
ameters generated by the software are
— 1.0000 +  D 00 1.0000 D + 0 0  -2 .1 9 8 0  D - 0 7
4.0000 D +00 1.0000 D + 0 0AA -7 .1530  D— 07
-  1.6090 D -0 6  -2 .0 0 0 0  D +00 -1 .0 0 0 0  D + 0 0
A _
B ~
1.0000 D + 0 0
1.0000 D + 0 0  
6.5570 D -  07
1.3040 D -  07
1.0000 D + 0 0
1.0000 D + 0 0
A —
c
1.0000 D +  00 1.0000 D +  00 3.5760 D -  07
3.0990 D -  06 1.0000 D +  00 -  1.0000 D + 0 0
2 — 18
5.9600 D -  08 3.5760 D - 07
-  1.3710 D -  06 7.7490 D -0 7
The step responses for the identified system are shown in 
Fig. 2 — 4 which demonstrate the general validity of the 
numerical algorithm developed here.
Although fairly good agreement between the true par­
ameters and the identified parameters is  obtained in this 
algorithm, the extent of error introduced in the id e n t i f i ­
cation procedure is very much dependent on the choice of T, 
the sampling interval. In general, the Nyquist sampling 
theorem* could be used here to choose T . However , in a 
completely automated identification scheme, the natural fre­
quency or the waveforms of the measurement ( continuous ) 
signals may not be known. Although several established  
identif icat ion algorithms use very small sampling intervals, 
there is no established guidelines on the choice of T (apart 
from the hardware/  measurement constraints imposed by a 
particular interface circuitry). Since the main characteristics 
of the proposed algorithm are its simplicity and com­
patibility with low-cost computer systems, the sampling 
time is likely to be much larger than what is available on 
mainframe interface hardware. For this reason, there is
* this is normally used in the context of data capturing ra­
ther than parameter identification ( further comments on 
P2-29.)
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a need to study the effect of sampling interval on the esti­
mation error.
To provide a quantitative measure of estimation error the 
following scalar error indices are defined :
n
S A =  ^  C a u — a ii ) 2 /  n x n
i =1 
i = i
n,m
S„ =  C bik — bi k ) 2/ n  x m
i = 1 
k  =  1
p5n
Sc =  Yj (  C l ,  —  C l  I ) 2/ n  x p
l = 1
i = 1
S d =
p,m
Y  ( d/k — ) 2/ m x p
t= i 
k = 1
A — { a .i }
A
A = {
A
a .j }
B - { b|k }
â - {
A
b |  k }
c -- { Cli }
A
c = {
A
C| | }
D = { di k }
£>=r { â h.}
i & l 5 9 n
j e l 9 9 n
k e l 9 9 m
i l 9 9 P
S =
s *  +  S B +  S c +  S D 
4
( 2 - 4 8 )
Where A , B , C , D represented the parameters of the true
A  A A A
system and A , B , C , D the corresponding estimated par­
ameters.
Since the dominant t ime-costants are commonly used 
in assessing the transient behaviour of linear system, it is 
useful to relate the choice of the sampling interval to the dominant 
time constant ( T c ) or the undamped oscillation time period
2 — 22
( To ) , that is
T =  K T C for a damped system 1
\ ( 2 -  49 )
=  K To for an undamped system J
where K is a constant.
To assess the effect of the choice of T  on the estimation 
error , the following third order systems with two-inputs 
two-outputs and similar structure are considered here:
(a) overdamped
(b) underdamped
(c) undamped
(d) unstable
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Fig. 2 — 4 The step responses of the identified system 
for u, ('t)= 1 .0 , u2 ft)= 0.0
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(b) Example 2 —2 overdamped system : The true system
is represented by
G(s) =
5 .7 5 s +  23.575 
s 8 +  4.1 s 2 +  3 .4s+ 0.3 
1 .15s 2 +  4.715 s 
s 8 +  4.1s2 +  3.4s +  0. 3
4
s 3+ 4 .1 s2+3.4s +  0.3
0 .8s
s * + 4 .1 s 2 +  3.4s +  0.3
for which
' 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
A = 0.00 0.00 1.00 B = 2. 30 0.00
- 0 . 3 0 -3 .4 0 - 4 .1 0
9
. 0.00 1.60
'2 . 5 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 '
C = D =
0.00 0.50 0.00 9 . 0.00 0.00
The step responses of this true system (overdamped) 
are shown in Fig. 2—5 which indicate that the system 
has a dominant t ime - constant of around 10 seconds . The sys­
tem is controllable and the two input-output channels are 
linearly independent, and hence E ( T )  in equation ( 2 —34) 
will be non-singular. Consequently, the identification algo­
rithm developed earlier is applicable.
Applying the procedure indicated by F ig . 2 — 3 for a known 
order system, the choice of sampling interval T =  1 second 
( Tc/ 1 0  ) gives the following estimation for the system
2 — 25
Fig. 2— 5 The step responses of the true system ( overdamped ) 
for u, (t)= 1.0, u,('t)=0.0
parameters :
' 0.2220 D - 15 0.1000 D+ 01 -0 .3553  D -  14 "
-0 .2 2 9 0  D -  14 -  0.2753D— 13 0.1000 D+01
. -0 .3 0 0 0 D +  00 -0 .3 4 0 0  D +01 -0 .4100  D+01 .
- 0 .  3553 D -  14 0.2887 D -  14 '
0.2300D+01 0. 1754 D -  13
0.3553 D -  14 0. 1600 D +  01
0.2500 D + 01 -0 .2 8 4 2  D -  12 0.2274 D -  12 "
0.2776 D— 16 0.5000 D + 00 -02220 D -  14 .
' - 0 .  1137 D -  12 -0 .2 2 7 4  D -  12'
-0 .8 8 8 2  D -  15 0.2220 D -  15
2 — 26
The estimation errors ( 2 —48 ) for this choice of T are :
S A =  0 .8620 D - 28 
S B =  0 .5687  D— 28 
S c =  0 .2208  D— 25 
S D =  0. 1 6 1 6 D - 25 
S =  0 - 9596 D — 26
which are acceptable for most analysis/design studies using 
linear theory ; the agreement between the step responses 
(F ig . 2 — 7 )  of the true system ( F i g .  2 — 5 )  and estimated 
system ( Fig. 2 — 6 ) is also within acceptable error  
limits .
Fig. 2 — 6 The step responses of the identified
system ( overdamped ) for u, (t)= 1.0, u2(t)= 0.0
2 — 27
80.
Fig. 2— 7 The superimposed step responses of the true and 
the identified system ( overdamped ) 
for u, (t)= 1.0, u2 (t)= 0.0
To study the effect of the choice of the sampling in­
terval ( T ) on the estimation errors ( S A , S B > Sc , S D ,
S ) , T was varied from 1 msecond to 6 seconds [ K in 
(2 —49) varying from 0.0001 to 0 .6  ] , the resulting e r r ­
ors are ploted in Fig. 2—8 • The following observation can 
be made from these error curves :
(l)Square of the estimation errors are small in amplitude 
and within the acceptable bound for most design proce­
dures over a very wide sampling intervals ( T =  1 msecond to
5.0 seconds). For the system in Example 2 —2 , the 
“ optimum” choice is around 1 second which is one-tenth  
of the dominant time constant of the system ( T c = 10 
seconds ) .
2 — 28
©Since there is no high-frequency leading or trailing edges 
in the system response, the sampling interval for "  data 
capturing" according to Nyquist sampling theorem should 
be around 5 seconds. This is five fold more than the 
sampl in g interval needed for parameter identification. 
Although this single example is not sufficient to derive 
any general conclusions , it is worth noting that the sam­
pling interval predicted by the Nyquist sampling theorem 
may not be most appropriate for parameter identification 
algorithms .
(3) 11 is interesting to observe that the estimation errors  
are higher at the two boundaries. The estimation algo-
Fig- 2 — 8 The effect of varying T  on the estimation errors 
( overdamped )
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rithm is based the mathematical theorem which constructs 
the two mat rice V ( T  ) ( 2 -  4 5 )  and E ( T ) ( 2 — 4 6 )  
out of the ( m +  n ) T samples of each parameter x(t) , 
f * ( t )  . y^ (t) , J* y (t) , ujt) , and J ’ ij (t) , the mathemat ics of 
the algorithm is based an processing these 6 sets of 
(m+n ) T discrete data and consequently the total time  
interval over which measurement data is collected is fixed 
when T is assigned a particular value.
Thus for smaller values of T ,  measurement data are 
collected over a smaller period of time ( with m and n 
having specific values ) . For the example considered above, 
a choice of T =  1 msecond allows only ( 5 X 1 )  mseconds 
for data collection, since this is well below the settling 
time of the system, a considerable amount of error is iden­
tified parameters is to be expected.
A t the other end of the spectrum, a large choice 
of T , e .g ., T = 5 seconds , gives a period of ( 5 X 5 )  seconds 
which is well above the settling time of the system. 
However, the samples are taken at 5 seconds interval which 
allows five samples over the settling time of the 
system. This,for most engineering systems^is not adequate 
to capture the true transient response, and consequently the 
error introduced in identification is high.
The choice of T = 1 second takes 5 samples
during the settling period of the system. For the
2 — 30
overdamped system this is adequate and this is reflected in 
the smaller band of errors in Fig. 2 — 8 • Although the sam­
pling interval necessary for acceptable identification errors  
has been evaluated in this example through numerical re­
sults, for physical systems an a-priori knowledge of its  
t ime - response/t ime - constant is unlikely to be available. 
Since the total number of samples to be taken is dictated 
by the mathematics, the sampling interval T may be chosen 
to f it  in most of the measurement period over the settling 
time of the system.
For the third-order tw o- input two-output system, 
the number of measurement data is ( 3 + 2 )  T = 5 T .
For a choice of T =  1 second there is a need to store only 
5X5 measurement data. Although this measurement data 
storage requirement is very modest, there is a need for a 
very large amount of space for matrix manipulation as in ­
dicated by F ig . 2 — 3.  For the example considered here, a 
total of 21 Kbytes of memory ( I BM — 4 331 ,32—bit word 
length data ) was required for data storage and numerical 
computation. The total CPU time needed to compute the 
identification for. this example was around 1.4 seconds.
For small computers e.g. I B M —PC ( I B M — 5550 model ) ,  
the storage requirement is not a problem, but the estim ­
ation error may increase due to shorter word length 
(typically^ 16-bit ) unless the program was modified to 
perform calculations with 2-byte words. The processing
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time needed to compute the algorithm will increase with 
smaller computers due to archi techtural constraints on data 
and address buses.
Having established the general validity of the new 
identification algorithm, the following three examples are 
considered to find out if there is any relationship between 
the choice of sampling interval and the transient behaviour 
of the true system , the three systems considered are und­
erdamped , undamped and unstable—all having similar str­
ucture as the previous example.
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(c) Example 2 — 3 underdamped system : The true system
is represented by
3 . 45s4- 4 1 .4 2. 4
s ’ 4- 12s2 4-25s4- 50 s 8 4“ 12s2 4- 25s 4- 50
G(s) =
12.42s2 4- 149.04s 8 .6 4 s
s8 4- 12s2 4- 25s 4-50 s 8 4- 12s2 4-25s4- 50
The step responses are shown in F ig . 2 — 9 , which 
suggest that the dominant time constant of the system is 
around 1 second, and the settling time is around 5 seconds. For 
this system , the total number of measurement data needed for 
each variable is ( m 4  n ) T =  5 T .  Allowing for 5 samples 
during the settling time period of the system, this gives 
an identification sampling interval ( T )  of 0.1 second 
( T c /10 ) .
The identified parameters given by the algorithm 
for T =  0.1 seconds are :
— 0.5107 D— 14 0.1000 D4-01 - 0 .1 1 1 0 D - 1 4
A
A = — 0.4547 D— 12 -0 .5 2 5 8  D -  12 0.1000D-I-01
— 0 . 5000 D 4  02 — 0.2500 D 4- 02 -  0.1200 D4-02
-  0.6661 D -  15 0. 1466 D - 15
A
B = 0.2300 D-l- 01 0.9076 D —14
0.2842 D — 12 0.1600 D4-01
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A
c
A
D
0.1500 D +01 - 0 .  3979 D -  12 -0 .6 7 5 0  D - 13
-0 .3 9 0 8 D -13 0.5400D + 0 1  -0 .2220  D - 14
0.1421 D -  13 — 0. 2220 D— 15
— 0.1110 D— 14 0.7772 D— 15
The step responses of this identified system is shown in 
Fig. 2 — 10. For the true system , the parameters are :
0.0 1.0 0.0 ' 0.0 0.0 '
A = 0.0 0.0 1.0 B = 2.3 0.0
. -  50.0 -  25.0 -  12.0 0.0 1.6
1.5 0 .0  0.0
1
' 0 .0 o . o '
C =
0.0 5.4 0.0
D =
0.0 0.0
Thus the identification errors ( 2 — 4 9 ) are 
S A =  0. 5369 D -  21 
S b =  0 .1348  D -  22 
S c =  0. 2740 D -  22 
S D — 0 .5095  D -  23 
S =  0 .2 3 6 6  D -  22
The effects of varying T on S A , S„ , S c> S d and S are 
shown in Fig. 2 — 11 , which supports the comments made at 
the end o f  Example 2 — 2 . The agreement between the 
step responses of the true system and the identified system 
( Fig. 2 — 12 ) is also within acceptable error limits.
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Fig. 2 — 9 The step responses of the true
system ( underdamped ) 
for uI (t)= 1 .0 , u2('t)=0.0
Fig. 2 —10 The step responses of the identified
system ( underdamped ) for u, ft)= 1 .0 , u /t )= 0 .0
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Fig. 2 —11 The effects of varying T on identification 
errors ( underdamped 1
The superimposed step responses of the true and the
identified system ( underdamped ) 
for u, (t)= 1.0, u2 0.0
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Fig. 2 -  12
(d) E xample 2 — 4 undamped system : The true system
is represented by
G(s) =
2s +  40
s* +  20s2 +  100s+  2000 
-  9 s2 +  180s 
s 3 +  20s 2 +  100s +  2000
1
s3 +  20s2 +  100s+2000
4.5 s
s 3 +  20 s 2 +  100s+ 2000
The step responses are shown in Fig. 2 — 13 , which 
suggest that the oscillation time period T 0 = 0 .628  seconds. 
For this system the total number of measurement data 
needed for each variable is ( m + n ) T = 5 T ,  we choose the 
identification sampling interval ( T ) as 0 .0628  seconds 
( T o / 1 0 ) .
The identified parameters given by the algorithm 
for T =  0 .0628  seconds are :
A =
0.0000 D + 00 
3.6380 D -  12 
- 2 .0 0 0 0 D + 0 3
1.0000 D + 00
2. 5930 D -  13 
-  1.0000 D+ 02
3.55 30 D -  14'
1.0000 D+00  
-2 .0 0 0 0  D+01,
B =
1.0660 D -  14 5.7 7 30 D - 15
2.0000 D +00 9 .5920D— 14
1 .0910 D -  11 1.0000 D+ 00 .
A
c  =
1.0000 D + 00 
2. 1830 D -  11
3.5530 D -  15 3.5530 D -  15'
4.5000 D + 00 1.7050 D -  13.
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8.8820 D -  16 
2.1320 D -  14 .
A
D =
— 3.5530 D -  15
-  7.8160 D -  14
The step responses of this identified system are sho­
wn in Fig. 2 — 14 .
For the true system , the parameters are :
0 . 0 1 . 0 0 . 0 ' 0 . 0 0 . 0
A = 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 B = 2.0 0 . 0
. — 2000.0 - 1 0 0 . 0  - 20. 0
9
0 . 0 1 . 0 .
C =
1 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0  0 . 0  
4.5 0.0 *
' 0 . 0
D =
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
Thus the identification errors ( 2 — 49 ) are :
S A — 0 .1 4 7 8  D -  23 
S b = 0 .  1884 D -  22 
S c =  0 .7 9 4 3  D -  22 
S D = 0 .  1644 D -  26 
S =  0 .2 5 1 9  D -  22
The effects of varying T on S A , S B, S C, S D and S 
are shown in F i g . .2 — 15, which supports the comments made 
at the end of Example 2 — 2. The agreement between the 
step responses of the true system and the identified s y s ­
tem ( Fig. 2 — 16 ) is also within acceptable error limits.
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— I—  y  n  
— e —  y  ->\
Fig. 2—13 The step responses of the true
system ( undamped ) for Uj(t)=1.0, u2(t)=0.0
Fig. 2 — 14 The step responses of the identified
system ( undamped ) for u ,(t)=1.0 , u2(t)=0.0
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Fig. 2 — 15 The effects of varying T on identification 
errors ( undamped 1
H----  Y 11
-e— y 21
■S--- Y 12
■*---  Y 22
Fig. 2—16 The superimposed step responses of the true and
identified system ( undamped ) for u, (t)= 1.0, u2 (t)= 0 .0
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(e) Example 2 — 5 unstable system : The true system is
represented by
G(s) =
2s +  69
s ’ +  34.5s2+  2 82 .5s -  150 
5s 2 +  172.5s
s s+34. 5s1+282. 5 s - 150
1
s* +  34.5s 2 + 2 8 2 . 5 s - 150 
2.5s
s * +  34.5s2 +  282.5s — 150
The step responses are shown in Fig. 2 — 17, these 
suggest that the dominant time constant of the system is 
around 2 seconds. For this system the total number of 
measurement data needed for each variable is ( m +  n ) T =  
5 T , we choose the identification sampling interval ( T ) 
is 0-2 seconds C T c/ 10 ) .
The identified parameters given by the algorithm
=  0.2 seconds are
1.8190 D -  12 1.0000 D +00 -6 .2530  D -  13
A
A = 1.4550 D -  11 7.2760 D -  11 1.0000 D+00
1.5000 D+02 — 2. 8250 D +  02 - 3 .  4500 D+ 01
1.0230 D -  12 -  2. 8420 D -  14 '
A
B = 2.0000 D + 00 4.5470 D -  13
„ 6.9850 D -  10 1.0000 D+ 00 .
A 1.0000D+00 1.7050 D -  13 3.5530 D -  15
C =
9.0950 D— 13 2.5000 D +00 - 1.4780 D -  12
2 — 41
A
D =
' 3.1970 D -  14 -  2.2200 D -  16
9.0950 D — 13 -  7. 8169 D -  14
The step responses of this identified system are 
shown in F ig . 2 — 18.
For the true system , the parameters are :
0 . 0 1 . 0 0 . 0  1 '  0 . 0 0 . 0  ’
A = . 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 B =
9
2.0 0 . 0
150.0 -2 8 2 .5 -  34.5 . 0 . 0 1 . 0  .
■ 1.0 0.0 0.0 ' ' 0.0 o . o '
C = , D =
. 0.0 2.5 0.0 . . 0.0 0.0
Thus the identification errors ( 2 —48 ) are
S A = 0.6122 D -  20 
S B =  0.8132 D -  19 
S c = 0.8068 D -  22 
SD = 0.2086 D -  24 
S =  0.2048 D -  19
The effects of varying T on S A , S B , S c , S D and 
S are shown in F ig .  2 — 19, which supports the comments 
made at the end of Example 2 — 2 .  The agreement be­
tween the step responses of the true system and the i * 
identified system ( P’ ig . 2 — 20 ) is also within acceptable 
error limits.
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i g . 2 — 17 The responses of the true system ( unstable ) 
for u, (t)= 1.0, u 2(t)=0.0
system ( unstable ) for u,ft)= 1.0, u20)=0.0
2 — 4 3
F i g .2 — 19 The effects of varying T on identification 
errors ( unstable )
Fig. 9 — 20 The superimposed step responses of the true and the 
identified system C unstable )for u,(t)= 1.0, u2ft)=:0.0
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2 _ 3  Concluding remarks
The mathematical results and the associated numeri­
cal algorithm developed in this chapter have been found to 
be satisfactory for the identification of systems with a 
wide range of transient characteristics. The numerical pr­
ocedure has been observed to be able to cope with systems of 
orders up to 10 without any problems of convergence. This 
method is based on the integration of state and output equa­
tions; this reduces the effects of system noise. In this 
method no special test signal is required, which makes the 
method applicable for on-line identification as well as est­
imation of parameter variations which may occur during the 
normal operation of the system under consideration. Despite 
this and the fact that the choice of the sampling interval is not 
difficult, this method is not generally acceptable. This is  
due to the fact that this method is based on an a-priori  
knowledge of the system order. The problem of identifica­
tion with unknown system order is considered in the follow  
ing chapter.
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Chapter — 3 UNKNOWN ORDER MIMO SYSTEMS
The preceding chapter established a relatively simple 
method of estimating the parameters of a multiple - input 
mul t iple - output (M IM O ) t ime - invar iant continuous system 
of known order. These results are extended in this chapter to the
cases where the system order is not known. The method developed 
here is based on a special structure 0f the system matrix A and 
mult iple-integration of the dynamical equations.The main advantage 
of the method developed here is that it requi res output data and 
not state variables , as was the case in Chapter 2.
The system S considered here is described by 
S :  x ( t ) = A x  ( t )  + B u ( t )  ( 3  — 1 )
y ( t )  = C x ( t )  ( 3 — 2 )
where x (t) ( R ” xl is the state vector
x ( t 0) f R “ x 1 is the initial state vector 
y (t) f R pxl is the output vector
3 — 1
u ( t ) e R " xl is the input vector
A €E R nxn , b S  R nXm a n d C G R PXn are real constant 
matr ices
Let
D (n .(m + 2 ) )  =  { u(k)eRmX1 , y(k)eR pxl ; k = l  ,2  , ••• n.(m+2)} 
be a sequence of na( m + 2 )  input-output measurements from the
system s -  where n. is the assumed system order (n, is an initial, 
usually lower,value chosen by the algorithm ) .
The task is to use the above finite input-output measurements 
D(n.(m+2 ) ) ,  to derive an estimate for the system order and parameters.
Consider the system S given by ( 3 —1) and ( 3 —2 ) ,  
where we assume that only the input u(t) and the output ^(t)are  
accessible for measurement.
The identification method of the continuous systems is 
based on the following special system representation :
(i ) A i s of the form:
( n—p ) columns( p ) columns
A =
" ( n—p ) rows
> ( p ) rows
( 3 - 3 )
3 — 2
(ii) C is of the form:
( p ) columns
’ 1 0 0 —• .... 0
0 1 0 • — .... o
0 0 1 •— .... o
l o  o o .............i
( n—p ) columns
0 0 ...................0 '
0 0 ..................0
6 ......................6 ,
( 3 - 4 )
(iii) The form of B is arbitrary.
The given system S can be transformed into the special 
representation given by ( 3 —3 )  and ( 3 —4 ) as can be seen in the 
following Lemma l
Lemma 3—1 Given the system S ,  where A is n x n  
matrix, C is pXn matrix. Let S to be completely observable 
and rank(C) =  P.
define :
E =
E 2
E P
E 2 p
E n
( 3 - 5 )
3 — 3
where
' E, ' 'E p + r E i p+i
E 2 E p+2 E i p+2
=  C , = C  A , .......  ,
s E p .  ^E 2 p < ( E (¡+1 >P/
where
=  C A ' ( 3 - 6 )
E e  R nX" , E iT 6 R nX1
i p +  j = n  , j =  1 , 2 , ••• , p and i =  0 , 1  , 2 , ••• , p where 
p is the least integer such that p <  n / p .
Define a new state z ( t )= E x (t )  and transform the system 
S into the canonical form, since S is completely observable 
and ra n k (C )= p , hence E is non-singular, then I 
¿(t) =  E A E - ' i ( t ) +  EBu(t)
=  A z ( t )  +  Bu(t) ( 3 - 7 )
y ( t ) = C E - ‘ z(t)
=  C z (t )  ( 3 - 8 )
where
A = E  A E -*  =
O  ( n - p ) X P  I 1 ( n - p ) X ( n - p )
A pxn
C — CE ’ — ( I pxp j Opx(n-p) )
B =  EB
( 3 - 9 )
( 3 - 1 0 )
( 3 - 1 1 )
x ( t o) =  E x (to ) ( 3 - 1 2 )
3 — 4
proof:
C E — C Ipxp j Opx<n—p) 3
' Ei ’ ' Ei '
E* Ez
E P
>. E„ , ' E p _
' Ei ' r E ,A  *
E 2 E 2A
EA = • A =
. E„ . - e ’ a  .
=  C
AE =
0  (n— P ) X P I (n— p)X(n— p)
3  ( n—p + 1 )1  3. ( n—p + 1 )2
3  ( n—p+2 ) 1 3  ( n— p+2 )2
3  ( n—p+1 ) n 
3 (  n—p + 2 ) n
s 3  n 1 3  n 2 3  n n
> '  E i  '
E 2
É -
E  n -  1
/ . E „  ,
E  p + i '
E  p + 2
E  2  p
a1c
—
w
a ( n - p + l ) l E l  + a ( n - p + l ) 2 E 2 - 1---------
a n i E i  +  a n ¡ E 2 - 1 - ..............................................
" I "  3  (  n —  p + 1  )  n  E  n  
” 1“  3  n  n E  n
Since E is non-singular, the row vectors 
Ei , E 2 , .......  , E n are linearly independent. So we can form
3 — 5
the linear combinations of these independent vectors, if we pick 
ai) ; i =  ( n—p+1 ) ,• • • ,  n and j =  1 , 2 , ••• , n not all zero such
that
^  U(n—p + l ) j E j  — E  n—p+1 
1 =  1
£  a  ( n—P+2 ) j E  j  —  E n—p+2 
1 = 1
£  a n j E j = E ,
i = i
then
Ep + i  
E p+2
A E  = ' 2 p
E o—t
E n— p+1
E „
=  E A
hence
A  =  E A E '
Proposition 3—1 : Let A G R nx , C <E R px" and
r c
CA
Q  = ( 3 - 1 3 )
- C A " - 1 •
where Q e R n,xn
C =  ( I px P  j Opx(n— p) )
0 ( n — P ) X P  I ( n - p ) X ( n - p )
A =
A p x n
( ( 3 - 4 ) )
( ( 3 - 3 ) )
Now if  the system matrix A and the output matrix C of 
the system S are in the form of (3 —3 )  '  ( 3 —4) respectively, 
then Q is of the form !
Q =
I  n X n
P  C n p— n ) X n  t
( 3 - 1 4 )
Furthermore if the constant matrix S is of the form:
( 3 - 1 5 )S — ( I  n x n  ! O n X C n p  — n )  1
where
then
S G R nXnp
S Q —  I n X l ( 3 - 1 6 )
3 — 1 I dentificaii on from input-output data
In the case where the order of the system to be identified 
is not k n o w n  a-priori then the following results provide a method 
to determine the system order n.
3 — 7
Let the actual system order be n and the assumed system
order be n. and consider the system S represented by 
( 3—1 ) and ( 3—2 ) .
Define :
dr
' Xll (t) ' - X! (r) '
X12 (t)
=  f
X2 (t)
j  to
* XI n (t) ,  ^Xn ( )^ /
or
Xl (t)= I x. 
J to
(r) dr
X(i+i >l (t) ' ' X i i  (r)
X ( i+1 >2 (t)
=  f
x  i 2 (r)
j  to
- X<i + 1 ) n (t) , t Xin (r) j
d r
or
-j  to
xi+i (t) =  I jci (r) d r
' Ui l (t) ' ' Ui (r) "
U,2 (t)
i f
u2 (r)
•J to
vUlm(t), ' Um (t) .
d r
or
J  to
Ui (t) = 1  u(r)dr
equations
( 3 - 1 7 )
( 3 - 1 8 )
( 3 - 1 9 )
3 — 8
or
or
or
” U< |+1 ) 1 (t) ' u i 1 (t) '
u C i+1>2 (t)
=  f
u i 2 (r)
j  to
( i+1 )m (t) ,  ^U i m (r) j
A  PUi+1 (t) =  I Ui (r) d r
J  to
' yi i ( t) ' ' yi (f)'
y iz  (t)
à p ya M
J to
^yi p (t). . y P W >
y (r) d t
' y <i+i >i (t) ' y i 1 (r) '
yci+D2 (t) y i 2 (r)
j  to
s y < i+i i p (t) t „ y* p (y) ,
( 3 -2 0  )
( 3 - 2 1 )
yi +i (t)
J to
y i W d r ( 3 - 2 2 )
Now if we integrate both sides of equation ( 3 —1)  
n. times, n ,—1 t im e .......  , we get :
3 — 9
n, times :
Xn -1 ( t ) ~   ^ \ t 0  ^ - -  x ( t o )  = A x n.(t)+ BUn.(t) ( 3
■ ( n . —1 ) !
n ,—1 times :
, \na—2
Xn a-2 (t)----- --------- 2 ) \~ —^t0  ^= ^ —V *  n,-1 ^
2 integrations :
jxi(t) — ( t — to ) x .( t o )  =  A jc * (t)+  B uz(t) (3
Integrating both sides of ( 3 —2) na times, na—1 tim es ......
and using equation ( 3 —2 3 ) ,  we have 
na times :
y ,1( t )= C x n i (t) 
n —1 timesa
yn>-i(t) = C x „ ( —i(t)
=  C A x n (t )+ C B u „  (t )+  C x (t o )
* * ( n, —1 ) !
n, —2 times •'
_yna- 2 ( t ) = C x n>-2 (t )
=  C A i X n>(t) +  C A B U n i (t) +  C B U n i - l ( t )
- X n -  1 , v” -2
( t — to) • ,  . , ( t - t o )  a ,
- \— 7-------- _ C A x  (to ) -i—  ----------_ — C_x(to
( n, —1 ) ! ( na —2 ) !
(3
-24)
-25)
23)
)
- 2 6 )
3 — 10
1 integration : 
yi (t)= Cxi (t)
=  C a "* - 1 xB>(t)+C a "*- 1 Bu„i (t) + .......+  CBu2(t)
( t — to ) "“-1 n _2
+  •------------- - CA 8 xCto)-^ ........+  ( t —to)Cx.(to)
(n , —1 ) !
Rearranging in the matrix form, we have
■ yn.(t) • o IX 9 at __
/ O pxl
2 n . - , W
=
CAXnJt)
+
CBuDi (t)
v y* (t) , >CA 8 x„ (t)— a / t
---
---
-
o >
 
..
. 
9
 
at
l
,W Ic 9 at r
t
H-------1-
Of n,-l
CB u2 (t)
4"
O pxl 0 2pXl
C x(to  )
( t — to ) 8
Cx_(to )
C A x (to ) ‘ . N 1 C A x (to )
( n .— 1 ) !
. C A n* ^ ( t0) '
O < n — l ) P X l
'  CA 8 x(to) /
( t - t o  ) 8 ‘ 
( n, —2 )!
+  ■
+  •••• +
C x (t o )
( t — to ) (3 —27)
Define
E ( t ) =
y n ,-l(t)
, yi (t)
(3 —28)
3 “  11
F(t) =
and
un> (t) 
un>-i (t)
ui (t)
f ( t - t o )
G(t) =
where
n  — 1 v
(n , —1 ) !
v n —:
( t - t o )  - 
( n, — 2 ) !
( t - t o  ) 
1
E(t)e  R"*pxl
n mX 1
_F(t)e R a 
G (t )£ R  a
Def ine :
A  _
Qo =  Q —
O
' c f n 'i U p x n a
CA C
i  Q i  — CA
* n — 1 • n —2
CA a ' l CA a
Qi =
i pxn
c
CA
n _ 1 — i
CA a >
( 3 - 2 9 )
( 3 - 3 0 )
(3 -3 1  )
3 — 12
Qn, =  C 0 ] ( 3 - 3 2 )
Define
J =  [ Q , B  Q2 B .......Qn.B)  ( 3 - 3 3 )
H =  (  Q i x ( t o )  Q 2 x ( t o ) ........ Q „ax (to )D  ( 3 —3 4 )
where
J eERn*pxn*,n } He R n‘ pxn'
Using the above definitions, equation (3 —27) can be 
put in a matrix form as
E(t)=Q xna(t)+ J F(t) +  HG(t) ( 3 - 3 5 )
Multiplying both sides of ( 3 —35) by the matrix S, we get :
S E (t)= S Qx„a (t)+ S J F (t)+ SHG(t) ( 3 -3 6  )
From proposition 3—1 , we have I 
S Q =  I D| X n J
then
where
S E (t)=  x„( (t)+ S J F (t)+  SHG(t) ( 3 - 3 7 )
If we differentiate both sides of equation ( 3 —37) we get: 
SÉ(t) =  x„|- , ( t ) +  S J F (t )+  SHG(t) ( 3 - 3 8 )
É(t) =
yn,-l(t)
ynj-2(t) 
y» (t)
y (t)\ — /
Xn, (t) =  Xna-1 (t)
3 — 13
3 — 14
we have
J F (t)+ Q B u „m(t)=
0 o .................
0 ' Un>-1 (t)' C B
CB 0 0 0 Un -2 (t)a  # CAB
CAB CB +
•n -2
Ó 6 Ui (t) CA a B
( CA a B
* n —3  ^
CA a B — •••CB 0 . , U (t)
n —1
ICA a B
rCBu„a(t)
CABu„ (t )+ C B u „ -i(t)
a  a
= C A 2Bu„ (t) +  CABu„ - j(t )+ C B u „ _a(t)
a  a a
'C A "a- Bun (t )+ C A "a_ZBun -i(t) +  C A  a Bu» —z(t)H--
—  a  a
••+CBui(t) ,
=  KF(t) ( 3 - 4 1 )
where
K =  C QoB Q i B ....... Q „ ,-iB  3
n pXn m
K 6 R  1 *
then
S JF (t)  +  Bu„t (t )= S K F (t)  ( 3 - 4 2 )
Also, we have
. n —1
( t — to ) a
S H G (t)+  —-----------— — x(to)
( n» —1 ) !
n —1
=  S ( HG (t) + — t---- 10\  , ' Qx.(to) 3
"  ( n» —1 ) 1
3 — 15
we have
n —1
( t - t o  ) • 
H G (t)+Q x (to) — ( n>_ j  ) j
0 o ................. ......  0 0
Cx(to) 0 0 0
CAx(to) Cx (to)
6 6
CA * x(to)
n  — 3
CA a x.(to) •••"• Cx(to) 0 .
.  ,  n — 2  
r ( t - t o )  a i ' C jc (to )
(  na —2 )  !
CAx. (to)
n - 3
(  t - t o )  a
+ CA2x(to)
(nt —3 )  ! j -
0 v  CA a X_(to) y
( t - t o  ) » 
( na —1 ) !
=  CQox(to) Q l i C t o ) ........Qn -l5c(to)D
( t - t o  ) a 
( n . - l  ) !
( t - t o  ) a
( na— 2 ) !
=  WG(t)
where
W = C Q o x (to )  Q ix (to ) ....... Q„M-ix (to )]
w e  R
n  p  X n  
a  a
( 3 - 4 3 )
( 3 - 4 4 )
3 — 16
Thus
SHG(t) +
( t - t o  )
x (to )= S W G (t) ( 3 - 4 5 )
( n , —1 ) !
So now equation ( 3 —40) becomes
S E(t)=  A SE (t) — AS J F (t)+ SKF (t)-ASHG(t) +  SWG(t)
Define
P = S K — A S J ( 3 - 4 6 )
Then
Let
M =  S W — ASH
n X n  m n Xn
p e r  * * , M e R  * *
SÉ(t) =  A S E (t)+  PF (t) +  MG (t)
( 3 - 47 )
( 3 - 4 8 )
R(t)= SE(t)
Where
n XIR ( t ) e  R  *
In a partitioned form equation ( 3 —48) can be written as
' R(t)
F ( t )  ( 3 - 49 )
G ( t )
R (t)=  [ A  | P I M3
Define
A
V(t) =
R(t)l
F ( t )
G (t)
( 3 - 50 )
3 — 17
n  (  n .  I- Z  )  X  1
v ( t ) e  R *
where
then
R (t)=  C A | P | M ]  V(t) ( 3 - 5 1 )
Now if ^(t) , u (t) , yj (t) and uu(t) i =  1 , 2 , ......, n» are
measured at n. ( m + 2 )  successive samples of time with a 
sampling period T ,  then from ( 3 —51) we have l
R ( T ) = [ a | p | m ] V ( T )  ( 3 - 5 2 )
where
R ( T ) = C R ( T )  R ( 2 T ) ........R.C n, (m-F 2 ) T 3 3
V ( T ) = C V ( T )  V ( 2 T ) ........V [ n .  ( m + 2 ) T 3 )
where
•  ^ v nXn(mf2)
R ( T  ) 6 R *  *
,  v  a  ( m  f  2  ) X  n  ( m f 2 )
V ( T  ) £ R  1
( 3 - 5 3 )
( 3 - 5 4 )
Main Result : Theorem 3—1 ;
The input-output measurement data from a completely 
observable system may be used to determine its order providing 
the input and output vectors are continuously integrable. The 
proof o f  the theorem follows from the preceding development", 
the f o l l o w i n g  summary with single-input-single-output highlights 
the main numerical features.
a> n=n.  : assumed order is equal to the “ true ” order.
From equat ion ( 3—49 ) where we have
R(t)= C A
R (t) 
) F(t) 
G (t)
Ip expanded form
3 — 18
ÿn (t) ' 0 1 0 0 •
\ ' yn(t)
ÿn-l(t) 0 0 1 0 •...................0 y«-» (t)
= P Ml
Ÿ2  (t) 0 0 ••••’•.......... yz(t)
ÿi (t) . —ai az ................ — 2n-l & n i y»(t)
k 1
z1 F(t)
, G(t) ,
where
f t
or y i(t) =
to
(b) n. <  n
Let n. =  n— 1
( 3 - 5 5 )
A G  R “ * D
It is clear from the structure of A that ÿi (t) =  yi-i(t)  
' ¡ -i(t)d t according to the definition of yi(t).
from ( 3 —55) we have
' ÿn -l(t)  ' 0 1 0 0 0
Vn-2(t)
—
0 0 1 ••••••0 0
v ÿ i (t) . —  3 3  ...............
1
3n
P M
yn-l(t)
yn-z(t)
yz (0 
yi (t) 
F (t)
G (t)
( 3 -5 6  )
3 — 19
( n _ i  >x (“-1  ) 'Note that A e R  1 in equat ion (3 -55 )  has the
canonical form as in equation ( 3 —5 5 )  through the elements
i = 2 , 3 ,  ...... , n will have different values than those of as,
also they are not unique for different sampling periods.
(C) n . >  n
Let n, = n  +  l i . e . ,  y( t ) i s  integrated (n  +  1 )  tim es, thus 
from ( 3 —55)  we have
r yn+i(t)
<<
• 
...
...
.
yz (t)
' yi (t) . N
B n B 12 ......... B  1 ( n + l )
0 1 . . . . B  2 (  n + l  )
0 0  1 • P M
— a  1 — 32 • • • • 3n 3. n + l
yn +  l ( t )  '
y »  ( t )
y i  ( t )  
F  ( t )
( 3 -5 7  )
G ( t )
Now from ( 3 —57) it is clear that the relation yi(t) =  yi-i(t)  
does not hold any more and the computed A matrix will have a 
completely different form from that in equation (3 —5 5 ) .  
Also the elements will not be unique for different sampling 
periods.
Thus if n. <  n , and if V ( T )  is non-singular for T =  
Ti then the estimated A will have the form of (3 —3 )  for 
Ti , T 2 , but the elements of the last p-rows will be different 
for different values of T .
If n » = n ,  and if I ( T )  is non-singular for T = T  1 ,
T —T 2 then the estimated A will  have the form ( 3 —3)
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for Ti » T 2 » and the elements of the last p-rows will be the 
same for different values of sampling intervals T.
3—2 Order determination procedure
The above results form the basis of determining the 
unknown order, the main stages of computation are listed below 
Step 1 Consider the linear time invariant system S specified 
by equations ( 3 —1) and ( 3 —2)
x_(t) =  Ax. (t)+ Bu(t) ( ( 3 - 1 ) )
S :
y (t)= C x (t)  ( ( 3 - 2 ) )
Step 2 Starting with an assumed order na say na = 2  , measure 
the inputs u (t) , outputs y (t) and their successive integrals
ui(t) ,u2( t ) , .......Una(t) and yi(t), y2(t), ......... y„a (t) at na ( m + 2 )
equal interval of time, with a sampling interval T.
Step 3 From the measured data construct the matrices R (T )  
and V (T )  as defined in ( 3 —53) and ( 3 —54)
R (T ) =  C R ( T ) R (2 T )  .......R [ n a ( m + 2 ) T ) ]  ( ( 3 - 5 3 ) )
V (T )  =  C Y ( T )  V ( 2 T ) ....... VCna( m + 2 ) T 3 )  ( ( 3 - 5 4 ) )
Step 4 Compute the composite matrix ( A  P ; M )  from
(3-52  )
R (T ) =  [ A ! P ! M )  V ( T )  ( ( 3 - 5 2 ) )
I I
[ A  I P I M ]  =  R (T )  ( V ( T ) ) ' * 1 ( 3 - 5 8 )
A
Step 5 If the estimated matrix A is found to be in the special
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form defined in ( 3—3 ) then increase the assumed order by one 
and repeated step 2, it means n. =  3 .
Step 6 Repeat the above steps until the form of the estimated 
A is no longer in the form of ( 3 —3 )  . The actual system order 
then is n = n .—1 , where n, is the assume order at which the form 
of A has changed from the defined special form.
A general block diagram of the data processing stages for 
order determination is shown in Fig. 3-1. The physical system is 
external to the computer. The data capturing hardware is a purpose- 
built interfacing circuit compatible with the software and hardware 
configuration of the computer hosting the identification algorithm.
(a) Choice of n. and T
The order determination procedure starts off with an initial 
value determined by the engineer ( based on his judgement and 
experience ) .  Since first order systems are relatively easy to 
identify from their step responses, in general the initial order 
may be assumed to be 2, i . e . ,  initial value of n. is 2-
As with the algorithm in Chapter-2, the choice of the 
sampling interval ( T )  for the digital data capturing circuit is not 
unique, but the designer needs to assign a value of T .  The choice 
of T and its influence on estimation are discussed later, but for 
convenience, T is assumed to have a finite value in the procedure 
bel ow.
(b) Collection of measurement data
With assigned values of n. and T ,  the following time-
3 — 22
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varying variables are sampled n,(m+2 ) times and stored :
input control vector u ( t ) 
output response vector y ( t )
(c) Integration and computation with initial time to
In addition to the above measurement data, the following 
integration and computation are performed and the results stored 
at each sampling interval
u. ( t ) =J‘ ...f  - ( z ) dz
“V
a
y a ( t ) J".. j'J  * 0 J  t 0 y ( z ) dz
■v
a
and
( t - t o  ) for a =  1 , 2 , ........ , n . .
C «  -  2 ) !
The sampled data collected from the above stages are : 
input vector u ( )
output vector y ( /ST) 
integrated input u „ ( / 3 T )  
integrated output yn (/9T)
( / 3 T -  t o ) " ' 2
initial time
( « -  2 ) !
for ß = 1 , 2 , ••• , C n. ( m+ 2 ) }
(d) From the above discrete data, the following real matrices are
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constructed for f t  =  1 , 2 , ••• , n . ( m +  2 )
u.. C /9T)
F ( /3 T )  =
E ( / 9 T )  =
and
G ( /9 T  ) =
u , C /5 T )  
y ». ( i3 T  )
y . C /5 T )
( f f T -  to ) "•~1 
( n . -  1 ) !
( t -  to )
1
In addition, the following matrix is constructed :
S  — C I n x n  ! O i x [  n p - n )  3
using above and E ( ) , the matrix R ( ^ T )  is formed
as
R ( / 9 T ) = S E ( / 9 T )  for every /9 e  1 , 2 , • • • , C n. (m + 2 ) )
The matrices R ( ) , F ( ) and G ( /3T  ) are ordered in the
sequence below to form the V ( /9T  ) matrix
V C /9 T )  =
r r  c £ t )
F ( / 9 t ) 
G ( /9 T )
for each
Also from the integrated data in ( c ) ,  the following matrices are 
constructed
3 — 25
G C /3 T )  =
( /8 T — t ,  )
( n . - 2  ) !
1
0
u».-, ( /3T )
F (  f i  T  )  =
u ( /9 T )
R ( /S T )  =  S E ( jS T )
=  S
y . . - i  ( 0 T )
y ( / 3 T )
(6) The following composite matrices are now formed :
R ( T ) = C R ( T )  R ( 2 T  ) ........ R { n.  ( m +  2 ) T  } )
and
V ( T )  =  ( V ( T )  V C 2 T  ) ........ V { n. ( m+ 2 ) T  } )
(f) The main order-determination algorithm is based on the 
relationship
R ( T )  =  ( A • P : M ) V ( T )
when P and M are as defined in equations ( 3-46 ) and ( 3-47 ) 
and A is in canonical form .
The above equation is processed to obtain
R ( T )  C V ( T )  )-*
3 — 26
which by definition is equivalent to 
( A  ■ P i M  )
From the computed result R ( T ) ( V ( T )  } _ I , the first n . x n. 
block is picked out and assigned a name A . .  The structure of A . 
is now examined as below.
As indicated earlier for n. <  n , A . is in canonical form 
but for n. > n ,  A» is not in canonical form . This observation 
forms the basis o f the examination of A . .  The true value of the 
system order is that value o f  n . beyond which A . is not in 
canonical form. This “ transition point ” is the key feature of the 
order determination procedure.
Having derived A . above, its structure is examined to check i f  
it is in canonical form . If this is in canonical form , then n. is 
increased by 1 and the whole procedure is repeated with this 
increased value of n . . Let n«f be the value of n. at which A . 
becomes “ non-canonical ” for the first tim e, i . e . ,  for n, = n „  — 1
A . is in canonical form and for n, =  n,f A . is not in canonical 
form. The true order of the system is  then n = n . f — l .
The above methodology form s the basis of the numerical algor­
ithm developed to determine the order of a system from measur­
ement data. Flow-chart of the program is shown in F ig . 3 -2  and 
a complete listing is given in the Appendix C Program B ). Two 
simple numerical examples are given below to illustrate the general 
validity of the above procedure.
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Example 3 — 1 The “ true system ” is represented by
'  X, ( t ) ' ' 0 .0 1.0 0.0  ' '  x , ( t f ' 1 . 0 '
X* (t) ~ 0 .0 0 .0 1.0 X*(t) + 1.0
v *•(*) , 1.0 - 2 . 0 3.0 , X»(t) . 2 - 0 ,
y ( t ) =  C 1.0 o . o o.o ]
' x,  (t)~ 
x 2 (t)
.. X, (t)
X  (  t o  )  =
1.0
1.0
2.4
Using the biased sinusoidal input of the form 
u (t) =  1.0 +  sin ( 1.2 t ), exruL
(assuming n. =  2 ,  the measurement data and integ­
rated data are collected for T  =  30 mseconds. These are 
used to construct the matrices:  
ft(T) and V(T)
These two matrices are “ processed ” to derive 
R(T) c  V (T) } -  1
For the example, using a completely simulated true sys ­
tem and data capturing hardware as in Fig.  3 — 1 , the
R(T) c V(T) is
R (T) C V  (T) ] * 1 =
3 — 35
A.
out of 
on i ca1 
needed.
r -  1. 164153 D -  9 1 .000000 D + 0 0
3. 336198 D +  00 3.556161 D - 0 1
P
_____________________A_____________________
I
I
I
I
0 .000000  D +  00 -  1 .358199 D +  00
-  6. 257324 D -  10 1 .202605 D + 0 0
M
,------------------------------------- *-------------------------------- .
-  3 .346941  D -  10 1 .230757 D +  00 '
4. 718448 D — 16 9 - 9161 52 D — 0 1
I
i
i
I
As can be seen , n.  x n. square submatrix formed 
the f irst  n.  columns of the above matrix is in can-
form. So repeatition of the numerical algorithm is
For n. = 3  , the procedure yields
R(T) c V(T) } =
A.
>v
' 1.811981 D - 0 5 9.999285D— 01 3.147125 D - 0 5  1 
|
4.110336 D - 04 -6.256104 D -  04 1.000381 D+ 00 1i
_ 9. 988861 D - 0 1 -1 .9 9 7  253 D+ 00 
P
2.996979 D +  00 !
9.536743 D -  05 8.239746 D - 04 1.005371 D+00
-3.433228 D -  05 -  1.087189 D— 04 -1 .996689 D+00
1.853704 D -  05 2. 164841 D— 04 
MA
1.001007 D+00
6.794930 D -  06 7.152557 D - 0 5  - 9.994268 D - 0 1  '
-4 .768372 D - 0 1 4.272461 D - 0 4  - 1. 186096 D +00
-4.597017 D -  17 2.636780 D -  16 9.916153 D —01
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which shows that

Example 3 —2 The “ true system ” is represented by
’ x . ( t ) ' 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 '
Xj (t) = 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
s *• (t) . -  6.0000k -  11.0000 -  6.0000 /
X 1 (t) ' 1.0000 '
X2 (t) + 1.0000
X8 (t), „ 2 . 0 0 0 0 ,
u(t)
y(t)=C 1-0000 0.0000 0.0000 )
x, (t) 
X 2 ( t )  
X j  (t)
X ( t„ )
' 1.3000 ' 
2.6000  
_ 4 - 5000 „
Using the biased sinusoidal input of the form 
u(t) =  1 .0  +  sin ( 1.2 t )> aneL
assuming n. =  2 , the measurement data and inte­
grated data are collected for T =  30 mseconds. These are 
used to construct the matrices :
R(T) and V(T)
3 — 39
’These two matrices are “ processed ” to derive
R(T)( V(T)D -*
For the example , using a completely simulated true system 
and data capturing hardware as in Fig. 3 — 1 , the R(T)C V(T)) 
is
R(T)C V(T)
' 2. 3 2 8 3 0 6 D -  09 -  1.3193 13 D + 02 j
„ 1 . 000000D +  00 -  1.777207 D + 0 1  !
t  " ■ 1 ■ »
-  6 . 7 5 2 0 8 9 D - 0 9  2. 762981 D+ 02 1i
1 .076842  D— 09 -  1 .666236  D + 0 1 \
— 9. 1 6 7 7 0 7 D -  10 4.304409 D + 01 '
1 . 360023D — 15 1.289215 D + 00 /
As can be seen, n ,  x n. square submatrix formed out 
of the first n, columns of the above matrix is in canonical 
form. So repeatition of the numerical algorithm is needed. 
For n . =  3 given
R(T)C V(T)) =
'  1.782179 D - 0 5  1.000003 D+00 2.980232D-06
1.754761 D - 0 4  2.288818D-05 1.000005 EH- 00
„—6.052231 D+00 -  1 -107199D-f-01 -6.020921 D+00
2.384186 D -  05 
3.159046 D - 06 
1.031160 D -  05
-3 .356934 D - 0 4  
7.569790 D -  06 
-  1.115799 D - 0 4
1.917232 D+01  
7. 006070 D+ 00 
9.976959 D -  01
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5. 722046 D - 06 7.152557 D - 05 3.466612 D + 01
7.748604 D— 06 8 .201599D -05  1.039162D+01
-5.412337 D - 16 - 3 . 9 4  1292 D -  15 1.289225 D +  00 ,
which shows that A .  is in canonical form. So the procedure 
is repeated with n. =  4 , this yields
R (T )C  V(T))~‘
1.149902D -01 1.132813 D+00 9 .057617D -07  6.591797D -03
—4 .101562D-01 —2.234375 D+ 00 3.984375D -01 -1 .665039D -01
-2.250000D+00 - 1 .300000D+01 -3 .0 6 2 5 0 0 D+00 -1 .132812D -01  
^—6 .062500D+00 -3.843750D +01 -2 .043750D +01 -1.043750D +01
-3.242187D -01 
—1.049805D—02 
-3 .662109 D -03 
3.204346D -03
1.007813D+00 5.875000D+00 -2.100000D+01
2.796875 D+00 3.062500D+01 1.901250D+02
1 .743164D—01 1.710938 D +00 1.656250 D+01
6.520996 D -01 5.672852 D+00 4.631250D+01
_ ___________________________ \  .
—5.703125D-01 - 1 .500000D+00 -2 .325000D + 01  -1 .5 5 0 0 0 0 D+02 '
—2.856445D—02 2.273438D+00 8.312500D+00 4.168750D+01
—2.539062D —02 - 4 .765625D-01 -5 .8 4 3 7 5 0 D +00 -3.587500D +01 
—1.561251 D—17 1.207368D -15 8 .423817D -15  1 .289225D+00 ,
which shows that A .  is not in canonical form, hence the
order of the true system is 
n =  n.j — 1 =  3
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3 — 3 Parameter determination
The mathematical derivation in Section 3 — 1 and 
the associated results presented as Theorem 3 — 1 , indicate 
that the inherent properties between the input control and 
output response and their time integrations may be used for 
the estimation of the dynamics matrix A and the input 
matrix BI providing the output matrix C is expressed in 
the special form shown in equation ( 3 — 4 ) .  In view of  
th is ,  it is worth exploring the above mathematica 1/s truc  - 
turai properties to derive a suitable method for the com­
putation of A and B as well as the system order from the 
measurement data within a single mathematical framework.
For notational convenience the following vectors are 
defined :
a th integration of 
the output vector
7(t)
a
the notatian ~  indicates that it is a vector, without this 
notation e.g. ,  y , (t ) is the first integration of the scalar 
output y (t). Similarly,
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and
x* (t) =
x,  (t) dt
x„ (t) dt
with these notations, the main equation of the previous 
section may be written as ( in continuous form ) :
R(t)= C A . P ; m  }ii
' R(t)~ 
F (t) 
,G(t),
where A.  
identical 
the true
coresponds to a matrix for a given n. which 
to the true matrix A if n. =  n ( the order 
system ) .
i s 
of
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In expanded form
r* __
/ ' 0 1 0  0 ....... 0
yn-i(t) 0 0 1 0 .......0 1
= P
7  (t) 0 0 ..................... 1
l
7 i  (t) J ,—a\ — at-“  -a n-i  —On
'  7»  (t) '
7 n -l (t)
y* (t) 
yi (t) 
F(t)
,G(t)  y
((3-55))
where
A €ER nxn
It is clear from the structure of A that 7 i  (t)=7«-»(t)
_  f t  _  - _
or yi(t) =  I dt  according to the definition of yi(t) .
J  to
Now assume that the assumed order na is less than the 
actual order n suppose that n» =  n — 1 , i . e . ,  y (t) is integrated
( n —1 )  times thus from ( 3 —55) 
we have
7n-l(t)' ' 0 1 0 •••... o 0 1
7n-2(t) 0 0 1 •••... 0 0 1
= p
1
7  (t) , — 32
%
— 33......... 3 n
” 7n-l(t)  
7 . - 2  (t)
7z (t)
7 . (t)
F(t)
G(t)
( ( 3 - 5 6 ) )
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Note that A. e R  <D_1 >x<"-1 5 still  has the same 
canonical form as in equation ( 3 —55)  , though the elements
3 i i = 2 , 3 ,  ......,n will have different values than those of ai ,
but they are not unique for different sampling intervals.
L e t  the assumed order n, is higher than the 
actual order n. Suppose that n . =  n +  1 , then , y^t) is 
integrated (n  +  1 )  t imes,  thus from ( 3 —55) we have:
y'n+lit) ' 'B n B 12 ....... B In B 1 ( n+1 >
yi(t) 0 1 .......... .............B 2 ( n+l )
= 0 0  1 ..................0
yi ‘(t)
(-*■ s._
__
_
—ai —a2......... &n S n + 1\
"y n + lU f
y'nit)
Tiit)
F(t)
G(t)---
( ( 3 -5 7 ) )
Now from ( 3 —55) it is clear that the relation y'i(t) =  y"i-i(t) 
does not hold any more and the A .  matrix will have a 
completely different form from that in equation ( 3 —55) . Also 
the elements are not be unique for different sampling periods.
So now if na <  n , and if V ( T )  is non-singular for 
T =  Ti  , T  =  T 2 then the matrix A .  will have the 
form of ( 3 —3)  for T i ,  T 2 , but the elements of the last 
p-rows will be different for different values of T.
I f  n , = n ,  and if V (T )  is non-singular for T =  Ti  ,
T =  T 2 then the matrix A will have the form o f ( 3 —3)
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for Ti , T i  , and the elements of the last p-rows will be the 
same for different values of T .
These observations permit the determination of n, the 
order of the system to be identified.
For ■Bvi’s v/atae- order n, we can continue to identify 
the system parameters.
(a) Computation of the dynamics matrix A
As seen earlier ( Theorem 3 — 1 ) for n,  < n  , if the 
true system is completely observable, the V(T) is non-linear 
and R(T)C V(T))- 1 can be evaluated and the submatrix A ,  
may be formed from the f irst  n.  columns of the derived 
composite matrix. By increasing the assumed order, the ' 
“transition point ” where A ,  changes from canonical to non- 
canonical form, the order may to derived. Once the order is 
determined , then parameter identification can proceed.
The main observation which forms the basis of the 
estimation of A and B mat rices »that for n. =  true order n, 
the elements of A,  in the matrix product.
R(T) C V (T) ) ' 1
are unique for any given value of the sampling interval T.  
Thus when the “ transition point ” has been reached, the 
submatrix A ,  may be used as an estimation of the true ma­
trix A .  To introduce a certain amount of reliability in
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this procedure, the above stages may be repeated with n, =  
nf — 1 = n  and a different set of sampling intervals Ti and 
T2. If  A.  — A within the acceptable error-band , then 
A .  ( T ,  ) — A .  ( T* ) =  A
and this would conclude the estimation of the true dynamics 
matrix A .
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(b) Computation of the input matrix B
Having obtained the dynamics matrix A .  , the 
derivations may be extended to estimate the input m
B. The following derivations illustrate the method.
From equation ( 3 —46)  we have 
P  =  S K  -  A S  J
=  [ P o  Pi p 2 .......p„_i :
where
P i  =  S Q i B  —  A S Q i  +  i B  
Pi  e R nX”
P  n — 1 =  S Q n - l B  —  A  S  Q „ B
since
Q n  = 0
then
P  n — i =  S Q „ - i  B  
P  n - 2  =  S Q n - i B  — A S Q n - l B  
=  S  Q  n - 2  B  —  A  P  n— 1 
P  n — 3 =  S  Q  n—3 B  —  A  S  Q  n—2 B
=  S Q n - s B  - A P „ - 2  — A 2 P  n - 1
P Ò  =  — A P i  — A Z P 2 — ............ - A n - ' P „ _ i  +  S Q o B
Note that
S Q o  = 1
then
B  =  P o  + A P i +  A z P 2 + ............ +  A n - ' P „ _ i
above
trix
( 3 - 5 9 )  
( 3 -60  )
( 3-61 )
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n. +  l , ............  , 2 n. columns of the composite matrix
R(T) C V ( T ) ) - ‘ may be picked out to derive an estimation 
of the input matrix,  since
R(T) C V(T) D- '  =  CA. • P.P, ............P n . - l  : M }
v--------------- v------------------- '
p
Thus with the known dynamics matrix A =  A ,  , the
This gives
n. — 1
B . =  ^  A, Pi with n . =  n
i = 0
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(c) Computation of the initial state vector x . ( l <>)
With estimated matrices, A ,  and B, , the initial 
state of the true system may be computed :
M =  S W — A S H  =  C Mo Mi ........M n- i  ] ( 3 - 6 2 )
where
Mi =  SQijc (to) — A S Q i + ix ( to )  ( 3 —63)
M, 6  R nX1
In the same manner, we get
_x( to) =Mo +  AMi + ....... +  A " - 1M „_i  ( 3 - 6 4 )
where the submatrice M0,M,, ••• , M m  are pick out from the 
derived matrix
R(T) ( V(T) =  ( A.  • P ! M„ M, ............Mn.. ,  )
The above results form the b a s is  of the following 
parameter identification as an alternative to the procedure 
developed in the previous chapter. The main advantage of 
this algorithm is that it determines the order as well as 
the system parameters using the same set of input and output 
measurement data. Here the state vector need not be acc­
essible — this makes this alternative method particularly 
suitable for many physical systems.
3 — 4 Identification algorithm and illustrative examples
The algorithm form of the above identification 
nvethod is described below.
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Step 1 Starting with an assumed order say n. = 2  measure the
inputs, outputs and their successive integrals at n. (m+2)  
equal samples of time, with a sampling interval T.
Step 2 From the measured data construct the matrices R(T)  
and V ( T )  as def ined in ( 3 —53) and ( 3 —5 4 ) .
Step 3 From equation ( 3 —52)  compute the composite matrix 
R(T)( V (T) ) - 1 which by definition consiste three blocks 
( A j P ! M ) .
Step 4 If the matrix formed out of the f irst  n, columns 
( A ,  ) is found to be in the special form defined in equation 
( 3 — 3 )  , then increase the assumed order by one and repeat 
Step 2.
Step 5 Repeat the above steps until the structure of the computed 
matrix A. is no longer in the form of equation ( 3 —3 ) .  The 
actual system order then is n =  na — 1, where na is the assumed 
order at which the form of A.  has changed from the defined 
special form.
Step 6 For the obtained order (n.) , choose a different sampling 
period and compute the matrix ( A • P • M ) .
Step 7 If the computed composite matrix R(T) ( V(T))-1 is the 
same for the two sampling intervals, then the solution is 
unique and the computed matrices contain information about 
the actual parameters of the given system.
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Step 8 Compute the input matrix B and the initial states 
jc ( t o) from equation ( 3 —12) and ( 3 —13) respectively.
The flow-chart of computer program is same Fig.  
3—2,  and listing ( Program B )  is as given similar to in 
Appendix 2. and some illustrative examples are given 
below.
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Example 3 — 3 The system considered here to demonstrate
the validity of the above algorithm has the following trans­
fer function
y .  ( s )
r s +  1
S  2 4 -  S  +  1 S 2 +  S +  1 u, (s)
y  * ( s )
1 s
U.(S)
S2 +  s +  1 S 2 4- s +  1
In this example the system is treated as the phy­
sical system of unknown order and unknown parameters. To  
distinguish the above “ physical system ” ( simulated for
the illustration here ) from the “ identified system ” the 
above system is referred to here as the “ true system” as 
opposed to the ( approximate ) identified system. The 
state-space representation of the true system is
' X, (t) r o . o 1 . 0 ’ X, (t)
x *  (t) -  1 . 0 -  1 . 0 x 2 (t)
1 . 0 0 . 0 U, (t)
0 . 0 1 . 0 U2 (t)
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y i (t) ' o o © __i
y* (t) .0 .0 1.0
The general identification conf 
3 — 1.  where sinusoidal input 
the output response needed for 
For this illustrative example, 
as the identification hardware 
computer. The data from the 
input measured data into the 
an arbitrary choice of T =  0.1 
ters generated by the soft war
f x, (t)
[ X2 (t)
iguration is shown in Fig .  
signals are used to generate 
the identification algorithm, 
the physical system as well 
were simulated on the digital 
“ hardware ” were used as the 
identification software. For 
msecond,the identified parame- 
; are
A
A =
7. 17163 D -  04 
-  1.000366 D +  00
1.0005020 D + 00 
- 9 . 9 9 9 6 7 6  D -  01
A
B =
1.000031 D +  00 
-  4 .864478 D -  04
-  5. 999143 D -  04 
1 .000432 D +  00
A
X ( t o )
-  1 .061440  D -  03
-  2. 532959 D -  03
Although fairly good agreement is between the true parame­
ters and the identified parameter is obtained in this algo­
rithm, the extent of error introduced in the identification 
procedure is very much dependent on the choice of T , the 
sampling interval. In general, the Nyquist sampling theo­
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rem could be used here to choose T .  However, in a com­
pletely automated identification scheme, the natural frequency 
or the waveforms of the measurement continuous signals may 
not be known. Although several established identification 
algorithms use very small sampling intervals,  there is no 
established guidelines on the choice of TCapart from the har- 
dware/measurement constraints imposed by a particular i n ­
terface circuitry).  Some of the aspects associated with the
choice of T m relation to the transient behaviour of the system 
being identified^ are considered through the following examples.
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Example 3 — 4 overdamped system : The true system is
represented by
2 .  5
G(s)= -------
s 2 +  1 1 s +  10
for which
0.0 1.0 ■ 0.0
A = B =
— 10.0 -  11.0 * 2.5
' 0 .0
C =  C 1-0 0.0 ) , x (t„) =
0 -0
which suggest that the dominant time constant Tc of the system 
is 1 second. The biased sinusoidal input signals is used to 
generate the output response needed for the identification 
algorithm. Consequentlyj the identification algorithm 
developed earlier is applicable. Applying the procedure 
indicated by F ig .  3 — 1. the choice of sampling interval 
T =  0.10m seconds ( T c/1 0 ,0 0 0  ) gives system the following 
estimation for the system parameters:
A
A =
2. 235174 D— 08 
-  1.000601 D+01
1.0 0 0 0 0 0 D + 0 0  ' 
-  1. 100555 D+01
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-  1.36 1386 D -  04 ]
2 .503009  D + 0 0
A ,  N 
X  ( t o  )
1 . 4 89 827 D— 08 
- 2 . 7 7 3 2 8 1  D -  04
The estimation errors ( 2 — 48 ) and ( 3 — 71 ) for this choice 
of T are :
S A =  0 .1673 D -  04 
S„ =  0 .4536  D -  05 
So =  0 .3846  D -  07 
S =  0 .7 1 0 2  D -  05
which are acceptable for most analysis/design studies using 
linear theory.
To study the effect of the choice of the sampling 
interval ( T )  on the estimation errors ( S A, S B» S 0 j S ) ,
T was varied from 0 .0 3  mseconds to 0.23 mseconds, the 
resulting errors are ploted in F ig .  3 — 3 . The following  
observation can be made from these error curves:
(l)square of  the estimation errors are small in amplitude 
and well within the bound acceptable for most design 
procedures over a wide range sampling intervals ( T = 0 .0 3
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Fig. 3 — 3 The effect of varying T on the estimation 
errors ( overdamped )
mseconds to 0 .23  mseconds ) .  For the system in Example 
3 —4 , the “ optimum” choice is arourd 0.10 mseconds 
which is 10-4 times of the dominant time constant of 
the system ( T c =  1 second ) .
(2) I t is interesting to observe that the estimation errors  
are higher at the two boundaries . The estimation algo­
rithm is based the mathematical theorem which constructs 
the two matrices V (t) ( 3 — 50 ) and R (t) ( 3 — 51 ) out of 
the n(m  +  2 ) T  ' samples of each parameter y (t) , yi (t) =
Jy i (t) d t , y2 (t) ■Jy i (t) dt , u (t) , u , (t) (t)dt and
( t — t o ) ,  the mathematics of the algorithm is based on
processing these 5 sets of n (m + 2 )T  discrete data
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and consequently, the total time period is fixed when T 
is assigned a particular value. Thus for smaller values 
of T  , measurement data are collected over a smaller pe­
riod of time ( w i t h  m and n having specific values ) .  
For the example considered above, a choice of T =  0 .1  
msecond allows only n (m + 2  ) T = 0 . 6  mseconds for data 
collection, since this is well below the settling time of 
the system, a considerable amount of error in identified 
parameters is to be expected.
Although the sampling interval necessary for accept­
able identification errors has been evaluated in this example 
through numerical results,  for physical systems a-
priori knowledge of its time - response /  t ime-constant 
is not available.
Since the total number of samples to be taken is dictated 
by the mathematics, the sampling interval T may be chosen 
to f i t  in most of the measurement period over the settling 
time of the system.
For the second-order single-input single-output sys­
tem, the number of measurement data is n(m-f-2)T with 
a choice of sampling interval T there is a need to store  
only 6x6  measurement data in the array for matrix V ( T )  . 
Although this measurement data storage requirement is very 
modest , there is a need for a very large amount of space 
for matrix manipulation as indicated by Fig.  3 — 1.  For 
the example considered here, a total of 190 kbytes of
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memory ( IBM—4 3 3 1 ,32-bit word-length data ) was required 
for data storage and numerical computation. The total CPU 
time needed to complete the identification for this example 
was around 2.05 seconds. For small computers e .g . ,  IBM-PC 
( IBM- 5550 model ) ,  the storage requirement is not a pro­
blem, but the estimation error may increase due to shorter 
word length f typically 16-b it ) unless the program was 
modified to perform calculations with 2 -byte words. The 
processing time needed to compute the algorithm will incre­
ase with smaller computers due to architectural constraints 
on data and address buses.
Having established the general validity of the new 
identification a lgorith m , the following three examples 
are considered to find out if  there is any relationship bet­
ween the choice of sampling interval and the transient be­
havior of the true system, the three systems considered are 
underdamped, undamped and unstable, all having similar struc­
ture as the previous example.
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Example 3 — 5 underdamped system : The true system is
represented by
1
G(s)= ----------------
s 2 +  s +  1
which suggests that the dominant time constant of the system 
is around 2 seconds. For this system the total number of 
measurement data needed for each variable is n (m + 2)T .
Allowing for 6 samples during the settling time period of 
the system, identification sampling interval (T )  is 0 .2  
mseconds.
The identified parameters given by the algorithm for 
T =  0 .2  mseconds ( T c/  10,000 ) are
A
A =
— 3 .7 2 5 2 9 0 D —08
-  1.000401 D +00
1 .000000 D+00  
-  9 .995987  D - 0 1
A
B =
- 4 . 0 1  1467 D— 04 
1.000802 D + 00
Ax ( t o )  =
0 .985595  D — 01 
1.80244 1 D +  00
For the true system , the parameters are :
A =
0 .0
- 1 . 0
1 .0  ' 
- 1 . 0
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0 .0
1 .0
x ( t o)
0 .9
1 .8
Thus the identification errors ( 2 — 49 ) and ( 3 — 71 ) are 
S A =  0 .1 1 8 0  D— 04 
S B =  0 .1547  D -  05 
So =  0 . 1  12 0  D -  06  
S =  0 .7 9 8 0  D— 05
The effects of varying T on SA> S B, S0 and S are shown in 
F ig . 3 — 4 , which supports the comments made at the end 
o f Example 3 — 4 .
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pig. 3 — 4 The effects of varying T on identification 
errors ( underdamped )
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Example 3 — 6 undamped system : The true system is
represented by
G(s)= ---------------
s 2 +  100
which suggests that the oscillated period T 0 of the system
is around 0 .6 2 8  seconds. For this system the total number 
of measurement data needed for each variable is n(m-l-2)T 
= 6T, identification sampling interval ( T )  is 0 .0 6 3 m  
seconds ( T 0/  10,000 ) .
The identified parameters given by the algorithm 
for T =  0 .063  m seconds are
A
A =
5 .9604  64 D— 08 1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 D + 0 0
1.000004  D + 02 6 .000936 D — 03
B =
9 .9 9 7 5 6 2  D -  01 
6 .37 1 2 8 5  D — 03
X  ( t o )
— 5 .9  86589 D— 05 
4 .541631  D - 0 5
For the true system , the parameters are
A =
0 .0
- 1 0 0 . 0
1 .0  
0 .0
B =
1 .0
0 . 0  .
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X ( t . )  =
0 .0  .
Thus the identification errors ( 2 — 4 9 )  and ( 3 —71 ) are 
S A =  0 .6  38 2 D - 05
S B =  0 .1659  D -  04 
So =  0 .2 8 2 3  D -  08 
S =  0 .9791  D — 05
The effects of varying T on SA, S B. So and S is shown in 
Fig. 3 — 5 , which supports the comments made at the end of 
Example 3 — 4 .
Fig. 3 — 5 The effects of varying T on identification 
errors ( undamped )
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Example 3 — 7 unstable system : The true system is rep­
resented by
1 .5G(s)= ------------------
s 2 +  4 s — 17
which suggests that the dominant time constant T c of the 
system is around 0 .3 3  seconds. For this system the total  
number of measurement data needed for each variable is 
n( m +  2 ) T =  6 T .  Allowing for 6 samples of the system, 
identification sampling interval ( T ) is 0 .1 5  mseconds .
The identified parameters given by the algorithm 
for T = 0 .1 5  mseconds are
A
A =
3.528595 D -  05 
1.701221 D +  01
9.999981 D -  01 
-  4 .00  36620 D +  00
A
B =
1. 46484 D -  03 
1 .494705 D+ 00
A
X ( t . )
1 .600333  D +  00 
- 2 . 5 1 1 9 9 0  D +  00
For the true system, the parameters are
A =
0 .0
17.0
1 . 0 '
- 4 . 0
B =
0 .0
1.5
c  =  C i •o o.oD
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X  (  t  o )  =
1 . 6
-  2 .5
Thus the identification errors ( 2  — 49 ) and ( 3 — 71 ) are 
S A =  0 .3763 D -  05 
S B =  0. 1504 D -  03 
So =  0 .1100  D -  04 
S =  0 .5507 D -  04
The effects of varying T on S A, S B, S 0 and S is shown in 
Fig. 3 — 6 , which supports the comments made at the end 
of Example 3 —4 .
F ig . 3 — 6 The effects of varying T on identification 
errors ( unstable )
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3— 5 Concluding- remarks
We have considered a method to identify the parame­
ters of a mu 11 iple-input mul t ipl e - output unknown order  
linear time invariant continuous system. The method^ 
based on the multiple integration of dynamical equations^ 
has the advantage of “ filtering out ” the ef fects of meas­
urement noise on identification. The computational require­
ment of this method in very modest: one matrix inversion 
and one matrix multiplication.
An identification algorithm and computer program 
are derived to perform the numerical computation? 
observation of F ig .  3 — 3 , 3 — 4 , 3 — 5 and 3 — 6 related to 
the illustrative examples indicates that the agreement bet­
ween the actual system parameters and estimated values is 
very close. In fact, the scalar error quantities S A > S B ,
S0 and S are below 0.001 for all above examples over a 
wide range of sampling intervals. An important fact which 
comes out of the above figures in that the estimation errorrs 
are low at lower sampling intervals, this has considerable 
practical significance as the proposed algorithm reduces the 
need for a long period of time for data collection. In summary, 
it may be stated that the algorithm developed here is accep­
table for application where a low-cost simple mechanism is 
needed for fast identification of system parameters from on-
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Perhaps the most important aspect of the proposed 
technique in that it can identify the parameters of overdampe<l  ^
underdamped, undamped and unstable systems. Another 
advantage of this method is that it uses the system inputs 
and outputs and no special test signal. These make the method 
applicable for on-line estimation of parameter variations 
which may occur during the normal operation of the system 
under consideration, in addition to parameter identification. 
This method can also be used to obtain a low order model for 
a given high order system from experimental data, the theory 
and the illustrative examples are shown in Appendix 4.
line data.
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Chapter-4 E X T E N S I O N  TO T I M E - V A R Y I N G  AN D
N O N - L I N E A R  S Y S T E M S
The previous two chapters were concerned with parameter 
estimation of linear time - invariant systems with known and 
unknown order. As illustrated through numerical examples, the 
proposed methods and the associated algorithms were found to be 
reasonably satisfactory with the main advantage being their rela-tvVe 
simplicity. In view of these, it is worth exploring the 
possibilities of extending these results to non-linear and tim e-  
varying systems . The main advantage of such an extended theory 
is that the resulting algorithm could be applied to a very wide 
range of systems .
The derivations for such extensions have been based on the 
assumption that the state variables are accessible for measurement.
4 —  1
4 — 1 Time - varying systems
Consider the linear time-varying multiple-input 
multiple-output system S t where
x(t) =  A(t)x.(t)+B(t)u_(t) ( 4 - 1  )
S, :
_y (t) =  C(t)_x_(t) ( 4—2 )
Where A(t) , B (t) and C(t) are unknown time-varying 
matrices^, and to be determined from experimental data.
In the derivations below, the matrices A(t) , B(t) and 
C(t) are assumed to be Euler type,i.e ., they are of the forms.
f ;
A (t)=  Z  t ‘ Ai , B ( t ) =  Z  t 'B i  and
¡=o ¡=o
C(t)= Z  t 'C i  ( 4 - 3  )
i = o
where A i e R " * "  , B i e R nX" and Ci e R PXn are unknown 
constant matrices to be determined.
Define I
A  f  *
Xl (t)= 1 x.(r) d r ( 4 - 4 )
J to
AXi + i (t)= I 2Li (f) d t ( 4 - 5 )
J to
4 — 2
A  f 1
Ui (t) =  I u^ (t) d r 
J  to
A
Ui+i (t) =  I u j (r) dr 
J to
a  nw (t)= I y(r)dr
J to
A  f 4 ,
Gi (t)= I t 1 x_ (z) dr 
J to
=  T  c - i ) k f i t 1—  — 11 . xk(t)k=i ( i +  1 - k  ) !
t ‘ u
j  to
i = 0 , 1 ,  .......  , f
(r) d t
( 4 - 6 )
( 4 - 7 )
( 4 - 8 )
( 4 - 9 )
( 4 - 1 0 )
=  2  (—l ) t
k = l
k+l a. i+1 — k i ! •iik (t)
( i + 1  - k  ) !
i = 0 , 1 , 2 ,  ........ , l ( 4 -1 1 )
Assuming that all states are accessible for measurement, 
by integrating both sides of equation (4 —1) and (4  — 2 ) ,  
we get :
t i
x ( t ) - x ( t o ) =  2  A * G j (t) +  £  BiK,(t)
i =0 i=0 ( 4 - 1 2 )
w (t)=  £  C iG i (t)
i=0
( 4 - 1 3 )
4 — O
Def ine :
H i
Ao A i
Co C l  " * Cq * * * 0 ••'0
, A
B. B, ••- B -
0 0 •• " 0  J
( t ) k o  ( t ) k i ( t ) ............
( 4 - 1 4 )
and
S(t) =
x (t)— x ( to ) 
w(t)
( 4 - 1 6 )
where
| _ j £ z p ( n + - p ) X ( n f f m /  ) 
p  ( t )  ^  p ( n f + - m /  )X1
S (t )G R lnt1,)xl
In partioned matrix form, equations (4 —12) and 
(4 — 13) can be written as :
S (t)= H P (t)  ( 4 - 1 7 )
It is clear from equations (4 — 10) and (4 —11) that to 
obtain .P(t) , we need to integrate the state vector ( f +  1 ) 
successive times, and the input vector ( /  +  1 )  times successively.
Now if x.(t) , xi (t) , th (t) and w(t) are measured at 
( nf + m /  ) successive equal intevals of time with a sampling 
period T ,  then equation (4 — 17) becomes
S (T )  =  HP (T  ) ( 4 - 1 8 )
where
S (T )  =  C S (T )  S ( 2 T ) ........S C ( n f + m / ) T 3 )  ( 4 - 1 9 )
4 — 4
PC( n f + m / ) T ) ) ( 4 - 2 0 )P ( T ) ^  C P ( T )  P ( 2 T )
p  C n +  p ) X f n i  + m l  )
^  p  ( n f + m l  ) x ( n f + m !  )
If P (T )  is non-singular for some input u (t) and a 
sampling period T , then the system is identifiable and the 
unknown matrices A| , B, and C| can be computed as:
H =  S ( T ) P ( T ) - ‘ ( 4 - 2 1 )
If P (T )  is non-singular for T  =  T i ,  and T =  T 2 then 
resulted matrix H is unique.
Examples 4 —1
Consider the following Euler-type linear time-varying
system:
1 + 0 . 5 t —2 t 2 3 +  t 1 + 3  t '
x(t) = x(t) +
.2  t+0 . 5 12 —2— t 2 _ t
y (t)=  ( 1 +  t 2 ) x (t)
1 3 " "0.5 1 ” - 2  0IIo< II< > to II
.0 - 2  . _ 2  0 _ 0.5 -1
1
1---------
C
O
 
1______
IIo
C
Q ------------1
O
_________i
>
ii
C
Q
1
Co = C 1 2 ) , C, = ( 1 0 )
A  A A
The identified parameters, i . e . , A i , B j  and Cj obtained 
with different sampling periods are shown below.
4 — 5
(1) T =  1 second
A
Ao
1.0015000 E -  00 
4.5959205 E -  04
2.9901201 E +  00 
-  2.0005907 E +  00
Ai
4.9225341 E -  01 
. 1.5895514 E +  00
1.0020330 E +  00 
8.1303441 E -  04
A .2
" -2 .0000170 E +  00 
4.9948000 E - 01
-  2.9900000 E -  04
-  1.0017000 E +  00 _
B0
9.9669802 E -  01 ' 
-  3.2776193 E -  04
B, =
Co =
Cl =
3.0006582 E +  00 
1.0001850 E + 0 0
9.9992232 E -  01
[  1.0000607 E +  00
2.00000970 E +  Où] 
-  1.0457914 E -  04 ]
(2) T =  0.5 second
Ao
9.9940977 E -  01 
-  4.4688238 E — 04
3.0028593 E +  00 
-1.9977603 E +  00
A,
4.9034070 E -  01 0.9959712 E -  01
1.9996616 E +  00 2.4748177 E -  04
A 2
- 2 . 0  004732 E +  00 1.8665743 E -  04
4.9949517 E -  01 -  9.9994563 E -  01
4 — 6
B,
9.9995203 E -  01 '  
5.8876104 E -  05.
3.0007522 E +  00 
1.0007728 E +  00.
Co =  1.0000258 E +  00
C, =  [  1.0000448 E +  00
1.9997565 E +  00 ]
7.1793911 E -  05]
4 — 2 Non-linear systems
Consider the non-linear system represented by the 
differential equation :
n m
2  aiy(t)(i> -rN(y)= S  b j U ( i ) (t) (4 — 22)
i = 0  j = 0  .
where y (t) and u (t) are the system output and input respectively.
a, , bj are the system parameters to be determined.
N (y) is the non-linear component of the system.
If the form of the non-linearity in the non-linear 
differential equation ( 4  — 22) is known, and if equation ( 4—22) 
can be integrated in terms of the system output or its successive 
integrals, then with some modifications, the earlier method can 
be applied to the unknown parameters of such systems. 
Here the identification algorithm is not general as in the
4 —  7
case of linear systems, different algorithm are need to 
cope with different forms of the non-linear components', The 
usefulness of the general method is best demonstrated by the 
following example.
Example 4—2
Consider the non-linear system governed by Duffing’ s 
equat i on :
y (t) +  aiy (t)+ a 2y 3 (t)=  biu (t) 
where ai , a2 and bi are unknown constants to 
This system was considered by T . C .  
Vimalvanich [10] , the identification method 
based on the learning model concept, where a 
model is required. The true parameter values
( 4 - 2 3 )
be determined.
H s i a and V . 
they used is 
time - varying 
used were
ai =  3 , a2 = 0 .5  and bi =  3 .
Def ine :
A  if t  r 1  ,  x
M t ) =  !I  ]  y  ( t )  d  t
1 t o  J t o
,  A  Ip  r
Z 2 ( 0 =  1 I  y 3  ( t )  d  t
•J' t o  J t o
V(t) " f  f  “J  to *-' to (t) d t
Then if we integrate both sides of equation (4  — 23) 2 - times 
we get :
4 — 8
y (t)— y ( to) — ( t — to ) y (to ) + a i  z, (t)+ a 2  z2(t) 
=  bi V (t) ( 4 - 2 4 )
Define
A
H =  C - a i  — a2 bi y ( t 0)j
and
P (t)= C  *,(t) *,(t) V(t) ( t - t o  ) ) T 
i  ( t )=  y(t) — y ( to )
where
HT<E R 4 , P ( t ) e R 4
Then equation ( 4 —24) can be written as : 
l  (t) =  HP(t) ( 4 - 2 5 )
Now if i  (t) , P(t) are measured at 4 -successive sampling 
periods, then
! ( T )  =  H P (T )  ( 4 - 2 6 )
where
! ( T ) = C / ( T )  £ ( 2T ) i ( 3 T ) ^ ( 4 T ) )
P (T )  =  [ P ( T )  JP(2T) P (3 T )  P ( 4 T ) D  
¿LT( T )  g r 4 
P ( T ) G R 4X4
Now if  P (T )  is non-singular, then the unknown parameters 
and the initial condition can be determined as :
H =  x ( T ) P ( T ) " '
=  C — a i — a2 bi y ( t o ) )
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4 _  3 Concluding remarks
The methods of previous two chapters have been e x ­
tended to non-linear and time-varying systems. In the 
time-varying case, the matrices A(t) , B(t)and C(t) are 
assumed to be in certain special forms (the Euler type) . I f 
the time-varying elements of the system are known to be 
slowly varying, i . e . ,  the parameters remain constant over 
the time interval ( t „ , t f } , then the system can be consi­
dered as time invariant and both methods of Chapter 2 and 
3 can be applied at successive intervals of time byresetting  
the integrators at the end of each interval. In non-linear 
case the system is assumed to be in the form of Duffing's  
equation. The general philosophy of integrating the dynam­
ical equations is applied to this case. With some modification 
the method of Chapter 3 may be used for the identification of 
time-varying and non-linear systems.
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Chapter 5 DISCR ETE S IS O  SYSTEMS
This chapter considers the problem of identification of 
discrete single-input single-output ( S I SO ) systems^ primarily 
to complement the previous development for continuous systems. 
The problem is considered in two parts, ’ in first part the 
arder of the system is determined , while in the second part , the 
system parameters are to be identified. Numerical examples are 
presented in each case to illustrate the application of the algo­
rithms developed. The main objective here is to develop a mathe­
matical framework such that both discrete and continuous linear 
systems may be identified by the same parameter estimation pac­
kage .
5— 1 Order determination and flow chart
Consider the nth order single-input single-output linear 
time - invariant di screte-1 ime system Si
S, : x ( k + l  ) = 0  x (k)+ F u (k) ( 5 - 1 )
y (k) = G x ( k ) + D u ( k )  ( 5 _ 2 )
5 — 1
where
k is the sampling instant tk, and is an integer on 
[ 0 , 1 0 ,  N <  °°
x.(k)€ERnX1 is the state vector 
y (k) is output 
u (k) i s i npu t
i ) £ R nXn is the system matrix 
F e R " xl is the input column 
G S R 1Xn is the output row 
D is scaler, n is system order
Let
E ( N + 1 ) =  { u ( k ) G R , y ( k ) 6 R i  k =  0 , 1 , .......  , N }
be a sequence of N + l  input-output measurements from the 
system Si
PROBLEM : Based on the finite input-output measurement 
E ( N + 1  ) , find the order n.
By consecutive substitutions of ( 5 —1)  into ( 5 —2 ) ,  
we have :
j =  1 y ( k + l ) = G x  ( k  +  1 ) + D u  ( k +  1 )
=  G [ Ox(k) +  F u(k)] + D  u ( k +  1 )
=  GOx(k)+GF u(k) +  Du ( k +  1 ) 
j =  2 y ( k + 2 ) = G x ( k  +  2 ) + D u ( k  +  2 )
: =G (O x(k+l)+F u(k  +  l ) ) +D u  ( k +  2 )
: = G O 2x(k)+G0>Fu(k)+GFu(k+l )+ D u (k + 2 )
5 — 2
j = n - l  : y (k + n —1 ) = G O n- 1x(k)+GOn' ! F u(k) + ........+ D u ( k + n - l  )
Finally, we obtain
j - i
y ( k + j ) = G O i x(k)+ 2  G<Di-UI F u ( k + i ) + D u ( k + j )
i = o
(5 -3 )
Letting j = 0 , l , 2 ,  .......  , n — 1 in ( 5 —3 )  and concatenating the
n equations, we have
' y (k) 
y ( k + i )
(y(k+n—1)
G
GO
x(k)+
0
S\ 1
G F S  X 1V ,\ \ ' DG O F \  '
G F
‘GO*-U
\
D.
i x
X 'i
GO“-2 F GOn_3F GOn-4F -G F
( u (k) 
i u (k +1  )
y ( k + n - l ) ] Te R nXI 
......G O " - 1 ) T e  R nXn
u (k + n -1  ) }  T G R " X1
u( k+n—1 )
where
C y(k) y ( k+1 )
CG G O ............
2c(k)<E R nxl 
Cu(k) u ( k + 1 )
( 5 - 4 )
5 — 3
and
' D 0
GF D\\
0
GOF GF \
s
\ \
\  \
\ \
\
\ s
\
G O "-2F GO0-3 F —  G F D j
R'
If system S, is completely observable and system order is
n, then
i G 
GO
rank - n ( 5 - 5 )
G O - 1
r\ridL there exist a set of n real numbers, { a* ? i = 0 , l , ...... , n — 1 }
such that for all k > n
2  3i G o k_n_i = 0  , 9„ = 1
I =0
( 5 - 6 )
Thus, there exist
tha t
[  G
GO
Mi
GO"
M2 =  In ( 5 - 7 )
5 — 4
where
Mi £  RnXn , M2 £  R nXn
define:
E(k) =
E i (k) 
Ez (k)
E„ (k)
=  M r 1 x04 ( 5 - 8 )
where
E (k)£ R nX1
pre-multiplying(5-4) by M, , We obtain the following equation:
y (k)
y (k+1 )
M i
y(k+n—1) t
=Mi
G
G0>
G<Pn- ^
MzE(k)+ M,
/ D 0
GF D
GOF GF D
a \
\ \
\  \
N \
\  \
[GO"-2F G^ >“-3 F ... GF D.
'u(k) 
u ( k+1 )
u ( k+n —1) /
( 5—9 )
Let
M i  = In
then
M7 1 = In
( 5 - 1 0 )
( 5 - 1 1 )
Then by substituting ( 5 —7 ) ,  ( 5 —8)  and ( 5—11) into ( 5 —9 ) ,  
we have
'Ei(k)' ' y (k) ' D ' u (k)
E 2(k) y ( k + 1 ) GF Dv 0
N 1
u ( k + 1 )
'E n(k)y
=
. y(k+n—1)-
—
GOF GF !
1 I N  N
1 ! N NI N ' \
.GOd-2F Gd>-3F...GF D - - u(k+n—1) ,
( 5 - 1 2 )
From ( 5 —6 ) ~ (  5 —8 ) and ( 5  — 10) ' ( 5  — *1), the f irst
term of ( 5 —3 )  for j =  n , G O nx (k) can expressed as :
n — 1
GO"x_(k) =  ( 2  — a ¡GO* ) M 2 • Mi-1 x(k)
i =0
' G 
GO
M 2 E_(k)
l GO " - 1
5 — 6
G=  (  — Oo — 3 l -On-OMr'M,
G<I>
G<I>n—1 /)
M2 E (k)
— C 3o 3 l  ............ — 3 n - l  1
El (k) 
E 2 (k)
( 5 - 1 3 )
E„(k)
Thus, by letting j = n  in equation ( 5 —3 )  and by using 
equations ( 5  12) and (5 —1 3 ) ,  the system S can be expressed as
following :
y ( k + n )  =  £ — 30 —3! ....... — an_i )
y (k)
y ( k + i )
y (k + n -l)J
—( —so —a i ------a„_i>
f Dx
" n 0
GF Dv 
GF \•x \
> n - 2 r .  * N \GO F \ \\ N
G O n_5F •••GF D 
+  Du ( k +  n )
u (k)
u ( k+1 )
u ( k+n—1)
+  £  G O "-'-1 Fu ( k + i  )
i =o
^  3 i y ( k +  i ) 4- S ^ i u ( k + i )
i =0 1=0 ( 5 - 1 4 )
5 — 7
where
Oi , i — 0 , 1  , 2 , ....... , n—1 are real number def ined by
equation ( 5 —6 )
a ( 3 i D +  S o j GO' 1 F for 0 <  i <  n — 1
=  J i=i+1
onD for i =  n
Def ine
R ( k ) = [ y ( 0 )  y(l)....... y(k) u(0) u(l).........u(k))
where
R(k)e R lx<2k'-*>
R (k) f y (o)...... •• y (k —1 ) y (k) U (0) ........... u (k)
> ll> R (k +1 ) A y (l) •••••• y (k) y ( k + i )l U (!)••• u ( k + l  )
,R (N ) , y (N—k) ••• y ( N - i ) y(N ) u (N—k) ••• u (N)
( 5 - 1 5 )
where
A  f= R <N—kfl)xC2kf2 )
and
y (0)---------- y (k —1 ) u (0 )---------u ( k)
B =
y (1) —  — y ( k )  : : u ( 1 ) -------- u (k+1 )
y (N -k )  ••• y (N—l ) u ( N - k ) — u(N) ✓
where
( 5 - 1 6 )
B £E R <N- k U ) x i ! k U )
5 — 8
Let
E ( N + 1 ) =  { u(k)<ER , y(k)GR ; k =  0 ,  1 , ........, N }  be
a sequence of input-output measurements obtained from the
system S .
Consider the following equation
=  rank
— rank
'A ) — rank (B)  
y ( 0 ) .......  y (k—1 ) y OO c rs O u ( k )
-• y (k ) y ( k + i )
:
U ( l ) ...........: u ( k + 1 )
. y(N—k) •• y (N—1 ) ! y (N) u (N -k ) ••' u(N)  /
' ( 0 ) .......... •y(k  1 ) u (0 ) ....... • U ( k )
' ( 1 ) ........... y (k ): 1 U ( 1 ) ........... • u ( k + 1 ) ( 5 - 1 7 )
(N—k  ) ••• y (N—1 ) j u (N -k) •••u(N)  x
Note that the only difference between the two matrices in 
(5 —I7 ) is that A contains one more column than Bj
this column is
y ( k ; N ) =  C y(k) y ( k + l ) ....... y ( N ) ) T ( 5 - 1 8 )
where
y ( k ; N ) e R IM,l, ,<l
Thus, DIF can only assume the value of either 0 or 1 for all 
non-negative integers k. Based on the values of D I F ,  we can 
niake the following conclusions
5 — 9
(1) If DIF =  0 for some non-negative integer k, then the 
column vector y ( k ; N ) is linearly dependent on the columns of 
matrix B. Thus, a linear, time - invariant, discrete-time 
system of order n of the form I
n — 1 n
y ( k+n ) = — 2  aiy ( k + i  ) +  1, Pi u ( k + i  ) ( (5 —14))
i =0 i=0
satisfies the input-output time series relationship
E ( N —n + 1  ) =  { u(k), y(k); k =  0 ,1 , 2 , ........N—n }
(2) If DIF =  1 , then the column vector y ( k ; N ) is linearly 
independent of all the columns of matrix B ( 5 - 1 6 ) .  Thus, no linear, 
time - invariant, discrete-time systems of order n of the form 
(5—14 ) can be satisfied by the partial t ime-series  E(N—n +  1 ) above.
Here we conclude the procedure for identified algorithm 
step by step :
Step 1 Start with k =  0
Step 2 Construct the matrices A and B from the available data
E ( N + 1 ) according to equations ( 5  —1 5 )and ( 5 —16) .
Step 3 Compute DIF according to equation ( 5 —17) .
Step 4 (1) If DI F =  1 , then n > k  and increase k by one and go to 
step 2.
5 — 10
(2) If D I F = 0  , then n =  k
These steps can used to develop a numerical algorithm 
for the identification of single-input single-output systems.
The flow-chart of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 5—1 and a 
computer listing of the program is given in Appendix 3 (Program C ) .  
A numerical example to demonstrate the validity of this 
identification software is given in the following section.
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Step 1
Step 2
---- is----
Step 3
---- ¡i—
Step 4
Fig. 5 1 The flow chart of computer program to determine 
the system order.
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To demonstrate the use of the method to determine the 
order of discrete-time linear systems, we consider the following 
examples. For the numerical computation the computer program
5— 2 Numerical examples o f  order determination
( program C ) in Appendix 3 was used.
(a) Exampl e 1
In this example, we consider a 2 nd order difference
equation
y ( k+ 2  ) =
where
— y(k) +  y (k+ 1  ) —u(k)+u (k + 1  ) +  0 u ( k + 2  )
1.0 +  2 k sin ( 60 kT ) k > 0
u (k T ) =  - 1 k =  0
0 k < 0
n = 2  , sampling length N =  19
The identified results are shown below.
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K =  0
RANK A 
K = 1
= 2 , RANK B =  1 , DI F =  1
RANK A
K = 2
= 4 , RANK B =  3 , DI F =  1
RANK A =  5 , RANK B =  5 , D IF  =  0
The system order =  2
(b) Example 2
In this example, we consider a 3rd order difference
equation
y ( k+3 ) =  — 2y(k)— 1.5y (k+1 ) —y (k +2  ) +  2 u(k)+u ( k+1 ) 
+  0 .5 u ( k +  2 )
where
n =  3
1 + k  sin ( 6 0 k T ) k >  0
u ( k T )  =  . 1 k =  0
0 k < 0
The sampling length N =  19
The identified results are shown below.
k =  0
RANK A =  2 , RANK B = 1 , DI F =  1
5 — 14
k =  1
RANK A =  5 , RANK B =  4 , DI F =  1
k =  2
RANK A =  6 , RANK B =  5 , D I F =  1
k =  3
RANK A =  7 , RANK B =  7 , D I F = 0 
The system order =  3
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j _  3 Param eters determ in ation  and flow -chart
Consider the system Si as described by (5  —1 2 ) .  
y ( k+n ) = — 2  3 j y ( k + i ) +  £  / 3 j u ( k + i )  ( ( 5 —1 2 ))
i =  0 i = 0
where n is the order of Si determined by applying the method 
that has been developed in section 5—1 , the vector y (k  ;N )  as 
defined by ( 5 —1 8 ) ,  i . e . ,
y ( k ! N ) = [  y ( k )  y ( k + l ) ....... y ( N ) ) T ( ( 5 —18))
is a linear combination of the columns of the matrix 
B [ equa tion ( 5  — 1 6 ) ) .
Let E ( N + 1  ) =  { u ( k ) G R  y ( k )  6 R ; K =  0 ,1 , .......  , N } be an
available sequence of input-output measurements ,and 
A
A L P H A  =  C —  a o  ,  — O i  , ............  ,  —  3 n- i  ,  / 3 0 ,  (Si  ,  ............  ,  ( 8 n ) T
be a ( 2 k + l  ) x l  parameter vector comprising the coefficients 
of this linear combination. Then we can write
y ( k ; N )  =  B • A L P H A  =
' y ( o ) y ( i ) ............ -  y ( k - l ) u ( 0 )  ....... u ( k )
y ( l ) y ( 2 ) . ............. •• y (k )
l
u ( l )  .......
:
••• u(k +  l )
, y ( N -k ) y (N -k L l ) •••- y ( N - l ) u ( N -k )  •••••• u (N) ,
(  —  3 0  Oi  , ............  3 „ - i  , y9o , / 9 1 ,  ............  ,  £  „  ) T  ( 5 - 1 9 )
Def ine :
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Hwhere
A  1  
N — k +  1
A t A
2  y * 2(n) 2  y(n)y ( n+ 1  ) ••• £  y(n)y(k+n)
n = 0  n = 0  n = 0
l
N—k + l
N - k t - i
2  y z(n) •
n =  l  ^  ^
N —k 4- 1
2  y(n)y C k+n—1 )n =  1
2  y2 (n)
n =  k
N— k
2  y (n)u(n)
n = 0
2  y(n)u (n+ 1  ) •”  2  y(n)u(k+n)
n =  0 n = 0
N _ k  + 1
2  y(n)u(n—1 )
n =  1
N —k f l
2  y(n)u(n)
n =  1
N — k f  1
2  y(n)u(k+n—1 )
n =  1
N N
2  y(n)u ( n—k)
n = k 2  y(n)u(n)n =  k
N - k
2  u2 (n) ■
n =  0
2  u(n)u( n+ 1 ) 
n= 0
N - k
2  u(n)u (k +n )>= o
N -  k +  1
2  u 2 (n)
n= i
N — k 4- 1
2  u(p)u(k+n—1 )
n =  1
2  uz(n)
n =  k
( 5 -2 0 )
p j  g  < 2 * < + 2  ) X ( 2 k  +  2  )
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li M
and
P
A  1 
_  N -  k +  1
B t B
1
N - k  N — k N — k
2  y 2(n) 2  y(n)y (n + l  ) ••• £  y(n)y ( k+n—1 )
n = 0  n = °  n =  °
N - k  f  1 N —k f  1
2  y(n)y ( k+n—2 )
N -k +1 N -  1
2  y2 (n)
0
N - k
2  y(n)u(n)
n =0
N - k
2  y(n)u (n + l  )
n =0
N - k
2  y(n)u (k +  n )
n =0
N,
N - k  f  1
y(n)u ( n—1 )
1
N - k  f  1
2  y(n)u(n)
n =  1
N - k  + 1
2  y(n)u(k+n—1 )
N - k
2  uz (n)
n = 0
N
n
— k
2  u(n)u ( n+l )
N —k
••• 2  u(n)u (k + n  )n = 0
( 5 -2 1 )
N —k f 1 N—k f 1
2  u2(n)............  2  u(n)u(k+n—1 )
n = l  \  n = 1\ \  :
2  u2(n)
p  ■— 2 k-H ) X (  2 k +  l )
where
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M ultiply--------------- BT on both sides of equation ( 5 —19 ) ;
N - k  +  1
P •ALPHA = -
1
N - k + 1  -
BTy ( k ; N )
i k ! o
i
0
0
X
I k+ 1
oX
o
0 I k+1
N - k +  1
■ATA
f 0 
0
Ó 
1 
0 
0
Ó '
( k +  1 ) th row
H
0
0
Ó
1
0
( 5 -2 2 )
where
Ik | 0 | 0
i i
0  I I k + 1
R r2k+i>x<2 k+2 ) } ( o o  ••• l o o  ••• o )  T e  R f2k+25X1
If the matrix P is non-singular, then
AL PHA =  P •
| 'I
I  k 1 0
1
_______1
o
1
O-../ i k + ,  ^
H
0
0
Ó
1
0
0
( 5 -2 3 )
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Step 1 Consider the nth order single-input single-output linear 
time-invariant discrete-time system S,
n — 1 n
s, : y ( k+n ) = — 2  a i y ( k +  i ) +  E ^ u ( k + i )  ( (5 —14))
i =0 i =0
The above derivations lead to the following procedure for
estimation of system parameters.
Step 2 Construct matrix A from equation (5 — 15)
Step 3 Compute matrix A T .
Step 4 Construct matrix B from equation ( 5 —16) and
Compute Bt .
Step 5 Compute matrix H from equat ion ( 5 —20 ) .
Step 6 Compute matrix P from equat ion (5 —21 ) .
Step 7 Compute matrix J .
where
r  1 'i
I  m  ! 0  1 0
0 I M + l
/
M is the estimated system order 
Compute the vector E.
"here
< 0 
0
E A
0
1
0
( MT 1 ) th row
( 0
5  —  2 0
Step 9 Compute the system parameter ALPHA from
equation (5 —23) .
(Program C )  for the above algorithm 
is shown in F ig . 5 — 2 and the listing of the 
program ( program C ) is shown in Appendix 3 .
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The variables used in the Fig. 5 —2 are defined as : 
N is ‘'iw.n-ibe.r- Sa»»vpleS,
UU is the vector of input sequence
UU =
f u ( 0  ) 
u ( 1 )
. u (N) /
Y Y  is the vector of output sequence
r y C o )  1
YY =
y ( i )
y (N) ,
ALPHA is computed parameter
A L P H A = C A K ( 1 ) ........A K ( n ) B K ( 1 )  —
M is determined system order equal to/
| \
A I m  j 0 0
0 I  M + l
/I
A
E =
0
0
0
1
0
( M +  1 ) t h row
••BKCn+1
n
5 — 23
ij— 4 Numerical examples o f parameters determination
To illustrate the use of the above method to estimate the 
parameters of discrete-time linear systems, we consider the 
following examples. For the numerical computation , the computer 
program ( Program C ) in Appendix 3 was used.
(a) Example 1
Consider the 2nd order difference equation 
y ( k +  2 ) = —y (k ) +  y ( k+ 1  ) —u(k) +  u (k+ 1  ) + 0  u (k  +  2 )
where
u (k) =
l + 2 k  sin (6 0 k T )  
1 
0
k >  0 
k =  0 
k < 0
T =  1 second
the original parameter ALPHA is 
AL PHA = C - 1  1 - 1  1 0 ] T
and
System order n = 2  .
Assuming that the system order n is determined by 
applying the method developed in section 5 — 1 ; five different 
v/cxlues oj- N were chosen to identify the ALPHA.
The corresponding results are
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+
 00
 
1.
00
00
00
 E
+
0
0
 
2.
84
21
71
 E
—
13
)
From these results, the estimation errors Sa and SBare 
acceptable for most analysis/design studies using linear theory.
(b) Example 2
Consider the 4 th order linear discrete-time system 
y (k+4 ) = - 6 . 6 x l 0 " 3y(k) +  0.4888 y (k+1 )-1.7512y (k + 2 )  
+2 .2605y (k  +  3 ) +  6. 6  x 10“ 3 u(k)
-0 .1 2 4 5  u ( k +  1 ) +  2.89 X 10~ 2 u ( k +  2 )
+  9.75 x 10 -zu ( k +  3 )
The results for five different samples are shown given
below.
5 — 26


From these results, the estimation errors Sa and SB are 
acceptable for most analys is/design studies using linear theory.
5—5 Concluding remarks
In th is  chapter we have developed a method to 
identify the system order and parameters of discrete-time 
systems, the order determination is based on the rank d if ­
ference between two appropriately constructed matrices.
The basic procedure employed to identify the unknown par­
ameters is based on a special output data vector y ( K ; N )
linear combination of- the input -output met^sure. ment- <l«fo.
The method requires the computations of only one 
matrix inversion. The order determined may be incorrect 
when unsuitable input sequences were used. In fact, since 
sampling length N is finite, there is always a possibility 
that the actual order of the system is higher than the one 
determined.
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PART, n
In recent years, the revolutionary advancements in the 
technology of microprocessors have enhanced the importance of 
digital control systems. The advantages of digital control systems 
include : increased reliability, improved sensitivity, decreased size 
and weight, and time-sharing capabilities. The more distinct 
advantages of digital control systems are the increased flexibility 
of the control algorithms and the complex decision making capability 
of the processor.
This part of the thesis is concerned with some of the 
fundamental aspects of designing digital controllers for time-
invariant linear systems. The two chapters in this part are self- 
contained and aimed at presenting an outline of two design techniques 
which may follow the identification process described in Part-I.
This part has the following chapters :
Chapter 6 : A mircoprocessor-based output deadbeat controller.
Chapter 7 : Design of digital systems.
b
C h a p t e r - 6 A  M IC R O P R O C E S S O R  - B A S E D  O U T P U T  
D E A D B E A T  C O N T R O L L E R
The recent advancements in the technology of micropro­
cessors and microelectronics have drastically changed the 
philosophy of the design and implementation of controllers. 
With the advent o f  inexpensive microprocessors, the digital 
control algorithms originally developed for the aerospace and 
advanced process control industries, can now be implemented 
even for basic applications C 119— 1 2 0
For the industrial control systems requiring a finite  
settling time and zero steady-state error to a unit step in­
put, the output deadbeat control design can now be 
accomplished ( 1 2 0  — 1 2 1  ] . The conventional output deadbeat 
control system with digital cascade compensation is shown in 
fig. 6 — 1 C 1 1 9 — 124 ] . Recently a systematic deadbeat 
control algorithm has been presented in the form of feedback 
and pre-compensation reduced parameter sensitivity C F ig . 6 — 2 
( 125 ) ) .
In this chapter, a self-contained hardware system, 
based on the Zilqg Z -8 0 A  microprocessor is developed 6
6 — 1
for the implementation of the deadbeat output compensation 
system shown in Fig. 6 —2 . Implementation of the more 
widely used industrial digital lead-lag compensator and the 
digital PID controller is also discussed. The algorithm 
developed has been used as the basis for the control software 
on a 2 -8 0 A  based custom-designed controller.
0—1 Deadbeat output compensation algorithm
The deadbeat output compensation system [ 125 ) shown 
in F ig . 6 — 2 is obtained by applying a linear state trans­
formation technique to the deadbeat state compensation sys­
tem as shown in F ig . 6 — 3 .
In F ig . 6 — 3 , the discrete state equation of the con­
tinuous plant G(s) can be expressed as*
X ,  C k + 1  ) =  A , X .  (k) +  B.Uc (k) ( 6 - 1 )
where A c is n X n  , and B c is n x i .  A digital compensator 
D(z) , with the general form shown in ( 6 — 2 ) .
D / z )=  fc) _  q . z + q ,
U d (z) z +  p, ( 6 -  2 )
can be described as
Xd ( k +  1 ) =  AdXd 0<) +  BdUd(k)
capital letters indicate vectors and matrices, lower 
case letters indicate scalars.
6 — 2
d ----- Pi ( 6 - 4  ) 
( 6 -  5 )
A
Bd =  q i — QoPi 
The control law uc (k) is 
uc(k) =  C d x d(k)+ Dd u d(k) ( 6 — 6 )
wi th
Cd =  1 ( 6 -  7 )
D d = q o ( 6 -  8 )
while the compensator input u d(k) is
u d (k) =  r (k) — H ' x c (k) ( 6 — 9 )
where H is n x 1, and H' is the transpose of H.
The dynamic equation of the closed-loop system can 
then be described as
x c ( k +  1 ) ’ Ac -  Dd Bc H' C d B c ' x.(k) •
x d ( k +  1 ) - B d H' Ad . . x d (k) .
+
Dd B c 
Bd
r(k)
( 6 -  10 )
y (k)= C'
X, (k) 
Xd (k)
(  6 -  11 )
where C ' i s  ( n + 1 )  x ] ,  and C' is the transpose of C.
Thus the digital transfer function of the closed-loop
system is
Y (z) Ac -  Dd Bc H' ! Cd B c
-------  — c z l -
R (z) -  Bd H' : Ad1 J
6 — 3
B d
(6 -1 2  )
with the linear transformation
X , ( k ) =  X a ( k ) +  T '  X c ( k ) ( 6 -  13 )
where T is n x 1, and T ' is the transpose of T , and ,
have
x. ( k + 1 )  =  Xd ( k + l ) + T ' x c  ( k + l )  ( 6 _ 1 4 )
Substituting ( 6 -  1 ) and ( 6 -  3 ) into ( 6 -  14 ) , 
and using ( 6 - 9  ) and ( 6 -  13 ) , we have
x ,  (  k +  1 ) =  A d x , ( k ) + f T ' A c — A a T ' - B a H '  )  x«(k)
+  T ' B , u c(k)+B d r(k) ( 6 — 1 5 )
Similarly , using ( 6 -  9 ) and ( 6 - 1 3 )  in ( 6 -  16 ) 
from ( 6 — 6 ) .
u c(k)=C dx,(k)+ ( -  C d T ' - D d H '  ) x c(k)+D„ r(k)
( 6 -  16 )
In order to select a linear transformation T such 
that both x, ( k +  1 ) in ( 6 — 1 5 )  and uc(k) in ( 6 — 1 6 )  de­
pend on the output response y (k) instead of all the states 
xc(k), we must have
( T 'A c — A d T ' -  BdH' ) Xc(k)= L C 'x c(k)= L y (k )(6 -1 7 )
( — Cd T' — D„ H' ) x c (k) = MC 1 x,(k) =  My(k) ( 6 — 18 ) 
where C is n x 1, C ' i s  the transpose of C , while L and M 
are constants.
Based on the above di scussion, the control law and 
the transformed digital compensator can be described.
6 — 4
respect ively, as
u .(k )= C dx«(k)+M y(k)+D <1 r(k) ( 6 -  19 )
x, ( k +  1 ) =  D x i (k)*+■ E y(k) + W  r(k) ( 6 - 2 0  )
where
D = A d + C d T ' B C ( g _21)
E =  L +  M T ' B ,  ( 6  — 2 2 )
W = B„ +  Dd T'  Bc ( 6 - 2 3 )
D , E ,  and W are all constants . Once we find a 
linear transformation T -nd the scalars L and M to satisfy  
( 6 -  24 ) and ( 6 - 2 5  ) .
T ' A c-  A d T ' - B d  H'  = L C ’ ( 6 - 2 4 )
- C d T ' - D d  H’ = MC'  ( 6 - 2 5 )
the deadbeat solution of ( 6 — 19 ) and ( 6 — 20 ) 
can be obtained by using the deadbeat model (125).
Y(z) k - 1
M (z )= --------=  a i z “ 1 +  2  ( a s  — a, , ) z -  ■
R (z) i =  2
+  ( 1 -  a k_ , ) z -  k ( 6 - 2 6  )
In the above model a, represents the amplitude (ith sample) of
the unit step response (Fig. 6—4 ) for the closed-loop deadbeat 
systemf 6—12 ) . Thus if the system order is k, then
- 1
z I —
A .  -  D d  B e  H ’  1 C d  B e f  D d  B ,
-  B  d H ' j A d I B d
6 — 5
( 6 -  25 )
k -  1
= a t z +  2  ( a i - a t. i  ) z ' ‘
i - 2
+  ( 1 — a k )  z ~k 
The deadbeat state compensation design obtained from ( 6—27) 
can then be substituted into ( 6  — 2 4 )  and ( 6  — 2 5 )  to 
solve T ,  L and M for the purpose of calculating D , E and 
W from ( 6  — 2 1 ) ,  ( 6 — 2 2 )  and ( 6  — 2 3 ) .  The deadbeat 
solution of ( 6 — 19 ) and ( 6 —20 ) can thus be obtained.
0— 2 Hardware system and implementation*
A purpose-built hardware system for the microproce­
ssor-based deadbeat controller is presented in this section. 
Fig. 6 — 5 ,  shows the schematic diagram of this hardware 
system, which is developed around Zilog Z - 80A micropro­
cessor.
The hardware system depicted in Fig. 6 —5 has a 
universal configuration, because it can be used not only for 
the implementation of the output deadbeat control algorithm 
described above but also for the implementation of the 
widely used digital lead-lag compensation and the digital 
PID control algorithms.
The s ampl e- and - holds circui ts (S/ H) shown in Fig. 6 — 5 are
* Assistance of Dr. F. Y. Shih in the hardware design and 
construction is gratefully acknowledged.
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used to take the samples of the reference input r(t) and the 
output response y (t) at each sampling instant, and then to 
hold the sampled values over the corresponding sampling 
periods for analog-to -d igital conversion. The sampling 
frequency gener ator ( SFG ) provi des the sampling command 
for the sample-and-ho Ids and the acknowledging signal for 
the microprocessor.
The two-input mul t iplexer (MPX) is used to provide 
the simultaneous sample-and-hoId operation of the hardware 
system depicted in F ig .  6 —5. The analog-to-digital con­
verter (ADC) converts the signal coming from the output 
of the multiplexer into a corresponding digital code for the 
microprocessor.
The microprocessor processes the digital data in acc­
ordance with the control algorithms implemented in R O M,  
and coordinates the interfacing devices such as (MPX ) , ( ADC ),  
and (DAC). The digi tal - to - anal og converter (DAC) converts 
the digital code of the control signal u c (k) coming from  
the peripheral input-output device (P lO )in to  a corresponding 
analog value and holds it until the next control signal is 
ready.
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In order to increase the computational accuracy,
32 -b it  floating point format was used. In this format, the 
most significant byte is a sign byte, with 80H representing 
the positive values and 00H representing the negative values. 
The second byte is the high byte of the mantissa, while the 
third byte is the low byte of the mantissa. The fourth  
byte represents the exponent. The binary point is assumed 
at the leftmost end of this format.
Since the operating values in the hardware sy stem  
are confined to be in the range ± 5 . 0  ( 00 to FF hexade­
cimal ) ,  the exponent byte can be set as 03H. Thus 
the floating point numbers are in the range ± 0 .6 2 5 x 2 3 . A 
flowchart for the digital controller with deadbeat output 
compensation algorithm is shown in Fig. 6 —6 .
In the flowchart shown in F i g . 6 — 6 , the initializ­
ation routine initializes the ( PIO ),( RAM), and the data 
aquisition devices. The binary to floating point conversion 
routine converts the binary values coming from (ADC) into 
the 3 2 -b it  floating point format described above. The f lo ­
ating point multiplication, addition, and subtraction routines 
are used to manipulate the floating point arithmetic opera­
tions .
An exponent normalization subprogram is utilized 
to equalize the exponents of the floating point values in 
the operation of addition or subtraction. Another subprog-
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ram incorporated in the floating point arithmetic routines 
is the overflow subroutine for treating the overflow data.
Once the 3 2 -bit floating point control values uc(k) 
are obtained, the floating point to binary conversion routine 
converts them into the corresponding binary values for (DAC) 
conversion.
The program length is slightly more than 0.7 kbytes 
of (ROM). In addition, 40 bytes of (RAM) are required for 
scratch pad of intermediate values. The execution time are 
found to be less than 8 mseconds.
6— 3 L e a d -la g  compensator and P ID  controller
The microprocessor-based implementation of the 
widely used digital lead-lag compensator and P ID  controller 
is discussed in this section. Without any modification, the 
hardware system shown in F ig .  6 — 5 can be used to imple­
ment these two control algorithms.
(a) Digital lead-lag compensator
In the conventional digital control system shown 
in F ig .  6 — 1 , the transfer function of a typical digital lead - 
lag compensator can be expressed as 
U .  (z) Q o + Q , z - '
D (z )= ---------  = -------------------  ( 6 - 2 8 )
U* (z) 1 p , z~ 1
Based on ( 6— 2 8) , the difference equation shown below 
can be obtained.
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u c(k )= Q „ u d(k)+Q, u„ ( k — 1)  — p , u .  ( k — 1)
C 6 - 2 9  )
From Fig . 6 — 1 ,
u„ (k)= r (k)- y (k) ( 6 - 3 0 )
Equations (6 — 29)and ( 6 — 30) const i tute the control algorithm  
of the digital lead-lag compensator.
The flowchart of the microprocessor-based digital 
lead-lag compensator is depicted in F ig . 6 — 7 , Looking at 
Fig. 6 — 7, we find that the operation of the digital lead- 
lag compensator is pretty similar to that of deadbeat cont­
roller with output compensation algorithm. The only existing 
d ifferen ce  between F ig . 6 —6 and F ig .  6 —7 is the discrete 
equations manipulated by them.
The program requires less than 0.67 K bytes of (ROM) 
and 40 bytes of (R A M ).The total execution time is less than 
6 msecs.
(b) Digital P I D  Controller
From Fig. 6 — 1,  the transfer function of the typical 
digital P ID  controller may be derived as
U c (z) K, T z + 1 K„ z -  1
D (z )= -------- -  =  K ,  +  -----------------------h ----------------- ( 6 - 3 1 )
U d (z) 2 z - 1  T z
Equation ( 6 — 31 ) can be expressed as
U,(z) Qo +  Q i z~ 1 ■+- Q* z~ *
D(z) = ----------  =  ---------------------------------  ( 6 - 3 2 )
Ud (z) 1 - z - '
wi th
6 — 10
K,  T K d
Q » — K p H--------------- 1--------
2 T
K i T 2K
Qi = - K ,  + -------------------- ( 6 - 3 3 )
2 T
K D
Q 2 —
T
Based on ( 6  — 3 2 ) ,  the difference equation shown in ( 6 —3 4 )  
can be obtained.
u c (k) =  Q o u d(k)+Qi ud ( k — 1 ) +  Q2 ud( k—2 )
+  u c ( k -  1 ) ( 6 - 3 4  )
From F ig .  6 — 1, it is apparent that ( 6 — 30)  is also 
required for the case of digital P ID  controller. Thus, ( 6 —34) 
and ( 6 — 3 0 )  constitute the control algorithm of the digital 
PID controller.
The flow-chart of the microprocessor-based digital 
PID controller is shown in Fig. 6 —8 . This shows 
that the operation of the digital P ID  controller is 
similar to that of deadbeat controller with output compens­
ation algor i thm . The only difference between Fig. 6 — 6 
and Fig . 6 —8 being the numerical equations.
In addition, the digital P ID  control law shown in 
( 6 — 3 4 )  and the control law of the digital lead-lag com­
pensator, shown in ( 6 — 2 9 ) ,  are similar to each other. But, 
in ( 6  — 3 4 ) ,  the term ud ( k— 2 ) is incorporated and the 
coefficients Q „ , Q i  , and Q 2 must be calculated in accordance
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with ( 6 — 33 ) by using the values KP , Ki , K D> and T.
The program length was less than 0 .9 5  Kbytes of 
( R O M )  and 60 bytes of ( RAM ) .  The total execution 
time was less than 10 mseconds.
The performance tests of an illustrative examples 
are briefly discussed : In F ig . 6 — 2 > for a plant
70G(s)=--------------------
s ( s +  3 .5  )
The parameters of the deadbeat controller using the 
above procedure are D =  — 0 . 651»  E =  3 .8 5 5  , W =  0. 545 ,
M =  — 3. 365 , D d =  0 .7  and C„ =  1.0 .
The output response y (t) for a unit step input U c (t) 
of the system with the above deadbeat controller is shown 
in F ig . 6 — 9. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the 
controller. The response in Fig. 6 — 10 show's the ability of 
the controller to cope with an input disturbance.
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6 — 4 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, a microprocessor-based output 
deadbeat controller for digital servo system with 
finite settling time has been presented. A purpose-built 
hardware has been used to implement this control algorut^»»,.
A fairly simple system has been used to illustrate 
the general validity of the controller design methodology.
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Fig. 6—1 Conventional Output Deadbeat Control System
Fig. 6—2 Deadbeat Output Compensation System
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Fig. 6—3 Deadbeat State Compensation System
Fig. 6 -5  Hardware System o f the Microprocessor-Based Deadbeat 
Controller
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r ‘K.6 6 Flowchart o f  the Digital Controller with Deadbeat Output
Compensation Algorithm
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Fig. 6 - 7  Flowchart of the Digital Controller with Lead-Lag Com­
pensation Algorithm
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i'>g. 6 -8  Flowchart o f the Digital Controller with PID Control
Algorithm
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Chapter— 7 DESIGN OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS
The conventional design methods employ the root-locus or 
Bode diagram techniques to synthesize the digital controllers C 114- 
116 ). These techniques, even with the aid of digital computers for 
the determination of controller parameters, are rather slow. This is 
due mainly to the trial-and-error nature, with only one of the several 
design parameters being treated at a time. The iterations to study the 
effects of several parameters can become tedious.
In this chapter a computer aided design technique is developed. 
This technique is based on the parameter optimization approach using 
the Quasi-Newton nonlinear programming algorithm ( 117 }
A performance index PI, which consists of three terms for 
penalizing the system error, the actuating force, and the location 
of the closed-loop poles respectively, is formulated. The weighting 
factors are used to change the emphasis on the individual terms of 
the performance index PI .
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In a straightforward manner, practical constraints can be 
placed upon the allowable regions of the design parameters of the 
digital controllers. The optimized design parameters can be deter­
mined when the performance index PI is minimized.
A computer aided design program has been implemented in 
FORTRAN such that a single computer run derive the optimized 
design parameters of the digital controllers as well as the unit step 
response of the overall digital control system; design example is used 
to demonstrate the application of this systematic CAD technique 
to a lOth-order digital flight control system .
7 — 1 Digital control system s
A general digital control system is as depicted in Fig. 7—1 
The state equation of the continuous plant is
xc ( t ) = F x c ( t ) + G u c ( t )  ( 7 —1)
where F is ncx nc, and G is ncx 1.
If
Ac =  ePT ( 7 -2  )
7  —  2
(7- 3 )
T T
Bc =  I eraG da
then the discretized state equation is
xc ( k +  1 ) =  Ac Xc ( k ) +  Be Uc ( k ) ( 7—4 )
where Ac is nc x nc , and Be is nc x 1.
The state equation of the digital controller is
x a ( k  +  l )= A d  xn (k )+ B d  U d ( k )  ( 7—5 )
where Ad is naxna, and Bd is ndXmd.
The actuating force of the controlled plant is assumed to be
uc (k )= C d  x i(k )+ D d  U d ( k )  ( 7 —6 )
where Cd is 1 x m , and Dd is 1 x m( .
The input signal of the digital controller is
Ud ( k) = C c xc  ( k) +Br r ( k) (7 —7 )
where Cc is md x nc , and Br is md X 1.
Then the state equation of the overall system becomes
x(k  +  l )  = A  x ( k ) + B  r ( k )  ( 7 - 8 )
where
A =
Ac -fBcDdCc BcCd
BdCc Ad ( 7 - 9 )
7 — 3
BcDd B
( 7 - 1 0 )B = BdBr
x (k )
x c ( k ) 
x_d ( k )
The output equation is 
y( k ) = CT x ( k )
where C is ( n .+ n d )  x 1, and CT is the transpose of C.
Given jc (o )  and u (k ) over the interval ( o, k— 
expression for x ( k )  at any k>o can be derived as follows 
Substituting successively k = o , 1 , ••• , k—1 in ( 7—8 ) , we
k -1
_x ( k ) = Ak _x ( °  ) +  2  AJ B r (  k— j — 1)
J = 0
where A k= 0 ( k )  is the state transition matrix.
Thus ( 7 —13) can be expressed as
k - 1x ( k ) = 0 ( k ) x ( o ) +  Z i K j )  B r ( k —j—l )
J = 0
For the case of zero initial conditions in ( 7 —1 4 ) , i .e . : 
the output equation ( 7 —12) can be expressed as
k— 1
y ( k) = Z CT ¿ ( j )  B r ( k - j - l )  
j = 0
k — 1
=  Z CT <p ( k—m— 1 ) B rCm)
tn =  0
( 7 - 1 1 )
(  7 - 1 2 )
) ,  the
obtain 
(  7 - 1 3 )
( 7 - 1 4 )  
( o )  = 0 ,
( 7- 15)
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7 — 2 Performance index PI
A performance index PI with the form shown in ( 7 —16) 
is formulated in this section.
PI =WF, x PI, +W F 2 x PI2 +  WF„ x PI8
3
=  Z WF. x P I, ( 7 -1 6 )
• = ,
where WF, are the weighting factors, and PI i are the performance 
indices as follows :
N
P I ,=  Z { r ( k )  — y ( k ) } 2 ( 7 - 1 7 )
where r ( k )  is the reference input, y ( k )  is the output response, 
and r ( k ) —y (k )  is the error function of the closed-loop system.
N
P I2 =  Z u ( k ) 2 ( 7 -1 8 )
k = 0
where u ( k )  is the actuating force to the controlled plant.
P I8 = Z { ZR( i ) 2 +  ZI ( i ) 2 } 1/2 ( 7 - 1 9 )
> = i
where ZR( i )  is the real part of the closed-loop poles, and
ZI( i) is the imaginary part of the closed-loop poles, and n is the
order of the overall system.
(a) PI, shown in ( 7 —17) is used to penalize the system 
error, and can be computed at each sampling instant by solving the
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state equation ( 7 —8 ) iteratively from k=0 to k =N , where N is 
the number of sampling instants to be evaluated. Equation ( 7 —15) 
is a typical output solution to be used in the evaluation of P I,.
(b) PI2 shown in ( 7—18) is used to penalize the actuating 
force, which can be represented by the linear combination of some 
state variables as defined in ( 7 —8 )  and ( 7 —14) a n d /o r  reference 
input. Thus the evaluation of the actuating force u (k )  at the k-th 
sampling instant is the same as the evaluation of the linear 
combination of the state variables and/or the reference input at 
the k-th sampling instant.
(c) PI3 shown in ( 7 —19) is used to penalize the location
of the closed-loop poles, which are the same as eigenvalues of the 
closed-loop state matrix. In order to obtain the finite settling 
time design, the closed-loop poles in the z-plane should be placed 
as close to the origin as possible (118—1 1 9 ).
7 — 3 Computational techniques
In this section, a parameter optimization program that uses 
the Quasi-Newton nonlinear programming algorithm to minimize the 
performance index of N variables, as specified in ( 7  — 2 0 ), is 
introduced. Let the general performance be expressed a s:
P I = F (p , ,p2, ••• , pn ) ( 7 -2 0 )
The iteration steps of the Quasi-Newton nonlinear
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programming algorithm is summarized as follows :
1. Assuming a minimization algorithm, we start with a positive 
definite matrix Ho and some initial point p°. For convenience, Ho can 
be chosen to be the identity matrix I.
2. The general iteration step begins here. We designate this 
the k-th iteration. Calculate the gradient vector VF(Pk )
3. Calculate a direction in which to move. This is given by 
sk =  —Hk V F (p k )
4. In order to move in the direction s k, we need to calculate 
a step size 3“ . Hence, we wish to choose 3 so as to minimize
F( pk +  3sk ) . Formally, 3k =min F( pk +  3sk )
5. Calculate the descent step pk + 1 =  pk +  3ksk
6. Calculate yk =  VF(j)k + 1 ) — V F(jpk )
7. Calculate the next approximation in the sequence of 
Hessian matrices Hk + J
8. Terminate the calculation if F( pk ) — F( pk + 1 ) <  e .
If F ( pk ) — F( pk + 1 ) > (  , return to step 2 using Hk+X as the new 
Hk.
Generally, the computational procedure for the design of 
digital control systems includes three major steps. Firstly, the 
continuous plant is discretized, and the discrete state equation and 
the transfer function of the overall closed-loop system is cons­
tructed. Secondly, the desired parameters are optimized by means 
of minimizing the specified performance index. Finally, the 
optimized system is evaluated through a digital simulation.
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For the parameter optimization problem,
min PI =min F( p, ,p2, ••• ,pn ) ( 7-21 )
subject to the constraints
Ai pi ^  B i i =  1 , 2 , ••• , n ( 7 -22  )
an effective method of constraining the independent variables is to 
apply the transformation as shown in ( 7 —2 3 ) .
Specifically, the parameter optimization technique for the 
design of digital control systems consists of
1. Initialization of Ai and Bi , i =  1 ,2  , ••• , n , to the 
constraint limits, as shown in (7  — 2 2 ) .
2. Initialization of the parameters pi, i =  l , 2 ,  ••• , n, 
to values that lie between Ai and Bi .
3. Transfer of the bounded parameters pi to the unbounded 
parameters vi , as shown in ( 7—23) .
4. Construction of the closed-loop digital control system, 
as shown in ( 7 —8 )  through ( 7 —1 2 ).
5. Evaluation of performance index, as shown in ( 7 —16) 
through ( 7—19) •
pi =Ai +  (Bi — Ai ) P( vi ) ( 7 -2 3 )
where
exp( — t 2 ) dt =  0 .5 (l.0 + e r f(v i))  (7 -2 4  )
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6. Minimization of the performance index via Quasi-Newton 
nonlinear programming algorithm.
7. Transfer of the unconstrained optimum parameters Vi back 
to the constrained ones pi for i =  1 , 2 ,  ••• N.
8. Evaluation of the optimized system response.
In addition to the explicit parameter constraint, as shown 
in ( 7 —2 2 ), an implicit constraint is applied to insure that all 
closed-loop poles are located inside the unit circle.
During the iteration, the convergence criteria is used to 
insure that all the poles are inside the unit circle. If a violation 
occurs, the boundary limit of the desired parameters is decreased 
by a specific value such that the new parameter boundary is 
smaller than the current one.
The stopping conditions are given through two input 
parameters, one specifies the number of significant digits of 
accuracy desired, the other specifies the maximum number of 
function evaluations allowed during the iteration process.
When the iteration terminates, the final value of the 
performance index is checked. If the value is less than a specified 
value, the procedure is concluded Otherwise, a new initial guess 
for parameters is set and the optimization routine is repeated.
The maximum number of times that the optimization routine can be 
called, with different initial guesses • is preset through an input 
parameter.
The flowchart illustrating the CAD procedure is as shown
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in Fig. 7—2 .
7 — 4 Design example
Consider the digital flight control system as 
Fig. 7—3 . The continuous state equation, to describe the 
aircraft, the actuator and the filter, is
X c ( t ) = F  X c ( t ) + G  Ue ( t ) ( 7 - 2 5 )
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The parameters to be optimized are the gain and time constants 
of the compensators G, ( s ) andG2( s) as shown in ( 7 —26) and 
( 7 -2 7 )
G, ( s ) = G
T, s +  1
T, s +  1
G#( s )  =
T„ s +  1
Define the desired design parameters as
( 7 -2 6 )  
( 7 -2 7 )
R, = T , , R2 = T 2 , R3 = G , R4 = T 3 ( 7 -2 8 )
Applying Tustin operator on ( 7 —26) and ( 7 —2 7 ), and using the
parameters defined in (7 —2 8 ) , we have the discrete compensators 
G, ( z) and G2(z ) as
z + 1
R, + A  T --------
z— 1
G, ( z) =  R3----------------------------
, z+1
R2 + A  T ----------
z— 1
R , + A  T  A  T -R ,
---------------- z+ R 3---------------
R2+ A  T  A  T +R 2
- a  t  
R2 + A  t
( 7 -29  )
7 — 12
z +  1
XA  T -
G2( z ) =-
z — 1
r 4 + a  t
z +  1
A  T
r 4 + a  t
z +
^  T
R4 + A  T
R4 - A  t
R4 + A  t
( 7 -3 0 )
By using the notations shown in the previous sections, ( 7 —29) 
and ( 7—30) can be represented as
2C d (k + l)= A d _X d (k )+ B d  Ud(k)
Ad(1,1) 0
0 Ad(2,2)
X d ( k )  +
Bd(1,1) 0
0 Bd(2,2)
U d ( k )
yd, = —Xd, ( k)+D d ( 1 , 1) U d ,(k )  
yd2 =  Xd2 ( k ) +Dd ( 1 , 2 ) Ud2( k )  
uc ( k) = yd, ( k) +  yd2 ( k)
= C — 1 l ) x d ( k ) + ( D d ( l , l )  Dd( 1 ,2 ) ) u d ( k )
= Cd Xd ( k) +Dd Ud ( k) ( 7 -3 4 )
with
Ad ( 1 , 1 ) = ( R2 - a  T )  / ( A  T +  R2 )
Ad (2 , 2 )  = ( R4- A  T ) / ( A  T + R 4 )
Dd ( 1 , 1 ) = R .  ( A  T  + R, ) / ( A  T + R 2 )
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Dd (  1,2 ) =%  T  / 04  T  +  R4 ) ( 7 - 3 5 )
Ba (  1 , 1)  = Ad( 1 , 1)  Dd(l  , 1 ) + R , ( K  T - R ,  )  / ( H  T + R 2 ) 
Bd(  2 , 2 )  =  A d  (  2 , 2)  Dd( 1,2) + 'A T  /  04 T  +  R 4 )
where 2Ld ( k )  = ( x d , ( k )  Xd2( k ) ) T , and Ud(k)  =  ( u d , ( k )  Ud2( k ) ) T. 
The sampling time T =0.04  sec for this system.
The control vector to the digital compensators is
U d ( k ) = C c X c ( k )  +  br r (k )
0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
r- v. 
- 1
= Xc ( k )  +
0 0 0 0 1 0  0 0 0
S
where 3 = 1  for the closed-loop system , whereas 3 =  0
the open-loop system. 
The output matrix is
CT =  ( 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 )  ( 7 -3 7 )
The design conditions and the parameters designed through 
the optimization procedure are shown in Table 7—1 . The output 
response of the parameter optimized digital flight control system 
is shown in Fig. 7—4 .
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Table 7—1 Design Conditions and Result of Design Example
THE NUMBER OF DESIRED PARAMETERS N = 4 
THE BOUNDARY VALUE OF DESIRED PARAMETERS
DA = 5 .000D -02 5 .000D -02  5 .000D -02 5 .000D -02
DB = 5 .OOOD+OO 5•000D+00 5.000D+00 5 .000+00
THE PRESENT VALUE OF WEIGHTING FACTOR:
WF (1 )  = 0 . 500D+01 \VF(2) = 0.100D+01 WF(3) = 0.300D+00
THE STOPPING CRITERIA:
THE NO. OF ACCURACY DIGITAL: NSIG = 3 
MAX. NO. OF EVALUATIONS: MAXFN = 300 
THE MAX. VALUE OF P . I . :  TH = 0.10000D+04
THE STEP SIZE FOR BOUNDARY CHANGED: TD = 0.10000D+01 
OUTPUT INFORMATION:
NER = 0 : NER = 0 IF  ALL POLES INSIDE UNIT CIRCLE
THE PERFORMANCE INDEX EVALUATION:
PI ( 1 )  = 0 . 35S57D+01 P I (2)  = 0.24S03D+02 P I (3)  = 0.68086D+01
PERFORMANCE INDEX: PI = 0 . 32177999D+02
THE OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS:
0 . 50000D+01 0 . 50000D-01 0 .72113D -01 0 .50000D -01
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7— 5 Concluding remarks
This chapter covered a CAD technique for digital 
control systems with fin ite  settling tim e. A tim e- 
domain performance index P I is introduced to penalize the 
system error, the actuating force, and the closed-loop poles. 
The Quasi-Newton nonlinear programming algorithm is applied 
to have the parameter optimized design. A CAD program has 
been implemented in FORTRAN.
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Chapter- 8  C O N C L U D IN G  C O M M E N T
This thesis has presented some new results in two key 
areas of control theory and control engineering : identification 
and design. On identification ( P a r t -I , Chapters 1 — 5 the 
main contribution of the thesis has been to establish a 
mathematical framework so that linear discrete and continuous 
systems as well as tim e-varying and non-linear systems 
can be identified through the same algorithm.
The method presented in Chapter 2 is applicable in 
the estimation of unknown parameters of multiple - input 
mul t iple-output linear t ime - invar iant continuous systems 
and a class of time varying systems providing the system 
order is known. A ll system states are required to be acces­
sible for measurement. The method is based on using a set 
of integrators and a few relatively simple matrix operations. 
The integration of state equation and output 
equation has the .advantage of decreasing the effect 
of measurement noise. In this method the computations 
required are one single matrix inversion and one matrix m ulti­
plication. An identification algorithm and a computer pro­
gram have been developed in Chapter 2, and four numerical ex­
amples considered. These examples, overdamped, underdamped,
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undamped and unstable systems, have been included to demon­
strate the general applicabilty of the proposed method to 
a wide variety of systems. The general conclusion derived 
from these examples was that the estimation error could be 
kept within acceptable error lim its providing one condition 
was met in the choice of sampling inteval (T). The condition 
imposed on T was that the required number of sampled input- 
output data must cover the entire range of the transient re­
sponse of the system. Some typical storage requirement and 
processing times for this algorithm are given below :
System Order CPU t ime , Secs Memory usage , Kbyte
2 1 .36 16
3 1. 4 21
4 1 . 46 30
5 1. 51 45
In this method no special test signal is required , 
which makes the method applicable for on-line estimation 
as well as for the identification to identify any param eter 
variation which may occur during the normal operation of the 
system under consideration.
The method that we have developed in Chapter 3 is 
more attractive, in that it can identify the order as well as 
the parameters of mu 1 tip le - input multiple-output systems 
from input-output observations, the only computations required
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is a single matrix inversion and a single matrix multiplica­
tion. This method again is based on the multiple integration 
of dynamical equation; this integration filters out the some 
of effects of system noise on identification.
An identification algorithm and a computer program 
have been developed using the theory formulated in Chapter
3. A close observation of Fig* 3-3, 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 
related to the several types of systems indicates that the 
agreement between the actual system parameters and estimated 
values is very close. In fact, the scalar error quantities 
SA' SB’ S0 ancl ® are t>el°w 0.001 for all above examples over 
a wide range of sampling intervals. An important fact which 
comes out of Fig* 3-3 ■v 3-6, is that it permits the collection 
of input-output data at a much faster sampling rate. This 
has considerable practical significance as the proposed 
algorithm eliminates the need for a long period of time for 
data collection. In summary, it may be stated that the 
algorithm developed here is acceptable for application where 
a low-cost mechanism is needed for fast identification of 
system parameters from on-line data. The other advantage of 
the method is that the engineer has the flexibility of 
choosing the sampling interval from a wide range of values.
F i g* 3-3 •v 3-6 demonstrate the validity of this statement 
for overdamped-underdamped-undamped as well as unstable 
systems. This makes the method of Chapter 3 more attractive 
than other well established estimation techniques.
8 3
Some typical storage requirement and processing times
for this algorithm are given below
system order CPU time (seconds) memory usage (kbyte)
2 2 .0 5 193
3 2 .1 5 210
This method uses only the system inputs and outputs, 
and only biased sinusoidal test signal. This makes this  
method ( like the one in Chapter 2 ) suitable for the on-line 
estimation of parameter variation which may occur during 
the normal operation of the system under consideration.
In the method derived in Chapter 3, no prior infor­
mation about the initial conditions is required. Furthermore, 
in addition to the parameter determination, the initial con­
ditions can be determined by this scheme. The drawback of 
this method is that we have to construct a fairly high order 
matrix V(T) Gf dimension n (m + 2 )X n (m + 2 ) .
In practice, even when it is possible to identify the 
parameters of complex and high order systems, the analysis, 
optimization and adaptation would require a large amount of 
computation. One way of overcoming these computational
di f ficul it ies is to use a low order model of the high order 
system which is computationally and analytically more trac­
table than the actual system, yet still provides sufficient 
information about the original system.
Some related results on reduction of high order sys­
tem have been considend in Appendix 4. The method proposed in 
Appendix 4 may be used to obtain a low order model for a 
given high order system from experimental data, using only 
the system inputs and outputs. A close observation of Tables 
A 4 — 1 and A 4 2 related to the examples of reduction of
high order system indicate that the proposed method produces 
reduced order models which are good approximations of the actual 
system over a wide range of sampling intervals.
The extended method that we have developed in Chapter 
4 is applied to identify some special forms of non-linear and 
time varying system s. Two special cases are con sid er^  
here, (a) when the matrices A(t) , B(t) and C(t) are known to 
be in certain special forms ( time-varying system s, the 
Euler type ). If the time-varying elements of the system 
to be identified are known to be slowly varying, i . e . , the 
parameters remain constant over the time interval [ t „ , t , } ,  
then such a system can be considered as time invariant and 
both methods of Chapters 2 and 3 can be applied at successive 
intervals of time by resetting the integrators at the end of 
each interval, (b) Non-linear systems considered here are
8 - 5
assumed to be in the form of Duffing's equation. With some 
modifications, the method of Chapter 3 has been applied to 
identify the unknown parameters of such systems.
The method that we have developed in Chapter 5 is 
applicable to d iscre t e-1 ime systems, the order determination 
is based on the rank difference between two appropriately 
constructed matrices.
In this method of linear discrete-tim e systems, the 
only computations required is a single m atrix inversion. The 
order determined may be incorrect when unsuitable input sequ­
ences were used. In fact, since sampling length N is fin ite , 
there is always a possibility that the actual order of the 
system is higher than the one estimated. The basic procedure 
employed for the identification of unknown parameters is bas­
ed on a special output data vector ( K ; N ) ----- ck. linear
combination of the inputs-outputs data.
Since the computational procedure presented in Chapters 
2 — 5 is a one-shot procedure, where no iterations are required, 
the time required for identification is considerably less than 
the iterative methods. This is a distinct advantage of the 
methods proposed in this thesis over established iterative 
technique^.
8 - 6
The method developed in Chapter 6 is appli­
cable to the design of a microprocessor-based output deadbeat 
controller for digital servo systems with finite settling  
time. Based on custom-designed hardware, this chapter descri­
bes the implementation of a digital lead-lag compensator and 
a digital PID controller.
The method that we have developed in Chapter 7 is 
intended for the design of digital control systems with fin ­
ite settling time. A time-domain performance index(PI)is 
introduced to penalize the system error, the actuating force, 
and the closed-loop poles. The Quasi-Newton nonlinear pro­
gramming algorithm is applied to obtain the parameter optimi­
zed design. A CAD program has been implemented in 
FORTRAN.
It is worth indicating that this thesis has been con­
cerned with systems where the amount of noise is insignifi­
cant and thus the measurement data for identification or con­
trol need not be filtered. In v \ ^  of the relative success of 
the identification techniques and design methods presented 
here, it is hoped t+v\b future work would continue with a 
view to extending these results to more realistic situations. 
Some factors which should be included in extending -bhese. 
results are : noisy data, severe parameter variations and 
the methods of design with -sensor failures.
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2 3 F O R M A T I / 2 J X , • * * * «  I N I T I A L VALOF : • , / / l
17 F ORMAT I / / 2 0 X ,  • <■=*♦ MATRIX A I S  AS FOLLOWS
l b F O R M A T ! / / 2 G X , • MATRIX a I S  AS FOLLOWS
IS FORMAT ( / / 2 t » x ,  • * « * *  MATRIX c I S  AS FOLLOWS
702 F . i P MA T l  1 J X ,  • S AM PL I NG PERIOC • = • ,  r a . 5 )
1 5 F C R M A T  ( 1 0 X ,  t . ' 1 2 . A  )
10 FORMAT( 1 1 2 , F t . 5)
1 5 FORMAT 1 6 F 9 • A I
C H : T l P . r  l f - T E i . V A L
1 READ I A ,  1 0 ,  N 3 = S 9 9 9 ) N , M , P , H  
R - A 0 I 5 .  I S M V I  I  ) .  1 = 1 ,  M)
O’  9 A 1 = 1 . N
9A V 0 (  I  ) = V l I )
F I N I T E !  t , 6 o l  )
U T c I t , 7 o l )  I 
w K l T ? | t , 7 0 2 ) 0  
W R 1 T = 11 , 2  3 )
I n k l T Z I f ,  1 6 ) ( Y (  I ) ,  1 * 1 ,  N)
W R I T 1 ( i . 1 7 )
T j  2 0  1 = 1 ,  N
Rs i ATI  S , 15 ) ( A I  I  ,  J  ) , J = 1 , N )
2 0  « K I T E  I t , l o ) I A (  I , J ) , J = 1 , N J
• i R I T E I S ,  I d )
Oj  3 0  1 = 1 , N
r . c A O I  5 ,  I S )  1 L (  I  ,  J ) ,  J = 1 , M )
30 W R 1 T E U .  U l l d l  I .  J )  , J = l . i M I
W V I T E I 4 , I S )
J j  AO 1 = 1 , f
R E A D ! 3 , 1 5 ) I C l  I , J )  ,  J = 1 , N )
AO n i s l T C ( L . 1 6 ) ! C !  I . J ) . J = 1 , N )
CALL  S TMST ( N , H , A , P A I  
W R I T E ! t , 7 0 3 )
7 03 F T F M A T ( I H l , 2 J X , • * * *  CONFUTED PHI  M AT R I X  * * *  • / )  
0 0  7 OA 1 = 1 , N
7 OA W R I T ? I t ,  1 0 ) ( P A ! 1 , J ) , J = 1 , N )
CALL  UT ( N ,  M,  A,  PA.  b ,  Tt) )
*  < 1 T - ( t . 7 0 S )
70S r  j i .  1 AT ( /  /  J o x , 1 * * *  CUiMPJTFO T i l -  T A M AT RI X  « * *  • / )  
T i  70S 1 = 1 , N
A —  1
7 06 WRITE ( 6 ,  1 6 )  ( T 6 U  ,  J ) , J=1  ,M )
0 0  13^ K * 1 . K + N  
HK = H * ( K - 1 )
CALL D X ( N , M , K , P A , T b , H , V , F  )
DO 2 5  1 = 1 ,  N 
VT( It  K) = F( I )
25 V ( I )  = F( I )
1 3£ CONTINUE
« RI TE( L ¿  7 0 7 )
707 F ;K‘ "AT ( / / 2 ûX,  ' *=*  C - Ti'UTT 0 5 -  AT 
DO 703 1 = 1 , N
706 WRITE( t , 1 6 ) ( VT ( I , J)  , J= 1, 1)
E? £-=0.000001 
ZE = 0 .
DO 4 2  1 = 1 ,  N+M 
TT=I*H
CALL £ I M P S N ( Z E , T T . EPS.Oli  V I )
CALL S I M P S ) ( Z E . ^ - . E P S . j 2 , V I I )
Ü J ( 1 , 1 ) =  VI 
Ü J ( 2 ,  I ) = VII
ET( 1+Ni I ) = VI
42 " T ( 2 + N, 1 )=VI I
liR I T E ( 6 ,705  )
7 0S FORM AT ( / / 20X, ' =-•= CCMPJTED F- ( T
DO 710 1=1,  M
710 W RIT:  ( 6 , 1 6 ) ( U J ( 1 , J ) , J = i , , + M)
DO 43 I «  1, N* 1
DO 4 3 J = 1 • 1'
43 VT ( J ,  I 1=V ^ ( J , i ) -  V 0 1 J )
DO 1=1,  N 
00 44 J = L, K+T 
3 V l I  • J ) = 0 •
DO 44 K=1 , M
A4 3V( I , J )= 3Vt I , J ) + l . I I , i. ) * J J( A, J )
00 ' 5  1=1, N
DO 4 f J = i , M + i
4 5 AZ i I , J ) = V f ( I , J )  — _ - V ( l , J )
5 P S = 1 .0 C - 1 4n o i c = - i
D=T-i ;=£l  1 JL ( ¡, A, X 1 , , I r  K  , 1 0 )
DO -'7 1 = 1 , N
DO 4 7  J = l . : ,  +  -1
E T ( I . J > = 0 .
D i i  7 K * l ,  I.
A 7 ( I í J J p - ^ l l í J Í + i - t í I j N Í ^ A ^ i K í J )
W0 1 7 5 ( 6 , 7 1 5 )
71r F • ' ! - - ( / / 2 .  X, ' « * »  C _■ T •’ J ~ ' t I •: ):» 7i- i = i , ’:
7 11 ». » * ( ; , 1 ) ( E * ( l , j j , j = l »  .+ •'.)
.) A 4  1 =  !«•*■ 1 i i +  P
J 54 J = l .  +
V T ( I , J ) = 0 .
O F4 k= 1 , ! .
54 VT ( I , J ) = VT ( i .  j  J+C ( 1 -  J. K )■*= • T( K, J) 
WR1TE ( 6 . 7 1 1 )
711 FORMAT ( / / 2 C X ,  * **=  PROTEO F ( T )
1A T i . I X * * * • / )
IAT - I X = * * • / )
! AT t . lX « * « ' / )
■1 AT 4 i X » « ' / )
A — 2
O D ^ 1 2  I = N♦ 1 , N + P
h "- I T ~ ( 6 . i '  ) ( VT(1 . J J . J = l . N  + M)
«.’f. I T 5 11 » 3 3 3 0  )
K ’-'*1 AT í IH I i /  / 2  j X i • * * *  COMPUTE J CÍ T)  MATRIX * * * • / )
0  3 716 1 = 1 ,  N
" I T '  ( 6  , 16.) < ET { I  ,  J ) , J = 1 , N  + M)
.) 37 10 1 = 1 ,  M
.. I TE( -  . 1 '  ) l J J ( I . J)  . J  = l . " +  !)
. . . i - ' ( ‘ , 0 7 u 7  )
= ü M A T ( / / 2 0 X ,  • * * *  CUMP JTED -, V ( T ) MATRIX * * * • / )
3 3 7 0 6  1 = 1 ,  2 + P
*» r n  r ( 6 , 1 ) ( V  ( I , J ) ,  J= 1 , N+M )
UPM=N+M
OL Tr K= S I M JL (R » X I . E P S .  i ID IC . 2 0 1
1 -  ( OT T T k . N '  . 0 .  ) O 3 TÜ S3
»  R I T E ( 6 ,  7 3 J
t- ÛFMAT ( 10X,  • MC I W E ‘ Sf  •)
00  TO 1 
rt'ITEIfc, 6 00 )
F . RM ATI 1H1 ,  1 J X ,  • F l ’ JAL RE S JL T S o * * * * » , / / )
O i 2 2 2  1 = 1 , ri+P 
JO 2 2 2  J = 1 , M+ N  
A  I ,J ) = J .
O 222 K1=1 .M + ‘ :
-j í 1 , J ) = u ( 2 ,  J ) ■*• V ■ t 1 ,  K1 ) * .- ) i k 1 , J )
. 1 3 3 3  1 = 1 , k + M
A R 1 T E C 6 , 1 6 ) ( G (  
F i F - A T ( / / l J A . '
2<j ) ,J=1 î N + M )
*  *  * ESr IMATED A MATRIX , / / )
■ A " ( / / l ü X . ' = V = ESTIMATED b 1ATRI < * * *  • . / / )
r : P-1AT ( / / l u x ,  ' <=*<•■ - STIMA~"C c •1ATR1X , / / )
r  . f. i a ~ ( / / i  j \ , * * * *  E 3 “ I MA~ - r 1ATRI X £ • , / / (
l ~  r U  , 7 1 7 )
V 7 2 1  1 = 1 ,  N 
I T  ( t  , l e  ) (..,( ¡ . J ) , J = i , N )
i. ’■ I T E ( i . 7 1 c )
O.. 722  1 = 1 ,  N
l ~ -  ( í ,  1 1 ) ( I , J ) , J=N+i , N+ / IJ  
n F. I “ E ( 6 T i  c ,
O 723  1=' + 1 .  +C'
1 T~ Í é 
1 -  E ( t
, 1 6 ) 1 ^ 1
, 7 2 0  )
1,  J ) » J -  11 J)
7 *> ¿ . iH+II +
I t E ( : f i *  ) ( J ( I ,  J ) f  J= ^ i f ' i + l ’ )
1
A — 3

SUBROUTINE U T ( N , M | A ( P A i ö , T B )
IMPLICIT REAL*8< A - H . Q - 2 )
DIMENSION A A l 1 0 .  1 0 ) , Al I O , 1 0 ) , PAI 1 0 , 1 0 ) , B ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , P ( 1 0 , 1 0 )
o i Pr n r i c N x ( i o ) » p ô ( i û . i o ) . t ü ( i o , i o )
r PS = 1 . 0 " -  19
i n d i o - i
DC- 9 1 = 1 ,  N 
0 r- J = l , ' . ‘
5 A ~ ( I , J ) = A ( I , J )
L' .VOSI V.Jl ( \ , A A , X ,  CPS,  i f jJIC , 1 0 )
D :  10 1 = 1 .  \'
0 "  10 J = 1 , M 
P( I , J ) = P A ( 1 , J)
if ( i . r ^ . J )  p ( i . j )  = P ( i , j ) - i .
10 O -r ~INU5
00 2 0  1 = 1 ,  hi 
DC 20 J = 1 , N  
P J { I ,  J ) =  0 .
D 20  K = l . r
2U POI i , J ) = P 3 ( I , J ) + A A l I , i \ ) * P t K , J )
D 3 0 1=1,1- .
D"  30 J = 1 0  
T á ( I , J ) =  0 .
DO 30 K = 1,  N
3 0  Till 1 , 0  ) =  TB( 1,  J )+PB< I .  K.) = S ( K ,  J)
r "U-'.'
J T I  . T S TM S T ( ' » H . A . P H )
C K a L *  o A , P i l , A T , S A T , A C , H , k
I : PL IO 1 T !. : AL -  f. ( A - H  , 0 - 2  )
iM-i-:? I C I  l 1 J .  1 0 ) .  PHI  l u ,  1 J ) , A T ( 1 w . 1 0 ) , S A T ( 1 J . 1 0 ) . a C ( 1 0 )  
0 a 3 1 = 1 ,
• • .> J — 1 f N
- 3  P : t ( I , J )  = o .
DO = = i = 1. . 
l i  Phi 1, 1) =1.
0., -'-t 1 = 1 , \
d : At j = i , u 
ATl I . J) = Al 1, J)*H 
At  . A l i  , J ) = A ( i  , J )
■ - “  c. •
0 3 A7 fsK= 1 . 3 0  
D Ab 1 =  1 .  f*
A t  j  = 1 , r.
PHI I , j  ) = .J til 1 ,  j  )+.- h ‘  l 1 , J)
DO : 1=1. \
o' "J o= i,i
_ ( j ) -  j  .
J 3J K = 1,
- . ( J ) = 1 l J ) + 3 ■ T l i  . t ) = -  T 11. . J )
0 .  - t  J =  1 , 1 .
' c S -\~ l l , J ) = AC ( J ) / i
u J
A —  5
o J l*4 U 1 11 CX ( ’ . ' i K t s i b t T . V t F )
^ AL * J  4 » l3,  T,  V,  i O|011
i  1 r  L i  o i T \  : a l  *“ 3( a - h  , j
.J I<1 NC K'I . (lj4io).ü(10j iü J .f ( i J) , V'{ i JJ . J( 1 J)
1 ■ 1 -  1 f ■'1
' ( 1)= >.
1 J -  1 >
-  i i  )  =:;"■ ( ¡  ) + t  ( 1 .  J  J *  j  ) 
j ( i )  = 5 i n  
j ( e ) = j 2 ( ~ ) 
o:  2 5 1 = 1. K 
3-> 2 ~ J = l , *
F( 1 ) = r ( 1) + H( I , J)#U(J)
•."Tü v i
END
A — 6
FUNCTION S IMUL(N . ft. X.  EP S.  IN; ' 1 C .NAC )
IMPLICIT KT AL * 8 1 A—H»0—¿  )
RS AL* 8  A » X t EP S i SIMUL
D i M r N S IDN I ROi-. ( 5 0 ) .  JCüLI 5 0 )  . J !A0< 5 0 )  . Y(  5 0 )  . 41  JP.C . NKC ) . X I N ) 
M ftX=N
IF ( I ímC I C . G E . O )  MAX*; ; )*!
IF I N . L E . 5 0 )  UC TC 5 
» . " I T I  •: . 2 0 0 )
? i  ' J L= C •
Rrr’ U-5.
DE” Ec = i  .
O 13 K = I . r .
K T1 = K - 1 
PIVOT=c .
00 11 1=1. N
o: i l  j= i »N
1 F ( K .  c Q .  1 ) Gü TC 9 
DO 3 ISC AN= 11 KM1
O S 3 J SC AN = 1 • KM 1 
I '  I I . r Q.  IKCwI I5CAN) ) GC t ;  11 
IF ( J . E Q . J C C L I J S L A N ) )  0 _  T5 11 
CONTINUE
I FÍDAti SIAÍ  I . J ) ) . L  = . DAb S ( P l V .  ~ ) )  U T ,  11 
P i V 0T = A( I , J |
IRC W( ,\)=l  
JCCLI K ) = J 
C :¡M~ INUE
I F I O A D S I P I V C T ) . G T . E P S )  Uj ~ 1 j 
SI.MUL = 0 .
RETURN
i r ;  riK=n,Ort (Kj  
JCC LK = JCC L I K )
CET-F.= DSTEF »PIVOT  
O 15 J = 1 » MAX
A I IRCpK,  J )  =  A ( I k Ü A K , J ) / P l  VOT 
At IR*. *) . ,  JCCLK)  = 1 . / PIVOT  
OC 18 I* 1 , N 
AI j :-K=A ( I , J COL K)
I- I I • r . . I M jhK ) TL IE
a ( i , j e :  LK)  = - a i  JCK./P1 v : t
0 17 J = 1 » M| A X
1 I J • N .  J C C L K ) ft l i i J J -  ft í i i J ~ m 1 Ji k f  ft ( i r. > n ;  » j  J
CONTINUE
0  j 20 I —  1 i  N
IT n 1 = 1 r- r r. 1 I )
JCi. L I = JC O L I I )
J - r ili V. I ) =Ji.  'Ll
ì I 1 N 01 C . • J ) X ( J C ^ L i )  = - (ir t.i. *-% X )
1 ~ C H = C 
’ ¡■11= . - 1
00 ? .¿  1 = 1 ,  MM l
1 r i = I + 1
0 - 22 J = I P  1 ,  J
A — 7
I F  ( J C RDÍ J ) . O E . J O A D í 1 J )
J 7 " ' 1 P =  J C F . O I  J )  
J O R O I  j )  =  j n - . r i  11 
J3F.ni I  ) = J T F M P  
i  , 7 C H  = I N T C H *  I
22 C i l . T I N U I
I "  ( I  • ' T C H / 2 * 2 . N “ .  I  ¡ T t  11
1 F ( 1 :4 C I C .  L r: . 0  )
‘  10 JL=DETEF 
F *  J V
<j 7 1 L 2
*» i .  2  3 J  = 1,1-4 
J  2 7  1 =  1 » N 
IF . '  - , I = I R O h l  I  )
j c : l i = j c c h i  j
2 7 Y ( J C ü L  I  ) —A ( I R O K I  
0  3 2  8 1 = 1 ,  N
, J )
28 A ( 1 . J  J =  Y ( I J
0 0  3 0  1 = 1 , N 
D '• 2 9  J = l , f s
1 KCjW J =  1 F O v. ( J )
j :  l j - j c  l í j i
29 Y ( 1 F’ Oi.J ) = A ( I  ,JC. )  
0 0  3 0 J = l , l ,
L  J J
30 A ( 1 ¿ J  ) =  Y ( J  )
r  I M U L  =  r ' '“ r r í
KE 7  J R N
2  OC F 3 F. A T ( 2 X i ' T  0  j L 
“ 10
- N o  '  )
A —  8
APPENDIX 2
CCLCCCCCCCCCLCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C PROGRAM b c
C T h i s  PROGRAM, IS  USED TC I D E N T I F Y  L NK NC nN  CROEH C 
C MIMO L I N S  Al l  CC NT1 NUGUS S YS T EM S.  C
cccccccccrccc cccctccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
I M P L I C I T  RI  A L *  S I A—H» G—2 )
I l  IMS N S IL N Y Y l  2 .  5 CC) j  U U ( 2 ,  5 0 0 1
INTEGER PP
r i .M ' NS I ;  IN A ( 1 0 , 1 0 )  . C l  1 0 , 1 0 )  . 0 1 10« 1 0 )  , X (  101 
5 5 5  F O T M A T I 8 F 9 . A )  
ì  h G N M A T 1 8 F 1 5 . 7 )
1 0 0 0  ) K M A T ( / 1 J X . ' S A M P L I N G  START T I ME  =  • ,  F 1 0 . 6 , 1 0 X ,  • SAMPLING END T I M E  
*  = • . F I O . S . / l l X , ' S A M P L I N G  P ERI OD =  ' . F 1 0 . 6 )
1 0 0 1  F O R M A T I / 1 0 X , • THE A M A T R I X  ' , / )  
l  C02 F O RM AT ( 9 1  I P E I A . 6 ) )
1 0 0 3  F O R M A T 1 / l O X , « I N I T I A L  STATE VECTOR X :  ' , / )
100M FORMAT( / 1 0 X , • THF M A T R I X  ' , / )
1 COE F Ü R M A T I / 1 0 X ,  • G A I N  = ' . E 2 0 . 8 )
1 0 0 7  F ORM AT ( / 1 0 X , • THS C M A T R I X  ' , / )
1 CO 8 FORMAT1 8 A2 )
C AK F.EPKESFNT SYSTEM FEEDBACK M A T R I X .
C G A I N  REPRESENT SYSTEM G A I N  OF IN PU T F U N C T I O N .
C X REPRESENT SYSTE- I  I N I T I A L  C O N D I T I O N .
C U REPRESENT IN PU T FU NC TI ON  D A T A .
WRITE 1 6 ,  I C O )
ICO F ORM AT( 1 H 1 )
R E A D 1 5 . D N . R M . P P
1 FORMA T ( 3 1 2 )
C N=7
C MM= 1
C PP=1
W R I T E ( 6 , 3 J A 0 ) M , M M , P P
33AC F O R M A T 1 / 1 0 A , ' N  =  ' , 1 3 , 5 X , ' M  = ' , r 3 , 5 X , ' P  = ' , 1 3 / / )
WRITE  U , i O u l  )
C DO 15 I f  I = 1 , N
C DO 1 5 1 5  J = 1 , N
C A l  I . J 1 = 0 .
C I r  ( J - l . E J . I )  A U , J )  = 1 .
C 5 15 C O N T I NU E
C A n .  1 > = - 2 8 1 2 5 0 .
C A ( 7 . 2  ) = —3 3 1 0 8 7 5 .
C A ( 7 , J ) = —2 8 1 A 2 7  1 .
C A t  7 , A ) = - 3 E 3 7 0 J 5 .
C A ( 7 , 5 ) = —7 0 3 A 2 .
C A l  7 . 6 ) = - A 0 S 7 .
C A ( 7 , 7  ) =  — 8 3 • t  A
DO 2 1 = 1 , N
R E A D ! 5 , 5 5 5 1 1  A l  I , J ) . J = 1 . N )
W RI TE  K ,  1 0 0 2 ) 1  A l  I , J ) , J = 1 , N )
2 C ON TI NU E  
W R I T E I t , 1 C 0 A )
C DO l i l t  1 = 1 . 7
C 5 1 1 B ( 1 , 1 1  = 0 .
A —  9
L ( C y L ) — 3 / D ü C C .
3 (  7 .  1 ) =  — .112 2 3 7 5 2 .
.i J c 3 1= 1 ,  N
R _ A f H  5 , 5  5 5 1  ( H 1 , 0  1 , J =  i , n A )
c H i :  ( 4 .  I C C 2 )  ( t>( 1 .
• 3 0  1=  1 .1  P
u ix" A “ ( 5 , S 5 f ) ( C t Í  t J  ) , 0=1  , M
□  : 3 0  J  = i  » i
: ( 1 * J 1=0 .
: ( i . i j = i .
» • f » 1 : ( _ , 1 0 u 7 1
0 3  4 I = 1 , P P
si ‘ ■ 1 ■ i  ( t  j  I C o 7 1 (  1 , 0 ) ,  0 = 1 ,  N )
D c 3 1 = 1 . !
¡ r 4 ri ( r , 5 5 5 ) l x m t i = l , N )  
PCF.MA71 r9 . T ) 
ir. - i ~ 2 ( i ,  1 OC3 )
.. i _ r  ( " , 1 C 0 2  ) ( X(  I  ) ,  1 =  1 ,  N )
7 ~ K C I S  C ü  T n J  7 K 2  SPC . IS 2 • 3 i l  = 0  I  N U  I  N ò  T i  M ~ .
7 r T 7 j T - j - f- ?v ■ i c, r  • 5- 7 r ^r T I * F  .
n I  3 S A M P L I N G P 2 P  1 0 .
1 F ^ i. H j l .  14MY T 1.17 S »V A i \  T TC 2 I 5 P L A Y .
n  r. A J ( 2 , 5 5 5 ) ! » j  ,  T r  é . J T ¿ F K 2 w i  SC A
1 •- 4i= f*f r
.. K i  ( r. i  1 ü  ü  L J ¡ * F l .. ,  ’ » 0 7
CALL 1 M  7 1 VY , 0 0 , 2  ,  PP ,A , 3 , C  ,  TLZR j , T F ,  JT , X)
C->!_1 t  r C i  . I W .  Ü J .  y v ,  PP * K .  D 7  J
A — 10
S J L. K • ) IH I NE  LsEo I ' l  ( Y Y . U U . P M . P P .  I  TNN ,  SAT )
C UU I S  SAMPLED 1NP.JT OAT A B U FF ER .  YY I S  SAMPLED OUTPUT DATA B U F F E R .
C h h  I S  I N T E G R A T I N G  OUTPUT M A K T I X  THAT I S  P M A T R I X .
C VN I S  1 IT  EOF. AT ING IHPUT M A f . T I X  THAT I S  P M A T R I X .
C 7K I S  S A M P L I N G  T I M E  M A T R I X .
C HNM IS  C U F F E R E N T I A l ED M A R T I X  OF HN .
C bLRh. I S  Ln i \  M A T R I X  THAT I S  I N C L U U E I N G  L I T ) , W I T )  ANO K I T )  M A T R I X .
i m p l i c i t  r f *a l * 8 i a —h . o —z t
D I M E N S I O N  Y Y ( 2  j SUO) > UU( 2  » 5 U O ) , S I 4 8 )
I NTE GE R PP
01 M E N S I L I  H N ( 5 c , 4 3 ) , V N ( 3 e , 4 8 ) , B U F I 2 0 , 5 0 0 )
* .  T M  3Z . ¿ 8  ) .  HN 3 ( 3 t .  4 8 ) . B L . J K I  4 0 , 4 8 )  ,  ALWK ( 4 8 , 4 8 )
C NH I S  O R D ' R .  MM I S  I N P U T S .  PP I S  OU TP UT.
C I T N N  I S  TRUE SYSTEM ORUER.
C MM I S  NUMBEF. OF I N P U T .  PP I S  NUMBER OF OUTPUT 
C SAT I S  TRUE S AM P L I N G P E R I O D .
1 Y E 3 = 0  
1 Y EY —C
C I F  A M A T R I X  I S  C A NO NI C A L FORM THEN I Y E S = I Y E Y = 1  
I N U  M = 10
0 INUM I S  TRL'S SAMPLED P ER IO D THAT SAMPLE ASSUMED SAMPLED P E RI O D  A j A  1 R.  
C T I  N =  J  .  0
C 0 3  10 J = l . 1 2 0
C . . R I T  = l f c ,  1 0 1 0 )  T I M ,  I Y Y I I Y ,  J )  , 1  Y = 1 , P P )  ,  ( J U I I Y ,  J )  ,  I Y = 1 , M M )
c u l o  F ORM AT I  I X , F I D . 5 , 1 3 E 1 4 . 6 )
C T I N = T I N f 0 . U 0 5
CO C ON T I N U E
N N -  J
C NN I S  ASSUMED SYSTEM ORDER.
2 8 0  N N A = N N * ( M M + 2 )
M M  M=NN*MM 
N N P P= N N* P P  
Nn A Z = N N A * I N U M
C NNAZ I S  TRUE N U M J ' R S  OF SAMPLED D A T A .
1CGJ F 0 R M A T ( 3 I 2 , 2 D 1 4 . 6 )
1 0 1 1  FORMAT I F  1 C . 5 , 1 C J 2 4 . 1 3 )
C 1 0 1 0  F f  <MAT( I X . 1 DI 1 P E 1 4 . 6 ) )
0 3 22  1= l . R N M M  
DO 2 2  J = 1 , N N A 2  
2 2  B J F I l . J )  — 0 . 0
C NOW I T  DO F I R S T  I N T E G R A T I O N  FOR I N P U T  SAMPLED D A TA .
0 0  2 5  1 A = 1 , MM 
I A A  = M j MM - MM + I A  
B U I  ( I  AA . 1 ) = 0 J  I  1A.  1 ) * S A T 
0 3  2 5  1 1 = 2 , NNAZ 
1 1 1 = 1 1 - 1
2 5  BUF ( 1 AA,  11 ) = U J F (  I  A A,  1 I I  )+UU< I A ,  I I  ) * S A T
C NOW Dj  SEC i N D . T H I K D . . . .  I N T E G R A T I O N  FUR I N P U T  SAMPLED D ATA .
0 3 2 6 1C = 2 , N N 
1 0 = 1 0 - 1  
D j 2 6  1 F= I » MM 
ICC = N NMM- 1L* M' 1  + I F
A — 11
1 OU=NNMM— I C * M M * I F
d J F ( I C C , l )  = 0 . 0
OJF < I C C , 1 ) = B J = ( I D 3 , 1 ) * S A T
DO 2 b  I C = 2 , N N A Z
l E E S - I E - l
2 i  b J f  ( I C C .  I  S l  =  u J M  ICC . I E E E  » +ÜÜF(  I D ü .  1 E1 »SAT
C TRANSFER TI. J '  5 A I i > L " r  DATA TG ASSUMED SAMPLED DATA M A T R I X .
C T H A T ' S  A S S T M ' g  S A 1 P L E J  P E RI C O HAVE IN UM TRUE S A M P L I N G P E R I C D .
DC JO 5 1= 1,1 .  i n  M
DC DUE J =  1 , M l  A 
J H J - I N U M A I 1 J - I  t * I  NUMI 
V I I  I  * J I = OUF I 1 .  J i l U )
3C5 CONTINUE
C C I S P L A V  T H i  VN M A T R I X  FCR T E S T I N G .
*»R I  T E ( 6 ,  1 C 3 0 J N N A ,  MM 
DC 1 2 1  1 H = 1 , N N A
WRITE 1 6 , 1 0 2 0  ) l VN(  I , I  H I  , 1= l .N.NMM)
1 2 1  CON TI NU E
1 0 3 0  F _ F m A T ( 1 H 0 . ‘  COMPUTED I NT E G R A L  U I T )  :  N A * ( M * 2 I  = * . 1 3 . ‘  . M =  ' , 1 3 )
O j 15 1 = 1 . 1.NP P
C NCR C ALCULATE T h "  HN M A T R I X .
DO 15 J = 1 , N N A
15 H I ( I , J 1 - 3 . 0
OJ 3 0 3  1 = 1 . N I P P  
•D3 3 0 3  J =  1 ,  N .1A Z 
3 0 3  O U F I I , J 1 = 0 . C
C NCR DD F I R S T  I N T E G R A T I O N  OF OUTPUT SAMPL ED D A T A .
0 3  1 6  I A = 1 , P P
I AA = N N P P - P P ♦ I  A
J J F ( I A A , 1 J = Y Y ( 1 A ,  1 ) *  SAT
0 0  16 I  1 = 2 * NNA Z
1 X 1 = 1 1 - 1
U J F I  I A A . I I )  = U J F 1 I A A , I I I J * Y Y ( I A , I I  ) * S A T
16 CUNT INUE
c c c  s e c j m d . t h i r d .............  i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  o u t p u t  s a m p l e d  d a t a .
DC 17 1 C = 2 , N N  
I D = I C - 1
0 0  17  I F =  1 , PP
ICC = N N PP —I L  *  PP + I F
I D D = N N P P - I D * P P * 1 F
Ü U F I ICC , U = U U F (  I O J ,  1 ) * S A T
DT 17  1F = 2 . I ' N A Z
1 S 3 F = I ' - 1
17 OUR ( I C C , 1 E ) = U J F ( I C C , I E E E I + U U F I I D O ,  I E i * S A T
C TRANSFER b U F FE i  M A T R I X  TÜ ASSUMED SAMPLED PER IC O M A T R I X .
D i  3 JA I = 1 . N N P P  
DJ 30A  J = 1 , NNA 
J f t d = I N U M * 1 ( J - l ) * I N U MI  
H i t  1 ,  J I = 3 JF  I 1 ,  JI3U1 
3CA C ONTI NUE
C D I S P L A Y  h i ,  MATRIX.  FuR T E S T I N G .
R S I T E ( 6 , l O A O I N I A , PP
1 0 A 0 F O RM A T( 1 H U . •  C M P u T E D  I NT E G R A L  Y I T l  :  N A * ( M  + 2 )  = * . 1 3 . •  .  P = * . l 3 )  
m  1 2 2  I H = 1 , N N A
» t l  T E <6 ,  I U 2 G I I  H i t  I  > 1H J , 1 = 1 . r i N PP )
1 2 2  C O h T I N U F
A — 12
O 
O
33 28 I— 1 »f.NA
a :  2 -i J - l . h N
2 S T<U J ,  1 1 = 1 . 0
G rj C *\ L. G i. ATI 01 THF K ( T ) / A T .  I X .
j  ; i. j = f.:N-1
» , l  = f : A— 1
D : ü j i T • = 1 t J î A
:k  i , i '  T 1 -  1 . J
DT 3-: 1 = x , J -i
C * 1' A r r  J - i ~.i ■;=•_ i  j i - .. 1 __. •
:  T i !  . j j -i T I -1 : : r T J ’ Sa MCLIs G P'.-r.I
i - j  i * : AT + i f.U /
) 3  5 %j • 1 * i * J .
1 = G’ - JM
i TT I = 1" T + 1
3 3  TK( ITT . J I J = 1 K( i T ■ i .  J i I - T / ( J H - 1 . 3)
:  DI T1 ' L A V K, ( T ) t  T -• I /i F _ "r E S T ING.
m ü T ’ I ' . i l O Î C )  . .A
10-lü F ..!•••: A’  I 1H0» • C0-1PLT53 K ( T J : NA*( 'A *Z ) = ' 
T  1 2 3  I H = x , D l A
rtl 1 " ( t 1 j i. t  ) ( * ( ¿*it"lj|l= l*'*>,)
'.i.T I'.j :
». 7 1 ’  ( - i 327 i  )
3 2 7 j F .J\ \ 3 7 t i  H i  )
9 — ; — i
C i " T - T  ; t j M ~ ilr: 1AT  j I X t  , r f* JT t.~  3 JL T S T- HN
J _ J » A = I |I 12 i
3 A3 »—HII
l/)•~4 D
i : i = i Iv»- i  ) x  ¡J O + i 2
i i -  — + i J
j . I = 1 , A X\
0 H . ( i £•; .  i 7 ) = ri •; i i S w » A i )
3' - 1A J 1 = 1 , PP
I Y = v» r j - p f + I
J HÜ I 2= i . « » \
C Y Y i S ■ J n $3 -H L r -. 7 - • HA i : 1. *" A • M, 'r : SA 1P LE
Jdij-  i ‘ .ü 1+ 4 4ÀZ- i )** _ , 0 - ' )
H 1 1 I Y , 1 2 )  = Y Y( i » J )
i -t J '■ T 7 f iU 7
r~ ~i * .9 . v1 A1 - I c t “ q r T i u «
, x J r' , A
1C7.; F v 1 u~ I l i ) , « •7 1-' J  ■li.': J Y ( - ) : , A i i+J ) = • ,
. 1 j  f * n= i » i i
‘•■•U" ..( , -i-  ^<- L ) ( i:. . 4 i t lÜ ) . .= l i  T > )
i  —. . " i  .U
2 u _ ’ c ' .  1 * ) , ». 4 ) » A 1 T ) IAT*; X * . J  L a r*
■w : r i « i • i * * ‘N \( '♦J 1* ; : i *. + 3) .
.. * ~ . ( / .. ) T , ---- c Ì
. . 7 1=1* . j-.
-J - 4 ^ i - = i ,
*• -  ^ . i . i . I 1 =M Vi i • 1 Ì
j J 1= \' 1 * 1
J _ F 12=1. K i •' y- - ■ i ¿s ii i<*
i . = ij+i ,
j ' . t iM  I i i  1 )*V ¿1 ¿..’ i i J
» I i )
/  'Ià Ti; i x
3 DATA.
i -J )
IJ \ — ./"4 I r \ i  A»
A — 13
de a? i j=i , f ;N 
i  i  = N K + N W * ' ' +13
« 7 i  L h K i 1 i  1 4 ) -  ” K í i j ,  :  )
r! 7 1 T : ( t » ì ? s IN JA
198 r  ; • Y - ( • J * * EE 1í j : 1 A i A ATF I X : ilA ( A + ¿ ) - 1 » 13)
3 . I - ) .  1H-  i  t JA
W ¡. i t i 1 J l ü ) ( ' i _  A  ¡\ ( I , l ü )  , 1 = l  » 4 \ A )
i S “: _ w  • i ■ ■ ■
C f r A ’ J  • " ‘  r " 1 v r C I EN Ef i/ L .* N 1A T k  I X A i V3 Fu T A “ SULT S
C "l _ A L . - .  1A* I A .  T 1 ■ r R _ T b l wR i  s a 4 r ( =¡^ 'J ( 1+2 ) ) .
c í. . , i». L  vwLA 1 i  T h i 1 >  K’ A T I X . ■ f 1 — - - E J L 1 S PU 1 Un 3 L n K MATRIX
J  V 38 i  fe i  A— 1 • ! ’ * —
0 : i  83 fe I Y = i , J'JA
8 8 3 S \  L . K ( I  à i IY ) — u L X A l 1 K 92 r )
E1’  3= 1 - o ; -  I e 
I » D I C=—1
r , ~ Í  = S 1 M J L ( W 4 , A U . K ,  E * S PSj  i \ T 1C f 48 J 
C 3- ESI I a = í  » j 
JE ? í . l  1 Y = 1 4 RJA 
1>L.,K( I X ,  I  Y ) =  J .  .
• : e ; . i  i e = i , <
i 1 Á , 1 Y ) = u>E í u . í  i X , . Y ) +ri'. l 1 X > I  E J * AL „ Kí I E, I  Y i
. '  1 RUE
.K MATRIX I : A « /  -■» MAT r. L X «
i  ( ' » 11 b C )
A”  ( • i  • . • „ j J * J "i T. J i  N V-:r.^E I M A T é; X X
Y 1  ÍY"  R E 1 . j N 1A ; . i  X ~ w h I - O i I  M 0  •
i  2 r- i  H= 1 t R > \
i  ”  * ( . i  J2CJ ( - L n l A  i fc I h l  , i » l i  « V.A )
1 I J : • .  r . -t ’ • -  )
i  ~ ( i , j . * o i
V. I  : (■.**_ O X 'J i
.. i i ~ =  ( í  ,  2J1- - J )
ECUS -  ••.•4* t /  JA_ EYE TE 1 E T J E R
. i ‘  . I , 2-JU-. j ; .
E JE _ F . -  1.;- ( /  JA,  • K JE JMS IV.  TEI _ r. D E E J4=* , Í 2 )
• 2 ^ ¥ i i  < J 
*.-• I ”  : l t 2 J 0 7 ) 2 j  .
1
r . • ( / i X # r - V ^ L
»1 * '■.( í' $ 2.0 C * )
i  vG Y- _ - i - J  T = * . 1  E 9 . 2 . / / / )
i -JJÜ U T  ( Ÿ, • TH ; . 
7 U J — i. 1 * a
j  'v1 r - \ T 3Ar  I X i E  : 1 )
“T 0 V. ■ ¡ 1 “ i ' » T.» ) í : > L • » ' » 1 « J J f I -  1 » . v)
w i _ v» L< _ f. ■ • r . . . . .  • - o
•! - 3 1  i. -  j. t
i. y
A. i.
i i  . - , "i 2 /. »
J .. J 1 ü ~ 1 J í
H ( í ♦ J ) -  ; L . 1 * * J i 
^ 4  J ‘
.y : ~ : t « 2 0 i c i
» »»
2 0 1 . - MA” ( / , : . , ( •  • ) . /  )
I »’ L AY A . - TA IX - 
v» I - I *: t 1 3 0 *_1 
J .  231  i  = . .  r. ;
— c ~ • *
A — 14
WAI T £ 1 6 , 1 0 2  0  O K U  I , J ) , J =  1 ,  NN)
2 0 2  C O N T I N U E
1 3 0 2  F O K M A T i S X ,  ' E S T I M A T E D  4 M A T R I X  : • )
C L C T TK M A T R I X  EUUAL A MA TR IX  I N  ORDER TO MAKE LOOP TC U A LC U LA T  
c A * A  , A * A * A . . . . . .  E T C .
0 0  1 9 6  1 = 1# NN 
i n  i 9 c  j = i . k i  
T K I  I ,  J ) = HMt 1 ,  J )
1 9 6  Cu N T I N U C
C D E F I N E  V I  M A T F I X  TC REPRESENT 0 M A T R I X .
0.1 2 0 3  1 1 1 = 1 . MM
N N1 N = N N * I I I
0 0  2 0 3  1 = 1 ,NN
V I  ( 1 ,  1 I I  ) = UL.«K{  11 NN I N  i
2 0 3  C O N T I N U E
C NGK MAN- LC.UP FCR HNM R EPRESENT RO, R 1 E T C .
N , l 2N =  I N N - 1  ) * MM 
0 0  2 0 A I  CC = 1 . NN2N.MM 
I I ~  =  NN + M M + I C C - 1
0 0  2 0 5  I  I E *  1 , i l M
1 I F *  1 1 0 *  H E
DO 2 0 5  I I G = i . l l N
HNM( 1 1 C # 1 I E ) * D L U K ( 1 1 0 . 1  I F )
2 0 5  L u N T I N U E
C r i c h  C A L C U L A T E  A * R l  ANO PUT CN ALwK M A T R I X .
0 0  2 5  2 I X - 1 , ' IN 
DO 2 6 2  I Y = 1 , M M  
A L W M  I X ,  I  YJ = 0 . 0
0 0  2 6 2  1 2 = 1 • N N
A L . . K I  I X , I Y ) = A L W K I I X , 1 Y ) + T K ( I X , 1 2 )  * H N M 1 1 2 , 1  Y)
2 5 2  C C N T I N U E
0 0  2 0 t  1 = 1 , NN
0 1  2 0 6  J ■= 1 ,  RM
VNI  1 , J l = V N I  l , J J + A L w K l I , J )
2 0 6  C O N T I N U E
0 0  2 6 3  I X = l ,  NN 
DO 2 6 3  I V *  1,14 1 
ALWK ( I X  , I  Y ) =  0 . 0
0 0  2 o 3  1 2 = 1 , NN
AL. .K t I X .  I  Y ) = A L  WK( I X .  1 Y ) + H N  1 I  X . I  21 »T K ( I  2 . 1  Y )
2 6 3  C ON T I N U E
C MAKE LOOP TK F;F PRESENT A M A Y T R I X  RHICH M U L T I P L Y  I T S E L F .
O' J 2 0 «  1 = 1,  NN
0 1  2 0 «  J = l . N N
T K I  1 , J1  = A LR K(  I  , J 1
2CS C O N T I NU E
C MA K t  LOOP SET b = R 0 + A « R l * A * A * R 2 + . . . .
2 CA C O N T I N U E
« I T M c ,  2 0 1 0 )  
h R I  T £ ( 6 , 1 3 0 0 )
DO 2 0 9  1 = 1 i NN
W R I T - ( 6 , 1 J 2 0 )  ( V N l 1 , J ) , J = 1 , MM)
2 0 9  C O N T I N U E
C RESET TK M AT RI X  E j O A L  A M A T R I X .
OJ 2 1 1  1 * 1 . N' t
T K ( I , J ) = H N (  I , J  )
211  CONTINUE
C LET VN MATRIX EU'JAL I NI TI AL Xü MATRIX 
0 .  2 1 2  I = 1 , fN-J 
I 3 I = NN* I KM« - l l  + l 
V i l i * l )  = i 3 L h K ( I t I 3 I )
2 1 2  C j l . ' I N J E
C LEI  UNI 1A 7 c.' I A ECJAl G C , o l , , - T c  
y  ¿ i c i E « . = i , j i i \  
i :  d =m  * e , + n + 1+ i c c  
X  2 1 l l F « l f ' n  
HI NI l 1 F t 1 ) =  dL W«( I I r ,  12 J )
2 14 Ci NT I NUE
C LET  T K MA T RI X  FC' Ja L A * G l , A * A * u 2  
DG 2c¿  I X -  1 f íi-;
DG 26 4 I Y = 1 , 1  
AL h K( I X . I Y  )= J.  J 
DG 264  I Z = 1 , U N
ALnKI I X ,  I Y) =ALCK< I X , I T ) + TK( I X ,  I Z )  *HNM( I Z , I  Y J
2 6 4  GC NTI RUE
D 215 1 = 1 . ' U
V H  I , 1 1 - i l M  1 , 1 ) + A l * K ( I , 1 )
2 1 5  CC NT INuE
C MAKE L L G 3 TC CALCULATE 4 * A. A * A * A . . ETC 
y  265 I X= 1 » UN 
j ;  2 G 5 I Y = l » ! i N 
A L W K l l X , n ) = 0 .  G 
D 26 5 I 2 = 1 . (KM
ALa k ( I X ,  1 Y) = 4 L R M  1 X ,  I Y) +HN1 I X .  1 2 )  *TK{  I Z » I  Y1
2r 6 CC NTl ' lUE
JL 2 1c  1 = 1,  NM 
J . 21 * J = 1 . *xl I
! ( . l  1 , 0  ) = A L « N l  X t J i
2 1 6  CCNTIHUE
2 1 J CC’ JTINUE
1 T:  i . ,  2c i c i  
/. 1T ( t f 1 3 U 1 J
*<l*I ' — i f  * 1 0 2 0 1  ( YN t i .  l l , i  = l , Nf l J  
i ! . I  TE ( t , 2 u  10  J
1G 21 ~ i  K'14r ( 5 X ,  • ~ ' . ~ l  : a ~~D l N I ’ i A L  S T A " !  X vFCTCR : • )
1 -  22 FERMA' ( 2 0  ( ÎFOI  3 ,  1 1 ,  • , • ) J
1 3 0 0  r ' ' 1 2 “ ( 5 X , ' 2 3 "  I ’1A '  L D ü  MAT. JX : • )
102 3 F ' '. yí ú " ( Ç ( l P E l A . f ) J
C T Fi Te l ~  Tf E7ÍI.G 1A~r Ix  - L E ME i T THAT h a s  j ELEMENT
C t Ti  13 T2 LT II j  MATKl X ELEMERT TH«T HAS 1 ELEMENT
►'»f* A r ( * *32  7 8i
* * 0* i . J *“ -  4
-  : ~ i s 0 • J o «J 1
1 '. ", I = J
n  '  5 = i
C ~ h ” a V =1 . . i2 » _ 4 ; *’« 4 £ 1 K 1 X 1 w A .MvJ il CAL F-R v
c i y : :•= j  “ h “ '. ÍgmT *» 1 /í i o >\ _ 1 LAhi ./N 1 LÂL FORM
C T H. F j *_ L 3 Vs JN.i 5 T AT EMENT S ARE TESTING CANONICAL F CK M
D 32 0 1 = 1 ,  Ill ’l l
DE 3 ¿ 0 J= 1 ,p->
TL 31=1' Abs  (h'Mt i , j n
A — 16
!U 111
34G
3 42
3 4 3
3 - 5
3 41
C 55 
3 í 9
I F ( T I B I . G i • T3 S T 0 )
CC GT1NUE
i r U V E S . <z l* • 0 ) GGT C
_> L. 3 '  1 I = 1» I l i  i l
o . 3 4 1  J = 1 J 1 JMI
l l i = P F + J
l r ( I . M * . J ) o J’ ” :
T r > ¿ =  1 .  J ; a b ( h n  (
i f  ( - A ü M T £ i , 2 l  .  3T .TEST 1 )GCT0 54  5
vj l T .'343
T ó l - r  ABSIHMl I , i r a  ) ) 
I F ( T E B 1 . G T . T 2 S T J ) ü CTC345  
IY E S = 1 
: y e y = i
GL T 3 3 4 1  
1 YES=C 
:C NTINuE
WK I~E{  í , 30 1 0 ) i Y ~ $ ,  i Y* Y
1_> 1*C
3 C1 3 F'.-' . 1 Al ( /  3X.  • 1 Y 3 • , I 2 , ' I YE Y= ' * 12J
CiF í , ¡D i > f v = 1  7¡<J-  SYST' - I  OrtUIR IS N N - 1
C I F N w j i H: N GÜ i C 3 x  G1 N N 1N 3 
3 57  I r ( I V ?Y .GF .  1)  G'jT 0 3 5 C  
i f  ( I Y ! . S • 5 i* • 0)  G T 0 3 5 1 
r i i v s . ' ^ . u  gjTejsc
3 5 2 11 7 Y = G
3 50 Mi\-=NN+1
IF (M . 2 . . . 4 J  ;E” J V .
• vi L> 7 0 2 3 0 
35 1 h j -  v l f i
■ • F I 7 E ( t j  2 0 1 0 )  
i _ L ( ‘ »2010)
* M T E ( í  » 3 0 C 0 ) N 1
3CÜO r- ' > 1/7 1 / 3 X ,  ' - ■ ‘ « W ,  • 7nE H  JO 3 Y2 TE1 CROER í\=*
1 0 1  E~ Jf.O
1 2 )
A — 17
1 0 0 7
lOGfc
2 5 
134
1000
3 2 7 S
3 3 
33
3 3 3 0
Süß p uTi - iE IN I 7 ( Y . G U . N , M . P , A . ß . C , X O » X L , H , V I  
IMPLICIT AL-» J( A - H , C - 2 )
Ol í . :  « ' K  4 \ l 2 ,  2 JO) , 0 0 ( 2 , 5 0 0 )
ID* " u rc. p
 ^■ I <c 1'- i í ( 1 J i U  ) » u> l i  O , 1C) , C (  i J , I  J)  » -  ( 10)  ,  V ( i. J ) , T j ( U , i . J )
o í  ' i " \ :  ic j p a i  i : ,  i o )
CALL S’ ;•:$!( N.  i
Ca l l  .. ’ ( »i * * »
0 . 1 0 7 : = i , J
Y ( 1 , 1 ) = j  •
OC 1 0 0 “ K = 1 ¿
Y( 1 « 1 ) •= Y ( I « l ) + C ( I  , K ) * V t K )
J3 = ( X L - X ü l / H + l .
Ou 133 K — L , J J 
HK = ( K—1 ) * H
CALL OXÍ <»Í ' »X,  PA i Tü , HK,  v » •• )
00  U u t  1 = 1 ,  P
Y( 1 J 0 = 0 .
o- i ooe k i —i • j
Y( i ,  l\ ) = Y ( I , tC ) + C l 1 , K 1  ) *  = ( K 1 )
O O 2 3 1 I  = 1 , N 
V ( i I ) =■ P ( 11 )coi ~ U u:
0 0 1 0 0 0  i = 1 ,  J J
XI = M*{1-11  
Ü J (  i .  I ) = J i ( X  i )
J J ( 2 , i ) = J21XI  ) 
w R1 Tu ( ¿ , 3 2 7 b ) A ,  p
F C '  ¡ A 7 < 1 H 1 . 2 3 X , ' TIME ü ( X ) .  1= • ,
0 - 30 O=l»fc>0
XI =  ( J -  1 ) =»11
r . ¡ T : l t ,  3 3 ) X I . ( JGÍ I . J )  , 1  = 1 , M ) , ( YC i
F ' - T ( 7 X . 10 E í  2 . 5  )
*17 1 ~ T { 1 I 1000 )
F -  ' -1 » - {  t r i l l  
3 2 ' J " O
E Ni Ci
I 3 , 10X¿ 1 Y ( 7 ) ,  P= • , I 3 ) 
* J ) . 1 = 1 , P)
A — 18
F J i C T I  ’ . U < l  
K " A L * . 3  ü  1 » X 
J l - 1 . - * D£ I  i t  2 . J*X)-ETJR'-J
6 0 D
FJN'CTiCN J.IXI
• - ^ A L * i  U2 , X
U2=1 .2+OC.S( 2 . i -X )
PETUAN
■"ID
. j ^ i .  j J  I - i  -  i Ni  t f A ( P A | ß i  ! d )
M r L i C I T ÑL * L # E ( A - H , _ - ¿ )
0 ¡ME i '  1 - : A A ( 1 G » 1 C ) ,  A l 1 C, I G ) ,  PA( 1 J i i C ) , o ( 1 0 , i 2 ) » P ( i J , 1 0 )
. ' 1 M - N ? I : n X ( D ) . P 3 ( 1 0 . 1 0 J . T 8 ( 1 C . 1 0 )
_ Pr = l . O ’ - l - ;
1 i 'ul - = - i  
0 .  -3 1 = 1 ,  J 
D ■ J -  i *
A A ( I j U ) = A t i f U )
D- j i  -Gl tl. * A > t X,  -  P £ , i N *..» IC ♦ l o )
J" 11 i = i . N 
SI 10 J = l , f :
Pi l t O i  = P A ( l i J )
1F i i . - ^ . J )  P l i , J )  = P l l , J ) - l .
1 ' T 11 U E 
2 0 1 = 1 , » .
0_  2 0  J = l , i .
P ä < I , J ) = G .
0 2 0 K= 1.  '
P j (  Ì , J  ) = P o ( i  »J ) + A A ( X , K ) * P ( K j  J J
0 -  2 0 1 = 1 , ! '
01- 3 0  J = l , ‘ '.
‘ .. V 1 , 0  ) — •
o: -o ».= i.i
■ - ( I f J I  = Ti îCi»JJ+P o t l , K ) + i i t K , J l
'r
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U 
U
S J b P. OUT IN 5 ST 1ST h . A . PH )
K* AL *-3 A , P H » 4 T » S A T , A C » r i , R  
IMPLICIT F.S AL*U( A - H , C - ¿ )
JIM= \ £ 1 j  J •' ( 1 0 . 1 0 ) .  P M  1C,  10 ) i AT ( 1 0 , 1 3 )  • SAI ( 1 Ü • 1 0 )  • AC ( 1 J)
J -  ‘ 3 1 = 1 , r 
3 -  --3 J = I , t .
P ■ U I i J ) = 3 .
L  * 4  I = i , N 
i ’ r  t I » I J -  1 .
.  - = 1 = 1,1 
:  4 ¿ j  = i  í N
ATI i .J )  = A(
S A T < I , J i  = A T ( 1 , J )
3 a ,j l= i ,i ,
“> ~ . w  I —  I
0  .  A 9  I = 1 ,  K
o :  ' j  j = i , i .
4  ^l o )~ V •
J.  5 3 K=l , f .
A 2 ( J ) = A ( ( J ) + S 4 7 l I « K ) * û T ( K « J )
n ~ a 9 i -  i f
SA'  í I
■j
J 4
uT i  ! .: _X i  ; * i t N f n ( û l T l V l F )
4 L v : A* j j  I i  i / j  ' , J , J a , J l 
I i r ' L I 1- I A i A— h t _ — J
I i » 1 —: • ( I J ,  l i )  , d { , 3 ,  i j f  tF ( , t / (  Ì L I  f J ( l G )
j  : .  i = i , ’ .
= 111=c .
j  i  .i j = i , f .
F ( L ) = F ( i  )♦/ .< i  . J ) «v' ( J 1 
J ( i  ) = J 1 ( T )
J ( 2 J = w I ( T )
3 2 5 i ^ i .
J 25
1 i I = ' I ; I + l ( i , J | * j U J
I
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FUNCTIC f'i SIMJl ( N.  A.  X . S P S .  INDIC .NHC )
IMPLICIT R C A L * 3 ( 4 - H , C - ¿  )
REAL*6 A , X , E P 3 , $ I M U L
J I Mc J S i . N 1 r.Ort ( 5 0 ) , J C 0 L Í 5 0 ) . J O R O ( 5 0 ) . Y< 5 0 ) .AC N R C . U R C ) . X ( U )
■1AX = N
IF ( I » 4 C1 C. C- E. O) MA a= U* I 
IF ( J . L F . 5 0 )  GE T? 5 
tt ’ 1 T 1 í  i ¿ !jü  )
:  i i o L  = c .
RETURN
5 DETER = 1 .
3 .  1 0  K = l . r  
KM 1 = K—1 
PI V~T = C.
DO 11 1 = 1 ,  N 
D 1 1  J = 1 , N  
I ~ ( K « v ^ « l )  Ou 5 
DO 3 ISC AN = 1 , KM 1 
DO 3 JSC A N = i •KM1 
1 ■ í 1 • " » a IROW( ISC A N ) ) uC I C 11  
IF ( J 3 .  J CCU JSC AM) ) GO TC 11 
3 C EUT INUE
5 I F O A b S I  A ( I . J )  i . L  = . DAd£CPIV' ?T ) ) GO TO 11
P1 V E T = A( I , J )
1.Ea í i s )=I  
J O C L ( K ) = J  
11 C i n~ IN JE
I T( ~ A b S ( P I V C T ) . G T . E P S )  « 0  TO 13
3 1M J C = C .
RETURN
13 I  !C i. K= I i’ 0 ( K )
j c c l k = j c ; l ( k )
DETE -". = D£T Es *  P i  V _ -  
DO 1 -  J=1.V,AX
14 At i : .EwK,  J)  = Al  I .O. .K# J ) / P I V O T  
A ( .1 r _ *-iK ,  J C V L K ) = Ì .  /  P I V 0 T
DO 18 1 = 1 ,N 
A IJC K = A ( I .JCCLK)
X" ( l a  ti « 1 Í ■ -  il K ) UL; T—' 1 8 
A ( 1 ,  J C G L K ) = -  A i J C K /  P I V C T 
DO 1 7 J = 1 , MAX
i 7 I c ( J a  z a J C ! L K ) A I I » J ) = A C I , J ) — A l x C K ' ! A{i iVJ«<K,J)
13 C - N1 1 N J E
DO ¿ J  1 = 1 ,  K 
130*1 = 1» ... ( 1 )
j c  . L  i = j c  : l  í i )
J . : ( I  . * i ) = J .. _ 0 1
a a I I- 1 a i . / i  l a ---a J ) )t( J V L L 1 ) = -à ( I ' » ft i t 1 AX)
I  T h  =  E
i 01=I +1 DC 23 J= I P 1 , I
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IF U C f  Oí J ) . 0 E . J G K D (  I I I  OC
JT:-MP = JCRC( J)
j c i . o i  j ) = j c k d ( i J 
j  . k ; ( I )  = j 7 lmp  
I ' ITCH=INTCh + i
TO 22
> ■> CM T I '• U ~
i "  ( i ' FCH/ <.<e2.  1 " .  ¡ M O M I  ” i 
IF ( I I F I C . L F  . 0 )  OC TC 2 i 
3 i ’ ' J L = D E. T CI 
K'TJ-iM
' R = - 3 3  T“ K
2 6 3 j  2d J = 1 , N  
o :  27 1 = 1 » K 
I ;u. . I  = I f  j a ( I  ) 
J C' L  I = J C J L Í I )
2  7 Y ( J C C L I i — A l I P j u I , J)  
o :  2 s  i = i ,  n
2 È m i . j ) = y ( n  
o ;  3 0  i = i , k
o :  29 J = 1 » N 
I sCrt J=Ir Oril JJ 
JCr L J = J C _ L ( J )
2 9 Yl I « 3 f t J)  =  M  I . J C j LJ)  
03  30 J = 1 , K
JO M  1¿ J ) = Y( J )
SI'-i j l  = CET = F 
F.'TUPN
2Co F C F -5 A T ( 2 X ,  • TC 0 LC NO • )
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a p p e n d i x  3
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c PROGRAM C C 
C T H I S  PROGRAM I S  USED TC I C E N T I F Y  LNKNCwN ORDER C 
C L I N E A R  0 I S C R E T E - T 1 M E  SYSTEMS C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCt tCCCC
9 9 9
1 1 7
l  l a
1 19
33
111
2
01 MENS I t  N Y Y ( 1 5 0 ) , U U ( 1 5 0 ) , A < 1 5 0 . 2 0 ) , 0 ( 1 5 0 . 2 0 ) , d B ( 2 0 , 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  C C 1 2 0 . 2 C )  , A A (  2 0 , 2 0 )  , E K (  2 0 )  , R R ( 2 U , 2 0 )  ,0131 ( 2 0 . 2 0 )  
D I M E N O ! ! N SS ( 2 0 , 2  0 ,  ALPHA < 2 0 ) , A K ( 4 ) , B K ( 5 ) , U ( 1 5 0 ) , Z ( 1 5 0 )  
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  Y Y • U J  • A • B • P.R .  SS • A A • BB ,  BO I ,  AK , BK , U.  Z ,  J  M,  T 
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  C C . E K . U O . Z O  
R E A D ( 5 , S 9 9 ) N  
F O RM A T( 1 3 )
A K ( 1 ) = - 0 . 0 0 6 5  
A K ( 2 ) = 0 . 4 8 6 8  
A K ( 3 ) = —1 . 7 5 1 2
A K ( A )  = 2 . 2 6 0 5  
B K ( l ) = 0 . 0 0 t 6  
B K I 2 ) = —0 . 1 2 4 5
B K ( 3 1 = 0 . 0 2 8 9  
B K ( A ) = 0 . 0 9 7 5  
B K ( 5 ) = 0 .
zo=o.
uo= c.
JM = 0 .
DO 117  J = 1 , N  
J M = J M * 1 .
U ( J ) = J M * D T A N ( 6 0 » J M )
CONTINUE
Z ( 1 ) = A K ( 4 ) ♦ZO + B M  4 ) * U 0  + BK(  5 ) * U < 1)
Z ( 2 ) = A k ( 3 ) * Z 0 * A K ( 4 ) * Z ( 1 ) » Q K {  3 ) * U 0 < - d K C  4 ) * U ( 1 ) + B K ( 5 ) * U ( 2 )  
Z ( 3 ) = A K ( 2 ) * Z 0 * A K ( 3 ) * Z ( 1 ) + A K ( 4 ) * Z ( 2 ) * : 3 M 2 ) * U 0 * 3 K ( 3 ) * J { l ) « - o K ( 4 ) w  
* U ( 2 ) * B M 5 ) * U < 3 )
Z { 4 ) = A K ( 1 ) * Z  0+ AK ( 2 )  »¿. ( 1 )  + A K ( 3 ) * Z ( 2 ) « - A K 1 4 ) * Z ( 3 ) * B K ( 1 )  * U O * B K ( 2 )  » 
■ * U ( 1 ) + B K ( 3 ) - * U ( 2 ) * B K I 4 ) * U 1 3 )  +  B K ( 5 ) * U ( 4 )
0 3  118  K = 5 , N
Z ( K ) = A K ( 1 ) « 2 ( K - 4 ) * A K ( 2 ) * Z  ( K - 3 ) + A K ( 3  ) * Z  ( K—2 ) ♦ A K ( 4 ) * Z ( K - l )
* * B M  l ) * J ( K - 4 H - 0 K ( 2 ) « U ( K - 3 ) * e K ( 3 ) ^ J ( K - 2 ) * d . K 1 4 ) ^ U ( K - l ) * B K ( 5 ) * U l K )  C ON TI NU E  
U J ( 1 ) = U 0  
Y Y ( 1 ) = Z0  
DO 119  1 = 1 , N 
U J ( I  + 1 ) = U ( I  )
Y Y I I + 1 ) = Z ( I )
CONTINUE
W R I T E ( f c , 3 3 ) » N
F ORM AT ( / / 5 X , r T HE SAMPI NG L F N G T H = • , I  3 )
C A L L  OR 0 ( N , Y Y , U U , M , A , B )
N I I = N - M + 1  
N J J = ( M + 1 ) * 2  
N J P = 2 * M + 1  
M 3 = M * 1
I F ( M . G T . 5 ) G 0  TC I CO  
W R I T E ! 6 ,  1 1 1 1 M
F J R M A T ( / / 5 X . ' T H E  SYSTEM D R D E R = * . I 2 )
DO 2 1 1 = 1 , NJP  
DO 2 J J = 1 , N J J  
C C (  I I . J J ) * C .
CON TI NU E
0 0  3 1 1 = 1 » M 
CC( I Í . I 1  ) = 1 .
3 C0NT INU"
DC *5 LI = 3 M, NJ P
LL = LI + 1
C C I L I . L L ) = 1 .
5 CONTINU:
DO 7 I A= 1 ,  N J J 
EK! I A ) = C •
7 CONTINUE
CK ( MM) = 1 .
CALL T R P R A ( A , N I I , \ J J , A A )
W R I T E ( C , 1 5 ) N
1 5  FORMAT( / / 5 X , ' 7 H"  DAMPING Lr NGTH=• , I 3)
WR I T E( 6 , 8 1 ) NJ J , NJ J » (I  >1 = 1 . 6 )
8 1  FOR MAT I / / *  MATRIX AA{  • ,  1 2 ,  • ,  • , 1 2 ,  * ) = ' / 5 X , - 3 (  1AX,  1 1 ) ) 
DO 9 3 1  1 = 1 , NJJ
9 S 1 li RITE ( 6 , 9 9 0 )  I ,  ( AA ( I , J )  , J = 1 , N J J )
9 9 0  FORMAT l * 0 RCrt • * 13* 9  X,  61 IP J 1 5 .  6 ) /  { 12 X,  U  1 P L U S . 6 ) ) J 
CALL TRPRA l ti,  N1 1 ,  N UP ,tJ8 J 
W R I T E ! Í , 3 0 JNJP. NJP,  1 1 , 1  = 1 , 6 )
3 0  F O R M A T ! / / *  MATRIX B B ( * , 1 2 , • ,  • , 1 2 ,  • ) = • / 5 X , 6 ( 14X,  I 1 ) )  
DO 9 8  1 = 1 , NJP
9 6 WRITE ( 6 , 9 û )  I ,  ( 8rt( i ,  J ) , J = 1 , I 4 J P  )
9 0  FORMAT 1 * 0  ACW* * 13 , 4 X , 6 ( IPO 1 5 . fc)/ ( 1 2 X , c ( l p 0 1 5 . 6 )  ) )  
CALL MAT INVI 3 3 » ' !  JP»  b o l  ,  I r KR )
CALL MAM JL T ( 391 ,  CC ,  P. R , N J P , N J P » N J J )
CALL MAMJ L T ( RR, AA,  SS* N J P , N J J , N J J )
DO 7 7 7  1 = 1 . NJP 
ALPHA! I ) = 0 .
DO 7 7 7  J = 1 , N J J
ALPHA!  1 ) = ALPHA ( 1) + SSI  I .  J ) * E M  J)
7 7 7  CONT INJ~
WRITE!  t.» 3 5)
3 5  FORMA" ( /  3 X * 'THE GAI NOI AL AL3 HA </ ECTüA=*/ )  
wRITE ( i , 2 0 ) ( A K ! I ) , 1 = 1 , A ) , ( t >K( 1 ) , 1 = 1 , 5 )
WRITE ( c ,  <i 5 )
A5 F ORMAT ! / 3 X ,  *TH5 ALPHA VECT OF = » / )  
n R 1T E ( ‘ , 2  0 ) ( ALPHA( I ) , 1  = 1 , NJP)
2 0  FORMAT I t ! 1 P C 1 5 . *  ) )
1 0 0  STOP 
END
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SUBROUTINE OP. U CM. Y Y . U J . M .  A . B  )
D 1 Mr  NS ICN Y Y l 1 5 0 ) , U U ( 1 5 0 ) , A ( 1 5 0 , 2 0 ) , 0 ( 1 5 0 , 2 0 ) , I D X ( 2 0 )
DOUBLE P R E C I S I CN Y Y , U U , A , U  
K= 0
3 CALL C C M B t N . K , Y Y , U U , A , 8 )
N I I = N - K + l  
N J J = ( K + l ) * 2  
N J P = N J J —1 
C PS= l . O E  —6
h R I T E ( fc, 8  3 ) N I I  , N J J , ( I , 1  — 1 , 5 )
33  F O R M A T I / / *  M A T R I X  A ( * , 1 2 , * » * « 1 2 , * ) = * / 5 X , 6 ( 1 4 X , I I ) )
DO 9 8 4  1 = 1 , N i l
9 8 4  W R I T E ( t , 9 9 4 ) 1 , ( A ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N J J )
9 9 4  FORMAT ILO KGH■ , 13 , 4 X , 6 ( I P O  1 5 . 6 ) / C1 2 X , 6 ( 1  P 0 1 5 . 6 )  ) )
W R I T E l f c , 8 6 ) N i l , M J P , ( I , 1 = 1 , 6 )
86  FORMAT( / / •  M A T R I X  8 ( ' , 12 , •  , • , I  2 , • )  =  • / 5 X , 6 ( 1 4 X , I  1 ) )
0 0  87  1 = 1 , N i l
87  M R I T E ( 6 , 4 4 ) I , ( 6 ( I » J ) , J = 1 , N J P )
4 4  FORMAT( 1 0 RGW • ,  I  3 , 4 X ,  6 (  1 PD 1 5 .  fa ) /  ( 1 2 X ,  fa { 1 POI  5 . 6  ) ) )
CALL  R A N K ( A , I D X . N I l , N J J , MR AN KA , EPS)
N I I = N - K + 1  
N J P  = 2 * K  + 1
E P S= 1 . 0  E—6
C ALL  RANK I B , I D X , N 1 1 , NJ P , M R A N K B , E P S )
10 1 F=MRANKA—MR ANKf l
W R I T E ( f a , I O J K j M R A N K A , M R A N K B , I D I F
10 F O R M A T I / / * I T E R .  N 0 . = * , I 2 / *  R A N K A = * , I 2 / *  R A N K B = * , I 2 / *  D I F = * , I 2 / )
I F ( I D 1 F . E U . 0 )  GO TO 2 
K =K+  1
1 F(K—513,3,5
2 M=K
5 RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE COM 8(N .K .Y.U.A.B)
DIMENSION A ( 1 5 0 , 2 0 ) , B 1 1 5 0 , 2 0 ) , Y l l 5 0 ) , U ( 1 5 0 )
DOUBLE PRECISION A , B , Y , U
K1 = K + 1
NK1= N—K + 1
NI—N + l
DO l J = 1» K1
I Y= 0
J 1 = J - 1
NKJ 1=NK 1 + J 1
MX = J l + 1
DO l  I I = J . N K J 1  
I V = I V + 1
A ( I V , M X ) = Y ( I I )
1 CONTINUE
DO 2 J = 1 • K1
I V= 0
J l = J - l
NKJ1=NK1+J1
MT=K+J 1+2
DO 2 1 1 = J , NKJ1
IV= I V+ l
A(IV.MN)=U(II)
2 CONTINUE 
I e ( K . E u « 0 )  Gj TO 3 
DO A 1 1 = 1 ,  NK l
DO 4 M N = l . k
3 1 1  I , NN ) = A ( 1 1 , MM)
4 CONTINUE
K2= K + 2 
N I I = ( K + 1 ) * 2  
DO 10 I I = I , NK1 
DO 1C NM=K2 , NI I  
NN=MM—1
B( I I . NN ) = i  ( I I ,  NT)
1C CONTINUE
RETURN
3 DO 11 11 = I «M  
3 ( 1 1 , 1 )  = A l i I , 2 )
11 CONTINUE
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE T R P R A I A . M I . M J . X T X )
D ¡ MENS IGN A ( 1 5 0 , 2 0 ) , X T X ( 2 0 , 2 0 )  
DOUBLE PRECISION A, XTX, TEMP  
DD 1 I = 1 ,  M J 
03 I J= 1 ,  MJ 
TE’«1P=0.
UC 2 L= I  , MI
T E M P = T E M P + A ( L . I » * A ( L . J )
X~X{  1 1 J ) =  TC MP
Continue
RETURN
end
SUBROUTINE R A N K t A . I D X . N I I . NJ J , MRANK,EPS) 
DIMENSION I D X ( 2 0 )  , 8 ( 1 5 0 , 2 0 ) , A ( I 5 0 , 2 0 )  
DOUBLE PRECISI ON TEMP, D, 8 , A 
NI = NI I 
r-J=NJJ
I P ( N I . G E . N J )  UC TO 3 
DD 1 1 = 1 , N i l  
DO 1 J= 1 ,  N J J 
B ( J ,  I )= A ( I , J )
CONTINUE 
NI=NJJ  
N J = N I I
DO 2 1 = 1 , N i l  
D j  2 J= I ,  ¡ 4 J J 
B( l i J)  = A( I , J )
CONTINUE 
MRANK=NJ 
DO 10 1 = I , NJi o x ( n = i
WS1 = DABS( a n ,  I J)
Ki =  I
0 2  4 11 = I , NI
WS2 = DAES( B( l i  . I ) )
1 = ( W S 1 . U " . R S 2 )  GO TC 4 
Vi S 1 = 5 2 
KI = I I
C JNT ir UE
1 (KI . 0 . 11 j j  TO 5
0 2  (■ J = 1 ,  N J 
TEMT’ = B ( I k J)
B( I ,  J)  = U k 1,  J)
0 ( K I , J ) = T EMP
C JNT INUE
IK ( DAd S ( B ( 1 ,  I I  J . U T . E P S )  U T 7 
Mi* ANK=MRANK— 1
1 DX( I ) = 0
GO TO 10
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? J ß ROUT INC MATINV( A , K C , A I , I=RR)  
DIMENSION A ( 2 0 , 2 0  ) ,B< 2 0 , 2 0 )  , AI ( 2 0 , 2 0 )
double precision a,u,ai,temp.ccmp
W R I T E ( 6 . 2  0 )
2 0  F O R M A T ( / 3 X , ' TH - CRINGINAL M A T R I X * / )  
t jRITE ( 6 ,  2 1 ) { ( A ( l , J ) , J = l , K C ) , I  = l , K C )
2 1  FuL MAT ( b ( l P C 1 5 » b )  )
N* I
I S S P = 1 
o :  i  i = i , K c
OJ 1 J = 1 , K C  
A 1 ( ! ,  J ) = C.
3(  I .  J)  = A ( I . J )
1 CONTINUE
DO 2 1 = 1 , KC 
A l ( I , I ) =  1 . 0
2 CENT INUC
DO 3 1 = 1 , KC 
COM P = 0 . 0  
K=I
6 I r ( ' A B ' ( á ( K , I ) ) - D A B S ( C O M P ) ) 5 , 5 , A
A C J M P = ö ( K , I )
N= K
5 K = K + 1
1 = ( K - K C ) 6 , 6 , 7
7 IF(ü(N,I))«,51,8
d I F ( N—1 ) 5 1 j 1 2 , 9
9 DO 10 M=1 , KC
T - M P = D ( I , M )
B( I , M)=fc(N,M)  
b ( N, M ) = T E M P 
T EMP=AI( I , M)
A l l  I , M )  =  A I ( N , M )
1C A I ( N, M) =TEKP
12 CONTINUE
T E MP= 0 l 1 , 1 )
DO 13 M= 1 , KC
A I ( I , M ) = A I ( 1 i M) /TEMP
b( 1 » V ) = 0 ( I « V. ) / TEMP
13 CONTINUE
DO IE J= 1 , KC 
I F l J - I  ) 14 ,  1 6 , 1 4  
1¿ I F ( 3 ( J . I ) ) 1 E , 1 6 , 1 5
IE CONTINUE
TE v ^= a ( J ,  1 )
DJ 17 N= 1 , KC
A I ( J , N )  = A i ( J , N  )—T “ -IP* AI ( 1 , N )
17  t,l J , N )  = d ( J ,  ' i ) - TEMP*a(  I , N )  .ic c:ntinue
3 0 .TINJE 
w K I T - (  * . , 2 2 )
2 2  FORMAT 1 / 3 X , ' T H E  INVERSE MA T ) . I X ' / )
**m i ~ 5 ( ^ , 2 1 )  I I A I (  1 , J ) , J = 1 , K C )  , 1 = 1 ,  KC )
A — 29
RETURN
51 * | R I T S U , S 2 )
5 2  FORMAT( 5 X , 2 2 H 7 H "  MATRIX 15 SINGULAR)  
I 5 RR= 0
RET JRN 
END
SUBROUTINE MAIULT ( A D . B D . C D « L . M . N )  
DIMENSION AD( 2 0 , 2 0 1 , j D ( 2 0 , 2 Ü ) , C D { 2 0 , 2 0 )  
DOUBLE PRECISION AD,t>D,CO 
DO 10 1 = 1 ,  L 
DO 10 J= 1 » N 
CD( I ,  J ) =  0 .
DO 10 K = 1 , M
10 C D( I . J ) = C 0 ( I •J ) + A D (  I .KJ * 3 0 { K . J )
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX 4
A 4 1 Reduction of high order system
In practice, even when it is possible to identify the 
parameters of complex and high order system s, the analysis, 
optimization and adaptation would require a large amount of 
computation. One way of overcoming these computational d if ­
f ic u lt ie s  is to use a low order model of the high order system 
which is computationally and analytically more tractable than 
the actual system, yet s t ill  provides sufficient information 
about the original system.
Let the given high order system S be described by 
x (t)= A x(t) +  B u(t) ( A 4 - 1 )
y /t ) = C x ( t )  ( A  4 - 2 )
where
x (t )E R nxl i s a state vector
y (t)e  R PXI is a output vector
u ( t )e R "x:1 is a input vector
A s R nxn , B e R n xm and C g R Px" are constant matrices
which are either known or unknown.
Assuming that only the system inputs and outputs are
accessible for measurement, our objective is to provide a low 
order model of the high order system which is computationally 
or analytically more tractable than the actual system, yet 
provides sufficient information about the system.
Let the low order model of order q, where p <  q <  n 
be described by :
3Cr(t) =  A , x ,  ( t )  +  B , u ( t )  (A 4-3)
j f r ( t )  =  C r X r ( t )  (A 4-4 )
where
x , ( t  ) 6 R ,xl  
u ( t ) G R“ x 1 
y r C t )  G R ' XI
A,  E R ' * ' ,  B, 6 R ' X"  and Cr R ” “1 are unknown 
constant matrices to be determined, such that for the same 
input _u ( t ) , the output y, ( t ) is sufficiently close to y ( t ) .
Referring to equation (3 -49), if y ( t ) ,  u ( t )  and
their q-successive integrals are measured at q ( m + 2 ) success­
ive samples of time with a sampling interval (T ) , then R (T ) 
and V ( T )  can be constructed. Now if for some sampling interval 
T , and some input _ u ( t ) ,  V ( T )  is non-singular then :
C a , Pr Mr 3 = R  (T )  C V ( T ) ) - 1 ( A4-5)
where
('J') g g e q i  m+2 > V ( T )
Now the reduced model system matrix A r is obtained 
from equation (3-67) while the input matrix Br, the initial state
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Xr ( to ) and the output matrix C,  are given by :
B r *— P  r 0 + A r P r l  + ............+  A r , - ‘ P r ( , - (  A 4 - 6 )
X r  (  t o  )  =  M r O  +  A r M r l  + ............+  A r ' - 1  M r  ( , . |  ) ( A 4 - 7 )
and
) ) C A 4 - 8 )
Since the order of the model (q )  is less than the 
actual system order n, then for some input u ( t ) ,  the reduced 
parameters A r , Br are not unique i .e ., different models can be 
obtained for different sampling intervals.
So far, there is no specific method available to deter­
mine the sampling interval which provides us with the optimum 
low-order model with respect to a specified criterion. But since 
the response of the reduced-order system is required to be close 
to the response of the actual system during the transient and 
steady state intervals, the sampling interval is chosen such
that the response is measured over both intervals.
A 4 — 2 Illustrative examples
To demonstrate the use of the above method to obtain a 
reduced order model, m  consider the following examples. For 
the numerical computation the Program B in Appendix 2 was 
used.
To assess the extent of error introduced in the reduced 
model, the following equation is used to give an index of error 
between the response of the actual system and the reduced system.
A — 33
C y C t ) — y r ( t ) ) 2 dt (A4-9)
where
y ( t )  is the response of the actual system 
y r(t) is the response of the reduced system 
ts is the time interval of the response during the 
transient and steady state
In deriving the reduced order system, the designer has 
the choice of specifying a time interval for the collection of the 
measurement data. In the absence of a particular method to 
compute optimum sampling interval T , we can search over T 
£■o  find the reduced model for which we have a minimum
value of S (A  4 -9 ). The following equation gives a relation­
ship between the sampling interval T and the settling time t. of 
the system to be reduced.
T = K t 6 (A4-2)
where K is a proportional constant
The sampling interval T was then varied to observe its 
effect on S .
(a) Example A4—1
Consider the following 3rd order system
( t ) 0-000 1.000 0-000 X  i ( t )
( t ) = 0-000 0.000 1-000 X 2 ( t )
( t ) -  15-000 -  23-000 -  9.000 X j ( t )
A — 34
0.000
+ 0.000 uC t)
1 .000
c  =  C i •ooo o . o o o  o . ooo 3
where
u ( t )  = 1.0 +  s in ( 1.2 t ) 
and the settling time t, = 5  seconds
In this example, the sampling interal is varied from 
0.024 seconds to 0.051 seconds to search -jar good approximations 
of the actual system.
The results for three values of the sampling intervals 
are shown below
(1) T  =  0-031 seconds
Ar
B,
' -  1 .065814D— 14 
-  1 .640349D +  00 
3 .360006D — 03 ' 
9 .907115D— 02
(2) T  =  0.032 seconds
(3)
Ar
B ,
T  =
1-421085D- 14 
-  1 - 735320D+ 00 
1.938859D— 04 ' 
1 .1 16925D- 01 
0.034 seconds
Ar
1 . 278977D— 13 
1.894064 D+ 00
1.000000D + 00 j 
-  1.965433D+00 j
1 .000000D+ 00 j 
-  2.125264D +00 j
1 . OOOOOOD +  00 
-  2.402988D+ 00
A — 35
B r
2 .155078D— 04 
1.356261D— 01
The summaries of the errors of reduction order with 
reference to (A 4 -9 ) is tabulated in Table A4-1.  this table 
supports the validity of the method used here. Three step 
responses of the original third order system and the reduced 
order system are shown in Figs. A4-1 ~ A 4 - 3 .
Table A4-1 Errors in order reduction
Sampling interval 
T = K t. ( seconds ) Error S
Standard deviation 
SD
0.051 (K =  0.0102 ) 0.22908104 D — 03 0.15026424 D - 0 1
0-049 C K = 0.0098 ) 0.64350131 D —04 0.88089981 D - 0 2
0.048 ( K = 0.0096 ) 0.18329792 D - 04 0.43059378 D - 0 2
0.047 ( K = 0.0094 ) 0.78492465 D -  05 0.28147325 D - 0 2
0.046 ( K = 0-0092 ) 0.39397185 D - 0 5 0.19929566 D - 0 2
0.045 ( K =  0.0090 ) 0.21010523 D - 0 5 0.14548334 D - 0 2
0.044 ( K =  0.0088 ) 0.11223660 D - 0 5 0.10630063 D - 0 2
0.043 ( K =  0.0086 ) 0.57305597 D - 06 0.75939109 D - 0 3
0.042 C K = 0-0084 ) 0.27297749 D - 0 6 0-52401464 D - 0 3
0.041 ( K =  0.0082 ) 0.13976599 D - 0 6 0.37488899 D - 0 3
0.040 ( K =  0.0080 ) 0-13539503 D - 0 6 0.36891877 D - 0 3
0.039 (K =  0.0078 ) 0.24447464 D - 0 6 0.49565245 D -0 3
0.038 ( K =  0-0076 ) 0.46467705 D - 0 6 0.68323370 D -0 3
0-037 ( K =  0-0074 ) 0.80205901 D - 0 6 0.89749529 D - 0 3
0-036 ( K =  0.0072 ) 0.22576261 D - 0 5 0.15069329 D - 0 2
0.035 ( K =  0.0070 ) 0.30112665 D - 0 5 0.17405738 D - 0 2
0.034 (K =  0.0068 ) 0.40902945 D - 0 5 0.20289596 D - 0 2
0.032 ( K = 0-0066 ) 0-82812593 D - 0 5 0.28887846 D - 0 2
0-031 ( K =  0.0062 ) 0-12509553 D - 0 4 0.35523659 D - 0 2
0-030 ( K =  0-0060 ) 0.19879831 D - 0 4 0.44817411 D - 0 2
0.029 C K = 0-0058 ) 0.33744068 D - 0 4 0.58462361 D - 0 2
0-028 ( K =  0-0056 ) 0.62885326 D - 0 4 0- 79972735 D — 02
0-027 C K = 0.0054 ) 0.32255553 D - 0 4 0.57034646 D - 0 2
0-026 ( K =  0-0052 ) 0.87943100 D - 0 4 0.94481594 D - 0 2
0-025 ( K = 0-0050 ) 0.47776769 D - 0 3 0.22224150 D -  01
0.024 ( K = 0-0048 ) 0.54496945 D - 0 1 0.24989445 D + 00
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_  — 1.065814 D— 14 
r ~ - 1 .640349D +  00 
3.360006 D - 03 
r ~ L 9.907115 D — 02 J
S =  0.12509553 D— 04
(1) T =  0.031 seconds
TIME
1.000000 D + 00 
— 1.965433 D + 00 J
Fig. A4 —1 The step responses of y (t) and yr(t)
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(2) T =  0.032 seconds
Ar =  C
1.421085 D -  14 
1.735320 D + 0 0
1.000000 D + 0 0  
-2 .125264  D +  00 D
1.938859 D - 04 . 
r ~ L 1.116925 D — 01 J
S =  0.82812593 D— 05
TIME
Fig. A 4 —2 The step responses of y (t) and yr (t)
(3) T =  0.034 seconds
A _  ,  1.278977 D— 13 1.000000 D +00
-  1.894064 D-h 00 -2.402988 D +  00
„  2.155078 D— 04Dr — J
1.356261 D— 01
S =  0.40902945 D— 05
TIME
Fig. A 4—3 The step responses of y (t) and yr (t)
A — 40
M
(b) Example A4 — 2
consider the following 4 th order system
X ,(t) 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 Xi (t) 0.000 '
X*(t) 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 X2 (t) 0.000
= +
X3(t) 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 x3<t) 0.000
x 4(t) -150.000 -245.000 -113.000 -19.000 X4 (t) 1.000
u (t)
C =  C 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3
where
u (t) =  1 .0 +  sin ( 1.2 t ) 
and the settling time t s =  5 seconds
In this example, the sampling interval is varied from 
0.030 seconds ( K =  0.0060 ) to 0.050 seconds ( K = 0.0100 ) to 
search for the good approximations of the actual system. The 
results for two sampling intervals are shown below.
(1) T =  0.035 seconds
1.598721 D -  13 1.000000 D +  00 _A z  [ 1
— 1.334360 D +  00 -1.192328 D + 00
„ 7.261047 D— 04 , 
Br — C D7.011215 D -  03
(2) T =  0.036 seconds 
Ar =  C
1.527667 D -  13 
1.432157 D +  00
1.000000 D + 00 
1.418701 D + 0 0
A summary of the errors in order reduction with 
reference to ( A 4— 9) is tabulated in Table A4—2 which 
supports the validity of the method used here. Two step respon-
ses of the original fourth order system and the reduced order 
system are shown in Figs. A 4—4 and A 4—5.
Table A 4—2 Errors in order reduction
Sampling interval 
T =KTs(second ) Error S Standard deviation S D
0 .030( K= 0.0060 ) 0.12510514 D —00 0.33797768 D -0 0
0.031C K = 0.0062 ) 0.41404879 D -0 4 0.64472895 D -0 2
0.032C K = 0.0064 ) 0.34165453 D -0 5 0.18514778 D -0 2
0 .033(K  =  0.0066 ) 0.15334797 D -0 5 0.12406044 D -0 2
0.034( K = 0.0068 ) 0.89201300 D —06 0.94630327 D -0 3
0.035( K =  0.0070 ) 0.56369886 D -0 6 0.75233096 D -0 3
0.036C K =  0.0072 ) 0.36736633 D -0 6 0.60739234 D -0 3
0.037C K =  0.0074 ) 0.24032483 D -0 6 0.49130227 D -0 3
0.038( K =  0.0076 ) 0.15452157 D -0 6 0.39397669 D -0 3
0.039C K = 0.0078 ) 0.95389287 D -0 7 0.30956356 D - 0 3
0.040(K =  0.0080 ) 0.54629657 D -0 7 0.23428070 D -0 3
0 .0 4 1 (K = 0.0082 ) 0.27284472 D -0 7 0.16557742 D -0 3
0 . 04 2 ( K = 0.0084 ) 0.10441184 D -0 7 0.10243271 D -0 3
0 .043(K = 0.0086 ) 0.27090508 D -0 8 0.52178658 D -0 4
0 .044(K  = 0.0088 ) 0.42217353 D -0 8 0.65140551 D - 0 4
0.045 ( K = 0.0090 ) 0.17135131 D -0 7 0.13192978 D -0 3
0.046 C K =  0.0092 ) 0.48735173 D -0 7 0.22135025 D -0 3
0.047 ( K = 0.0094 ) 0.11659609 D -0 6 0.34240405 D -0 3
0.048 (K  = 0.0096 ) 0.27670013 D -0 6 0.52754500 D -0 3
0.049C K = 0.0098 ) 0.76365707 D -0 6 0.87662356 D -0 3
0 .050( K = 0.0100 ) 0.32906138 D -0 3 0.17885979 D - O l
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(1) T =  0.035 seconds
, 1.598721 D -  13 1.000000 D +  00 „Ar = L D
-  1.334360 D +  00 -  1. 192328 D +  00
7.261047 D — 04 ^
B r — C }7.011215 D — 03 
S =  0.56369886 D — 06
TIME
Fig. A 4—4 The step responses of y (t) and yr(t)
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(2) T =  0.036 seconds
1.527667 D— 13 1.000000D +  00
-  1.432157 D +0 0  -1.418701 D + 00 J
2.607955 D— 04 
L 8.273771 D — 03 '
S =  0.36736633 D— 06
TIME
Fig. A 4 —5 The step responses of y (t) and yr(t)
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